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PREFACE 

During my graduate study at Berkeley, I focussed on the study of nonlinear phenomena 

occurring in solid state systems. This led me to work on a number of problems, all linked by 

this common theme. The three most significant of these projects have been combined to form 

this thesis. These are given as three parts, each of which is self contained and may be read 

independently of the other parts. Each part has its own introduction, conclusion, and references. 

The first part concerns itself with the dynamics of spin waves excited by microwaves in a 

sphere of yttrium iron garnet. This study yielded a variety of interesting experimental results 

which were then analyzed both analytically and by numerical integration of the equations of 

motion. The second pan is a study of the dynamics of a forced magnetic oscillator. The system 

here is a toroidal magnetic core which displays the nonlinear effects of magnetic saturation and 

hysteresis. It is excited by a winding connected to a linear external circuit driven by a signal 

generator. This system was primarily developed to study a number of nonlinear phenomena in 

an experimental system - particularly resonance effects related to the emergence of a second fre

quency in the dynamics. The third part is concerned with a practical problem - an anomalous 

"noise rise" that was observed to occur in Josephson Junction parametric amplifiers. A theory is 

presented which offers an explanation for this effect. The theory is based on a "dynamical sys

tems" approach to the problem, the results of which may be applied to a broad class of similar 

systems. 
•» 

Berkeley 1987 Paul Bryant 
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ABSTRACT 

be 

This work consists of three parts. These arc linked by the common theme of nonlinear 

phenomena in solid state systems, but arc otherwise independent and self contained. 

Part 1: In this part an experimental study is mode of the interactions between spin wave 

modes excited in a sphere of yttrium iron garnet by pumping the Suhl subsidiary absorpuon at 

9.2 GHz with the dc Add parallel to [1111. The dynamical behavior of the magnetization is 

observed under high resolution by varying two control parameters, dc field (580 < H < 2100 Oe) 

and microwave pump power (1 < P < 200 mW). Within this parameter space quite varied 

behavior is found: (i) onset of the Suhl instability by excitation of a single spin wave mode 

with very narrow linewidth (< 0.5 G); (ii) when two or more modes are excited, interactions 

lead to auto-oscillations with a systematic dependence of frequency (10* to 10 Hz) on pump 

power, these oscillations displaying period-doubling to chaos; (iii) quasipcriodicity, locking, 

and chaos occur when three or more modes are excited; (iv) abrupt transition to wide band 

power spectra (i.e., turbulence), with hysteresis; (v) irregular relaxation oscillations and 

aperiodic spiking behavior. A theoretical model is developed from first principles, using the 

plane wave approximation and including anisotropy effects, obtaining the lowest order non

linear interaction terms between the excited modes. Extension of this analysis to the true spher

ical spin-modes is discussed. Bifurcation behavior is examined, and dynamical behavior is 

numerically computed and compared to the experimental data, explaining a number of features. 

A theory is developed regarding the nature of the experimentally observed relaxation oscilla-

tions and spiking behavior based on die interaction of "weak" and "strong" modes, and this is 

demonstrated in the numerical simulations for two modes. Quasipcriodicity is shown to occur 

in the numerical study when at least 3 modes arc excited with appropriate parameter values. A 
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possible mechanism for generating microwave subharmonics at half of the pumping frequency 

is discussed. 

Pan 2: This is an experimental study of a forced symmetric oscillator containing a satur

able inductor with magnetic hysteresis. It displays a Hopf bifurcation to quasiperiodicity, 

cntrainment horns, and chaos. The bifurcations and hysteresis occurring near points of reso

nance (particularly "strong resonance") are studied in detail and it is shown how the observed 

behavior can be understood using Arnold's theory. Much of the behavior relating to the 

entrainment horns is explored: period doubling and symmetry breaking bifurcations; homoc-

linic bifurcations: and crises and other bifurcations taking place at the hom boundaries. Impor

tant features of the behavior related to symmetry properties of the oscillator are studied and 

explained through the concept of a half-cycle map. The system is shown to exhibit a Hopf 

bifurcation from a phase-locked state to periodic "islands," similar to those found in Hamil-

tonian systems. An initialization technique is used to observe the manifolds of saddle orbits 

and other hidden structure. An unusual differential equation model is developed which is 

irreversible and generates a noninveniblc Poincarc map of the plane. Noninvertibility of this 

planar map has important effects on the behavior observed. The Poincarc map may also be 

approximated through experimental measurements, resulting in a planar map with parameter 

dependence. This model gives good correspondence with the system in a region of the parame

ter space. 

Pan 3: This pan takes a new look at an old problem, namely the observed "noise rise" in 

superconducting Joscphson junction parametric amplifiers. By exploiting recent insights from 

dynamical systems theory, it is shown how the interplay of random noise and (nonchaotic) 

deterministic dynamics can result in a noise rise like that observed in experiments. This 

analysis leads to a universal first order equation which applies to all similar systems in the 

high-gain regime, several predictions arc proposed which can be tested experimentally, includ

ing that a similar noise rise should occur in modulated semiconductor injection lasers. An 
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analysis is also made of a previously unknown mode of operation — a "six-photon" mode associ

ated with a symmetry breaking bifurcation - and its potential advantages over the previously 

studied three-photon and four-photon modes are discussed. 
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PART 1: 

SPIN WAVE DYNAiMICS IN YIG SPHERES 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This part is concerned with the dynamics of interacting spin wave modes in single crystal 

spherical samples of YIG (yttrium iron garnet: YjFesO^, which is ferrimagnetic. Although the 

existence of spin waves has been known for some time, the recent emergence of interest in 

dynamical systems theory has warranted making a detailed study of the many phenomena that 

can arise from the nonlinear interaction of excited spin waves. In order to orient the reader, we 

will start with a discussion of spin waves and how they may be excited. 

When ferro- or ferri- magnetic materials are placed in a strong d\c. magnetic field H 0 , 

excited states exist which involve an ordered precession of the spins about the axic of the 

applied field. The simplest of these is the uniform or Kittel mode,1 in which all of the spins 

process in phase, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This mode can be excited not only by thermal excita

tion, but directly by applying a microwave field h transverse to the d.c. field at the precession 

frequency. In addition to this mods there are spin wave modes in which there is a periodic vari

ation of the processional phase across the sample as shown in Fig. 1(b). The quanta of these 

excitations arc called magnons. In many cases useful information and insight into the behavior 

of spin waves may be obtained by studying Bloch spin waves in which the medium is approxi

mated as infinite and the spatial variation lakes the form of « , K r . Naturally, to make correspon

dence to a spin wave resonance in a finite sample wc will assume a "standing spin wave" is 
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(a ) 

(b) 

(c) T t 
Figurt 1. (a) Spins in uniform precession, (b) Spins in a traveling wave, (c) Spins in a stand
ing wave. 

formed by combination of a k and -k magnon. Such a spin wave is shown in Fig. 1(c). 

Although full theoretical details are given in Sec. 3, it is useful to introduce now a few 

equations. Fbr a spherical sample the frequency of the uniform precession is (ignoring effects 

of crystalline anisotropy): 
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<flO»7r7o (1) 

where y, the gyromagnetic ratio, is approximately 1.76xl07 G-1sec~'. The basic dispersion rela

tion for spin waves in a ferromagnetic sphere is (again neglecting anisotropy):2 

^ - ( T t f a - J ® * +yD*2)(Yff(r|o>„ +yO* 2 + o)msin29 l t) (2) 

for spin waves of frequency a*, wavcvector k, and azimuthal angle 6 k of k relative to H 0. Here 

M, is the saturation magnetization of the material, 4RM X = 1750 G for YIG, (om •Y4JIM, , and 

D, the exchange constant, is approximately 5.4xlO"9Gcm2 for YIG. These equations follow 

from the more general expressions derived in Sec. 3.1 - see Eqs. (59), (48) and (49). In Fig. 2 

we show a typical dispersion curve for spin waves in YIG sphere. The frequency depends not 

only on the magnitude of k but also on its azimuthal angle 9 k . There is also a slight dependence 

on polar angle •* resulting from anisotropy effects not included in Eq. (2) or Fig. 2. 

Excitation of a spin wave mode may be accomplished in a variety of ways. On the quan

tum mechanical level, these include various scattering processes of magnons with other mag-

nons and with other types of excitations eg. photons and phonons. On the classical level, these 

correspond to various nonlinear mode couplings. Low wave number modes may couple 

directly to a nonuniform microwave magnetic field. This effect produces a series of diminish

ing peaks (Walker modes3 * n ) near the main resonance. Spin waves of all wave numbers may 

be excited parainetrically, through nonlinear coupling with the uniform mode or other spin 

wave modes. In such cases Suhl 1 2 ' 1 4 * 2 showed that excitation of spin waves by this means can 

only occur when the driving field exceeds a certain threshold (now called the Suhl threshold) 

beyond which the power coupled into the mode paramctrically is in excess of that lost due to 

damping. This analysis was able to explain two important experimental observations: 1) The 

subsidiary resonance absorption and 2) premature saturation of the main resonance, effects 

which were lirst observed by Blocmbcrgcn and Wang15 and by Damon.16 The subsidiary reso

nance results from the first order Suhl instability. Here the pump frequency <ap is roughly dou

ble the uniform resonance COQ. and consequently this mode is excited very weakly. However. 
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Figure 2. Dispersion diagram co* vs. k for YIG sphere. Ok is the azimuthal angle of k with 
respect to the d.c. magnetic field. Obtained from Eq. (2) for H0 «1700 G. 

when there are spin wave modes whose frequency is very close to ap/2 (typically within 

±10~sa)p) then these modes can absorb power parametrically from the uniform mode and build 

up to a large amplitude. Since the spin wave modes occur over a wide range of frequency the 

subsidiary absorption peak is very broad, and under certain circumstances can even extend past 
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the uniform resonance.17 In premature saturation, one observes a second order Suhl instability. 

One drives the resonance for the uniform mode, which is strongly excited, and couples 

parametrically to spin wave modes at very nearly the same frequency. This coupling is of higher 

order than for the subsidiary resonance, but this is compensated for by the much higher ampli

tude of the uniform mode. The term "premature saturation" comes from the fact that the Suhl 

threshold occurs at a significantly lower microwave power (several orders of magnitude) than 

that required to saturate the uniform mode in the absence of spin waves. Above the threshold 

the effective damping of the uniform mode increases dramatically due to the large number of 

accessible spin wave modes. 

There is one additional means of coupling to the spin wave modes, that is generally 

referred to as "parallel pumping". Like the Walker modes discussed earlier, this is a direct cou

pling between the spin waves and the external field. Unlike them, however, this is a parametric 

coupling, and the frequency of the spin waves must be very close to o y 2 (as for the subsidiary 

case). This process was first proposed (independently) by Morgenthalcr,18 Schlomann, Green 

and Milam, 1 9 and Kagonov and Tsukcmik.20 It results from the fact that standing spin wave 

modes (made up of k and -k magnons) exhibit elliptical procession orbits when k is not parallel 

to the d.c. Meld. The ellipticity results from the volume (as opposed to surface) demagnetizing 

field. Elliptic orbits have a nonconstant z component of magnetization which oscillates a fre

quency 2a>* and thus can couple to <ap. The parallel pumping absorption is very broad and is 

found in the some frequency region as the subsidiary absorption. 

Although these instabilities were extensively studied earlier (sec Damon21 and 

Zakharov22 for review), no clear evidence of low dimensional chaotic motion was reported. 

Nakamura et a l . 2 3 - 2 4 and Ohta and Nakamura25 re-examined the theory for parallel pumping, 

numerically iterated the equations of motion assuming two modes, and found onset of instabil

ity, collective oscillations, and a period doubling cascade to chaos, with a Henon-likc return 

map. Gibson and Jeffries26 observed a period doubling route to chaos, periodic windows, and a 
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single-hump return map for the second order instability in YIG. Zhang and Suhl2 7 iterated the 

original equations foi this instability and found a period doubling cascade to chaos. Similar 

theoretical conclusions were reported by Rezende et al.; 2 8 and de Aguiar and Rezende29 

reported theory and experiments on parallel pumping. 

In this thesis is reported a detailed experimental study of the subsidiary absorption insta

bility in a YIG sphere, along with a theoretical interpretation of these results. Above the thres

hold one or more spin wave modes may become excited and these modes may interact with 

each other nonlinearty, resulting in a variety of interesting phenomena. Some new effects dis

cussed in the present work include: 

1) The regions and boundaries of behavior ore found in a high resolution parameter space 

diagram. 

2) Fine structure is observed in the parameter space. Previous studies focused on the 

dynamics that occur when large numbers of spin wave modes are simultaneously excited. How

ever, under appropriate conditions excitations can be limited to a few (1, 2, 3,...) very closely 

spaced modes. With two modes phenomena include low frequency (typically 10~5co^) auto-

oscillations exhibiting period doubling and chaos, aperiodic relaxation oscillations and 

aperiodic spiking. With three modes, quosiperiodicity (two incommensurate auto-oscillation 

frequencies) quasiperiodic route to chaos, and various aperiodic and chaotic orbits. 

3) Hysteresis is found at the Suhl threshold. 

4) Transitions to a wideband noisy state is found corresponding to hyper-chaos or tur

bulence. 

5) An approximate relationship between the auto-oscillation frequency and forci.ig ampli

tude, is found 

Although the primary focus in this study is on the subsidiary resonance, some additional 

data is given for parallel pumping. YIG has somi .symmetry and unless specified otlierwi.se, 

http://otlierwi.se
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data is with the d.c. field along the [ 111 ] or easy axis of the crystal 

2 EXPERIMENT 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

The basic experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. Microwave power of 200mW at 

9.2GHz is supplied by a klystron tube (this can be mechanically tuned from 8 to 12GHz). This 

is coupled via x-band wave guide (3cm) to a precision attenuator. The microwaves enter port 1 

of a 3-port circulator and exit through port 2 to the sample. Microwave power reflected by the 

sample returns by the same wave guide entering port 2 of the circulator, from which it is 

directed through port 3 to a tunable video crystal detector which is sensitive to changes in 

microwave power from dc to frequencies of several megahertz. The sample is mounted in a 

loop gap resonator30 located approximately I cm from an adjustable sliding short at the end of 

the wave guide. The loaded resonator, shown in Fig. 4, is designed to resonate at the klystron 

frequency. Adjustment of the resonator frequency is accomplished by either changing (he gap 

thickness or by inserting some dielectric material into the gap. The resonator is brass, plated 

with silver to improve the Q (Q = 500). The resonator has a significant advantage over a 7"102 

cavity - it can produce a larger microwave h field (5 Gauss compared to 0.25 Gauss at lOOmW) 

while providing a broader resonance. The system is fine tuned by adjusting the klystron fre

quency to the resonator. One can achieve near perfect coupling between the wave guide and the 

resonator by adjustment of the sliding short. Input microwave power Pm to the resonator is 

measured with a power meter attached to a 20 dB cross guide coupler. A balancing reference 

arm is attached to the detector via an attenuator and phase shifter. This is particularly useful for 

locating ihc Suhl threshold. One lirst nulls [he detector output by adjusting the attenuator and 
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Figure 3. Diagram of the experimental setup. Not uion: at» variable attenuator, cir * circula
tor, (microwaves entering port 1 exit port 2; microwaves entering port 2 exit port 3), dc * direc
tional coupler (absorbs microwaves traveling opposite to arrow), det * tunable video crystal 
detector (type 1N23B). ftn • frequency meter (HP model 2590B microwave frequency convert
er connected to S24SL electronic counter with 5253B plug-in), gm * Gauss meter, kly » klys
tron (Varian V-58), kps » klystron power supply (FXR model Z815B). LSI« LSI-11 computer, 
mag » electromagnet 0 to 19 kG, mc * modulation coils for magnet, ml - matched load, mps • 
magnet power supply (Harvey-Wells model HSR-1365B). mt - 4 arm magic T, res & samp * 
resonator and sample (see Fig. 4), pat » precision 0 to 50 dB attenuator (HP model X382A), 
plot» digitally controlled x-y plotter (HP model 7470A), pm • power meter (HP 431Q, pps * 
precision phase shifter (HP model X885A), scope * digital storage ociUoscope (Jektronics 
468), short * adjustable sliding short at end of waveguide, spec * spectrum analyzer 0 to 40 
MHz (HP model 3585A), xclO » lOdB crossguide coupler (10% of power follows arrow while 
remainder passes straight through), xc20 » 20dB crossguide coupler (1% of power follows ar
row while remainder passes straight through). 
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Figure 4. Loop-gap resonator with sample. Dimensions in inches. 

phase shifter in the reference arm, at some point well below threshold. When power is 

increased by adjusting the precision attenuator (pat) the detector output remains zero until thres

hold is reached. Beyond this point the detector response increases abruptly due to the increas

ing level of the effective damping resulting from spin wave excitation. The sample is centered 

on a large precision electromagnet with field stability of better than 0.1G. The magnet can be 

rotated about the wave guide allowing one to vary the angle BR between H 0 and h, thereby 

choosing perpendicular, parallel or oblique pumping angles with a resolution of better than 1 

degree. The sample itself may be rotated about the axis of the resonator to sample angle 9 5 -

also with better than 1 degree resolution. 

A variety of parameters may be varied to study the behavior. Most frequently, the d.c. 

magnetic field H0 and the applied microwave power P arc adjusted to produce a two 
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dimensional parameter space plot. Other parameters, usually kept fixed, include: microwave 

frequency co, (typically 9.2GHz), the position of the sliding short which controls the coupling 

between the wave guide and the resonator, the rotation angles 6 R and 85, the resonant fre

quency co* of the resonator, and the temperature of the sample (unregulated unless stated other

wise - roughly 3O0K at low power but increasing significantly at full input power of 150mW.) 

Efforts have been made to minimize noise, but some remains and limits the ultimate reso

lution of various dynamical phenomena sucn as high order phase locking and period doubling 

cascades. Sources include: intrinsic klystron noise, thermal magnons in the sample, klystron 

power supply noise (60 Hz and broadband), magnet power supply noise, temperature fluctua

tions effecting the klystron and the sample, crystal detector noise, and microphonics. 

12 Sample Description and Properties of YIG 

The sample used is a sphere of pure YIG (yttrium iron garnet) having a radius of 0.033 

cm. It is a spherical to within &RIR *6xl0~ ] and highly polished, to within 0.15um. 

In order to orient the crystalline axes of the sample we plot the resonance field H0 of the 

uniform mode as a function of sample angle Or as shown in Fig. 5. By adjusting the magnet 

angle as well, one can easily find the [111] directions (absolute minima for the resonant field 

strength) and the [100] directions (absolute maxima). The 8 [111] directions are the "easy axes" 

for YIG - if left free to rotate in a strong field the sample will tend to align itself with a [ 111 ] 

axis parallel to the field: also, the anisotropy energy is a minimum when the magnetization is 

aligned with [111], By contrast, the 6 [100] directions arc "hard axes" or direction of unstable 

equilibrium, and the 12 [1101 directions arc "saddle axes", i.e., they arc saddle points for the 

anisotropy energy. 
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my analysis. With this in mind, I have attempted to analyze the images first in terms of noise 

content. I plotted histograms of number of pixels with respect to count rates for each file. 

Figure 5.2 is a histogram of count rates for the image 06FEB20, in a 32 by 32 pixel area I 

have identified as open. The distribution looks Gaussian, centered at 73500 counts/sec, with 

a standard deviation of 3500 counts/sec, or approximately 5%. In a histogram of a 32 by 32 

pixel patch containing a granule, we see the same open area distribution super-imposed on a 

second distribution, presumably that of the count rates in the granule. If I could fit a 

Gaussian to the part of the distributrion corresponding to the open area of the image, I could 

extrapolate the fit and subtract it from the rest of the distribution, presumably leaving only the 

information about the granular region of the scan. Due to the large fluctuations in the 

"Gaussian" region of the histogram, resulting from the discrete sampling and averagcing of 

the pixels, the quality of the fit would necessarily be poor, and the subtracted histogram 

would have too much noise in it to be of value. 

I did use the histograms to determine a mean open area count rate, and a standard deviation 

for the count rates in the distribution for each image. On the following pages are histograms 

for the 32 by 32 pixel regions containing the granules in our 3 images. 
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general formula for such garnets is {A3"*')[B2+](Si3)Oi2, where the A and B can be any of a 

number elements, e.g., {Ca3

2+)[Cl2+KSi3)0]2 is a commonly occurring form. The brackets 

represent locations at different sites: ( } 3 c-site, [ ] 3 a-site, ( ) 3 d-site and no brackets 3 

A-site in the space group /a3rf(<?A

10) - see Geller.3 1 The only cations on symmetry centers are 

those on the a-sites. The a-sites form a BCC lattice, however a full unit cube for a garnet has 

a side twice the length of the a-site lattice and contains 8 formula units. Each d—site ion is 

tctrahedrally bonded to four oxygen atoms, and each a-site ion is octahedrally surrounded by 6 

oxygens. 

The iron garnets have the general form (A 3 j [Fe2](Fe 3)0 1 2, where A can be Y 3 + or any of a 

number of rare earth ions. Note that iron ions fill both the a- and the d-sitcs. YIG is an ideal 

Ncel ferrimagnet. The a - and <i—site ions have opposite spin polarization because of a super 

exchange interaction through the intervening O 2" ions. This produces a negative a-d exchange 

field: B, =-l.5x\Q*Md. These ferric ions have S«5/2 and L>0, hence there is a net magnetiza

tion of 5u« per formula unit or 40u^ per unit cell at zero Kelvin. The lattice constant is 12.376 

Angstroms (at room temperature) and from this we can calculate the saturation magnetization 

per unit volume: 4icMs 3 24S9G. The magnetization falls with temperature however, dropping 

to 3.65 lift per formula unit at 300K. 3 2 This lowers 4jtM, to 1795G. The sample used in this 

thesis is specified to have 4KM, » 175Q±50G at room temperature. At still higher temperatures 

the saturation magnetization continues to decline, going to zero at the Curie temperature of 

559K. 

Technically, the presence of a spontaneous magnetization implies that YIG cannot have 

perfect cubic symmetry. The fact that its easy axis is the [1111 axis indicates that the structure 

is actually rhombohcdral. Determination of the deviation from cubic structure have been car

ried out by various researchers (see Gellcr 3 1). 
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Y 3* is diamagnetic, and the ferric ions being in an L * 0 state have very weak interactions 

with lattice phonons. As a result, YIG has a very narrow line width, typically 0.4 Gauss at 

room temperature. In contrast, rare earth ions are paramagnetic and when replacing Y in iron 

garnets they have a weak exchange coupling to the ferric ions, resulting in a magm. ization 

which opposes the 5 ^ of the Fe 3 + ions. This results in a strong temperature dependence of Ms 

and also an increased line width. Rare earth impurities in YIG can lead to significant broaden

ing of the line width. 3 1 

The anisotropy energy for cubic crystals may be expanded a s 3 3 

where / i and / 2 are certain symmetry invariant functions (this is discussed in more detail in 

Sec. 3.1, Eqs. (36) to (41)). Tic most significant of these coefficients have been measured by 

Hansen 3 4 , 3 3 for YIG and are given in Table 1. Some values for K2 were measured by Escu-

dier. 3 5 

Table 1: Anisotropy Factors for YIG 

T(K) 4KM, (G) -JCjdO'ergcm-1) -Ki OÔ erg cm' •3) 
4.2 

77 
295 

2460 
2435 
1750 

24.8 
22.1 
6.1 

2.3 
2.1 
0.05 

The effect of exchange in YIG (and other cubic fcrromagnets) may well be approximated 

by an exchange field, H £ » (D/Af I)V2M(r) where D is the exchange constant, which for YIG is 

5.4xl0-"Gcm 2. 
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7.3 Experimental Results 

In Fig. 6 we show an overall parameter space diagram, pump power Pm vs H0, for a [111] 

orientation of the sample along the d.c. field, and peipendicular pumping of the subsidiary reso

nance. The solid lower boundary line represents the Suhl threshold for absorption by the spin 

waves. Below this line the system behaves linearly - the reflected power being some fixed frac

tion of the incident power that depends on the coupling between resonator and wave guide. 

For comparison purposes we show in Fig. 7 the behavior for parallel pumping. Note that 

here the threshold has a minimum at lower field than for perpendicular pumping. Most often 

the data to be presented is for perpendicular pumping - one may assume this is the case unless 

stated otherwise. 

Near the absolute minimum of the threshold curve for perpendicular pumping (Fig. 6) the 

dynamics of individual spin wave modes may be observed. These modes are very closely 

spaced (typically 0.16 C ) and give an oscillatory character to ihe Suhl threshold on a scale 

which is too fine to be seen in Fig. 6. In Fig.8 we plot the d.c. microwave absorption as a func

tion of applied field over a very narrow range of field. This d.c. effect was first observed by 

Jantz et a l . 3 6 " 3 9 As seen in Eq. (2), changing the field H0 shifts the frequencies of the spin wave 

modes in the sample so that in the figure we are scanning through a sequence of modes. The 

frequency is related to field approximately as ffio, so this implies that the mede frequency spac

ing in this sequence is roughly 450 kHz. Just slightly above the Suhl threshold, neighboring 

modes interact via nonlinear coupling. This gives rise to auto-oscillations in the reflected power 

as shown in Fig. 9a. These arc very low frequency compared to the applied microwaves - typi

cally 100 kHz. They appear as a modulation of the reflected microwave signal and directly in 

the video detector output signal 5(0- The oscil.ation can undergo period doubling bifurcations 

as shown in Fig. 9b. This occurs when a peak at half of the fundamental frequency begins to 
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Figure 6. Parameter space diagram Tor perpendicular pumping with the [111] axis parallel to 
the d.c. magnetic field. 
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Figure 7. Parameter space diagram for (neariy) parallel pumping with the [111] axis parallel 
(within 2*) to the d.c. magnetic field. Upper threshold marks the onset of high amplitude auto-
oscillations. These occur over a much broader range of field than was observed for perpendicu
lar pumping. Oscillation frequencies given in kHz. Actual pumping angle: 8* * 18° off paral
lel. 
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Figure 8. Observed single mode resonances. Located as indicated in Eg. 6. Mode spacing ap
proximately 0.16 G. 

emerge in the power spectrum, as shown in Fig. 9c. This process may repeat and a cascade of 

period doublings occurs culminating in a chaotic orbit as shown in Fig. 9d with power spectrum 

shown in Eg. 9e. (However, due to the extreme sensitivity of the fine structure region, only the 

first 2 or 3 bifurcations can be clearly observed). As will be demonstrated in Section 4, these 

behavior patterns require only the presence of two excited spin wave modes. For the sequence 
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t (ms) 0.5 o f (MHz) 

Figure 9. (a) Periodic auto-oscillations at approximately 16 kHz, observed in the single mode 
region of Fig. 6. Note: typical frequencies range from 10 kHz to 500 kHz. (b) Period doubling 
(c) Period doubUng power spectrum (d) Chaotic auto-oscillations (e) Power spectrum of chaotic 
oscillations. 

of peaks in Fig. 8, ihe first few starting at the left involve only single mode excitation and no 

auto-oscillations are observed - here the only observed effect is a dx. shift in power absorption. 

Moving to me right, the threshold for the successive modes is decreasing (we are approaching 
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the absolute minimum of the Suhl curve in Fig. 6.) Thus, being higher above the threshold, we 

can excite neighboring modes as well as the mode with the smallest detuning from resonance. 

(The detuning Aco* is defined to be co* - o>p/2). The a.c. effects we have described then occur 

in conjunction with the d.c. shift of Fig. 3. Hysteresis is also observed, the dynamics may 

switch suddenly into and out of oscillatory modes and the pattern is slightly changed when the 

sweep direction is reversed. The ax. as well as the d.c. behavior repeats approximately when 

the field is swept through intervals of 0.16 Gauss. Farther to the right, as more modes become 

involved, quasiperiodic behavior is sometimes observed, as shown in Fig. 10a. In this case the 

power spectrum [Fig. 10b| shows two fundamental peaks ((o( and coj) which arc irrationally 

related, along with all of their 2-componcnt harmonics of the form co^ • m (o, + n o^. These 

harmonics may be found arbitrarily close to any chosen frequency, however the amplitude of 

the peaks decay rapidly with increasing m and n . These orbits can exhibit the quasiperiodic 

route to chaos, which has been the subject of much theoretical study (see e .g . 4 0 ' 4 1 ) however, it 

is difficult to resolve much of the details of the transition in this case due to the extreme sensi

tivity in the fine structure region. The computer results in section 4 however do show that 

quasiperiodicity can occur when three or more modes arc involved and exhibit the transition to 

chaos. 

Referring back to Fig.6 there is a region between 1200 and 1600 Gauss where the boun

dary displays hysteresis - on increasing power, spin wave absorption is not observed until the 

upper curve, while on decreasing power, it continues until the lower one. The attractors exist 

for the system in the emsshatched zone, only one of which involves excited spin waves. In the 

excited spin wave state, the system exhibits noisy oscillations as well as an increased d.c. 

absorption. These do not appear to emerge through any bifurcation sequence from a simple 

oscillation. Also, the fine structure of the absorption cannot be observed in this region, which 

may be due to a higher density of modes, and/or modes with higher damping (and therefore 

greater overlap with neighboring modes). The essential origin of the hysteresis effect can be 
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f (MHz) 

Figure 10. (a) Quasiperiodic time series from single mode region of Fig. 6. (b) Quasiperiodic 
power spectrum 
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* (ms) 

f (MHz) 

Figure 11. (a) Relaxation oscillations time series. Located as indicated in Fig. 6. (b) Relaxa
tion oscillations power spectrum. 

understood theoretically in the dynamics of a single mode as discussed in Section 3.4. 

Between 700 and 1200 Gauss in Fig.6 we find that just above the Suhl threshold a form of 

aperiodic relaxation oscillation occurs. An example of this is shown in Fig. 11a. These have a 

characteristic "fast phase" during which the response of the system changes very rapidly which 
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Figure 12. (a) Low frequency noise spectrum. Below transition to high frequency noise in Fig. 
6. (b) High frequency noise spectrum. Above transiiion to high frequency noise in Fig. 6. For 
both figures the vertical scale is 10 dB per division. 

alternates with a "slow phase". Typically the fast phase is at least on order of magnitude faster 

and shorter (in duration) than the slow phase. These oscillations show no periodicity as can be 

seen from the featureless power spectrum in Fig.I lb. This behavior may be related lo the 

interaction of "weak" and "strong" modes as discussed in Sec. 3.5. 
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Figure 13. Period 8 observed for parallel pumping. P ̂  = 50m W, HQ = 1800G - see Fig. 7. 

At a somewhat higher level of excitation, for d.c. fields in the range 1000 to 1400 Gauss, 

the relaxation oscillations arc superceded with the noisy oscillations of much higher amplitude 

and frequency. The emergence of this new behavior occurs abruptly at the threshold curve indi

cated by the dashed line in Fig. 6. In Fig. 12(a) and (b) wc compare the power spectra for the 

low and high frequency noise occurring just below and above the threshold. In both cases these 
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curves are nearly featureless, as was the case for the relaxation oscillations in Fig. 1 lb. 

At still higher pumping power, with H0 in the range 1800 to 2000 Gauss, there are high 

level periodic oscillations. These are typically at least an order of magnitude greater in ampli

tude and frequency (typical frequency now 1MHz) than those of the fine structure regime. At 

* (ms) 0.02. 

Figure 14. Data for d.c. field parallel to [100] (a) Quasi periodic time series (b) Phase locking 
of period 8 (c) Phase locking of period 14 
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these power levels, a large number of spin wave modes become accessible, and the oscillations 

may be a cooperative effect involving many modes. Thus analysis for the interaction of only a 

few modes which is presented in Sees. 3 and 4 may be of only limited applicability in this 

region. (However, see the analysis of Suhl and Zhang 4 2 " 4 4 related to this behavior). These 

oscillations exhibit all of the dynamical phenomena previously described for the fine structure 

regime, e.g. period doubling, quasiperiodicity and chaos. They emerge in a Hopf bifurcation at 

the threshold indicated in Fig. 6. Their emergence docs not eliminate the noisy oscillations 

which exist, below this point, however this noise is nearly negligible compared to the oscilla

tions when they reach full amplitude. 

These high level oscillations arc also observed for parallel pumping where it occurs over a 

much wider range of the d.c. field, as shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 13 we show the spectrum follow-

ing three period doublings to Period 8. Other crystalline orientations were also examined. Per

pendicular pumping in the [100] (hard axis) orientation showed some excellent examples of 

quasiperiodicity and phase locking. Fig. 14(a) shows the beating of two incommensurate fre

quencies separated by about 12% in frequency. Figs 14(b) and (c) show two examples of high 

order phase lockings. 

In many cases the auto-oscillation frequency shows a trend of increasing with applied 

microwave power. In Fig. 15(a) an example of such behavior is shown. This data agrees well 

with the fbrm/*««(r , / / ,

e >-l , where/ is the auto-oscillation frequency, P is the pump power, 

and Pe is the thr,- hr.t.d power. This form is suggested by the work of Zautkin ct al . 4 S This 

behavior can also lie found in the numerical simulations of Sec. 4, as shown in Fig. 15(b). 
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Fifurc 15. (a) Square of obseived auto-oscillation frequency/ 2 vs. pump power P relative to 
threshold value at Pc. The line is a fit to the data, (b) 10x / 2 vs. Z*/^. computed for 2 mode 
model (Sec. 4): The line has the same functional form as that o' , . / z « [(P/Pc)-1]. 

3 THEORY 
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This section deals with the analytical formulation of a model of spin wave dynamics that 

may be useful in understanding the experimental results of Sec. 2. The model equation [Eq. 

(109)] will be numerically iterated in Sec. 4 and compared to the experimental dynamics. 

3.1 Classical Hamiltonian Formulation of the Equations of Motion 

We review spin wave theory and present a scmiclassical derivation of the fundamental 

equations governing the relevant spin wave dynamics (which we will go on to study in detail in 

later sections). In this approach the classical magnetization M is considered to la an analytic 

function of position r and time t, and its dynamics arc considered to be governed by its interac

tion with an effective field tf(iy). Suhl's original analysis of spin wave instabilities13 is also a 

scmiclassical one which starts with classical equations of motion for M(iy) and goes on to find 

the normal modes of the system and stability criteria for their calculation. Although this 

approach may be extended to obtain equations of motion for die spin waves and their mutual 

interactions, we take a slightly different approach here, working with the Hamiltonian for the 

system and utilizing many results due to Schlomann4* and Zakharov ct a l . 2 2 , 4 7 , 4 ' in order to 

put it in the most desirable form. Much of Ibis development has its roots in the quantum treat

ment of spin waves by Holstcin and Primakoff49 in which they developed a sequence of 

transformations to diagonalize ibeir spin Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian formulation has the 

advantage of giving the equations of motion in their canonical form. They arc obtained easily 

from the Hamiltonian, which is equal to the total energy of the system. In this representation 

certain symmetries occur between the coefficients, resulting from die fact that the Hamiltonian 

is real, while the variables used arc complex. The form of the Hamiltonian is essentially the 

same as of the quantum Hamiltonian, which wc discuss >n Sec. 3.2. In (he analysis. (Sees. 3.4, 

3.5,3.6 and 4), however we will use only the classical form of the equations since the excitation 

levels of the experiment arc usually far above the quantum regime. Damping is treated 
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phenomenologically, by adding a linear damping term to the equations of motion for each spin 

wave mode. 

An effort is made to make the equations general - we consider oblique pumping showing 

quite dearly the connection between parallel and perpendicular pumping in the subsidiary reso

nance regime. We also consider many details emitted in some earlier works such as the effects 

of crystalline aiisotropy and interactions with the resonator or cavity used to couple the 

microwaves to the sample. Explicit expressions are obtained for the various coupling 

coefficients - although some of these are very lengthy indeed. Following the derivation of the 

equations, we discuss in Sec. 3.3 the main approximation • the use of planar spin waves rather 

than spherical spin- modes which should be the true modes of the sample. We also discuss the 

possibility of obtaining a subharrnonic response at half the microwave pumping frequency in 

Sec. 3.6. 

In ihe process of obtaining the equations of motion in their final form, we must change 

variables a number of times. For a Hamiltonian ihcsc must take the form of canonical transfor

mations so that the form of Hamilton's equations of motion will be preserved. We list these 

different representations for the magnetization in Table 2 in approximately the same order in 

which they appear in the text, and ending with ck, the iinal form which we use throughout the 

rest of this work. 

We start by noting that provided we arc well below die Curie temperature (559K for YIG), 

the magnitude of the magnetization is approximately a constant M„ coiled the saturation mag

netization. (4JCM, at 1750 G at 300 K for YIG). Thus Mx, My, and Mt ore not all independent; 

it is sufficient to know just MzuulMr These arc the appropriate variables to choose since the 

d.c. field H0 points along the z axis and hence M. will deviate only slightly from Ms, while Mx 

and \ty will oscillate about zero. Aside from anisotropy effects (which we discuss iatcr in this 

section) the system possesses axial symmetry, and this symmetry suggests the use of a complex 
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Tabled: Nomenclature for Magnetization 
M(r; lMx(r)M7(.r)Mz(.r)]» magnetization. Eq. (3) 

M* Fourier component of M(r): M(n» XM,,*'1'''". 
k 

Eq.(25) 

MT(r) Transverse magnetization *M.-riM7. Eq.(3) 

Mr* Fourier component or\Wr: MT • 2|AfTk«'k'r 

k 
Eq.(2S) 

s,sm Canonically conjugate complex magnetization variables: Mf • 
s(2yM, - r i '* )" 1 . 

Eq.(4) 

f^,J^ c 
Fourier component of J: f •V,",'*2*k<"trt where V, is the 

k 
sample volume. 

Eq. (17) 

v k . » » Diagonalizes quadratic pan of Hamiltonian: ^ " ^ k ' ^ k 
where X* and u* are constants. 

Eq. (56) 

bfrbi Obtained from vk,vfc" by near identity canonical transformation 
effecting only terms of order v^ and higher. Transformation 
chosen to eliminate all terms of order v^. 

Eq.(71) 

e* Slow variables: <?kt"*'u~bk. Exhibits dynamics on a slow 
time scale when the resonance condition co* »0)^/2 is approxi
mately satisfied (to* • spin wave frequency, o>, • pump fre
quency). 

Eq.(98) 

en Phase adjusted slow variables: (fk»ck<"**w,i, qk is appropriate 
phase shift so that c„ • t j , . 

Eq.(107) 

representation: we define the transverse magnetization Mr as: 

MT«Af,+iM y (3) 

For small amplitudes. Mx and Mt behave essentially as though ihey were canonically conju

gate, while at higher amplitudes they deviate from this behavior. However, a weakly nonlinear 

transformation exists to new variables sx and sy which arc canonically conjugate for all ampli

tudes. This transformation previously used by SehlSmann46 and Zakharov et a l 2 2 , 4 7 - 4 8 is 

essentially a classical version of the Holstcin-Primakoff49 transformation for the quantum treat

ment of spin waves. The transformation is 

MT».n2'iMs-rss')i'z (4) 
where s »sx +«,', is a complex representation of the canonical variables sx and sy, ard', die 

gyronagnetic ratio. (Note: in linear approximation * « Wr and s has units ot Cscc './ .r-
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the magnitude of the magnetization is constrained to equal M,, we can also express Af, in terms 

of s amis* (the complex conjugate of J ) : 

Mt »A/,-7W* (5) 
The inverse relationship (s in terms ofMT) can be put in the form 

s - A f j - y ' ^ + A f ^ " 2 (6) 

where Mt »(M?-MT?<(j)xa To verify that sx and sy represent canonicaily conjugate variables, 

we will show that Hamilton's equations give the correct equations of motion when the total 

energy expressed in terms of the complex variable s. 

The magnetization changes in response to an effective field H(r) which is defined to be: 

where 5W/5M(r) is the functional derivative of the total energy W of the fcrromagnct with 

respect to the magnetization as a function of r. To obtain the variation in W one must integrate 

the functional derivative times the variation in the function M(r) over r, i.e.: 

5 W ' & m r ) d 3 r ( 8 ) 

(This relationship defines the functional derivative) The torque per unit volume on the spin sys

tem is given by the cross product MxH. Multiplying this by the gyro magnetic ratio y 

(Y* SV-a' 3 =1.76xl0 7G" ,i" 1 for YIG) wc obtain an expression for M(r): 

M<r)«-vM<r)xH(r> (9) 

8W •yM(r)x 5M(r) 

H(r) may be broken down into the applied d.c. field H0, applied microwave field h, the 

exchange field HE, the demagnetization or dipolar field H0 and the crystalline anisotropy field 

HA. Similarly the energy may be broken down into the energy due to applied fields W0, the 

exchange energy \VE, the demagnetizing energy WD and the crystalline anisotropy energy \VA. 

Wc will obtain explicit forms Tor each of these later in this section. 
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The equations of motion take a somewhat simpler form when expressed in terms ofMT: 

ST " a ^ # ( 1 0 > 

Note that in evaluating SW/bM-f (or similar derivatives) W is to be expressed in terms ofMT(r) 

and Mf(r) and Afp(r) is to be treated like an independent function from Aff(r). One can show 

that Eq. (10) is equivalent to Eq. (9) using: 

where 
Mf " S^x totf M t toT' «W, BMT' 

01) 

3M r' * 2 

3My ^ 
3 « T

# * 2 
and 

3M, - M T 

3 W r * * 2 ^ " 

We may now proceed to show that the equations of motion for s and s* are 

MU-^L ^ SqtL.-iJL (12) 
ar &V(r) 3r &(r) 

where the Hamiltonian H is obtained by expressing (he total energy w as a functional of s(r) 

and s'(r). Eq. (12) is an appropriate form for Hamilton's equations when using the complex 

representation of the conjugate variables sx and sy. (Note: if desired the i may be included in H 

so that the equations have exactly the same form as the ordinary Hamilton's equations). To 

obtain Eq. (12) wc First expanded i 5tf/Si" using the chain rule: 

. Sfi m . Sty 3M/ . SW dMT 

(hen, using Eq. (10) wc obtain 
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1 .SH 
&* 2Wr 

3Mj dMT cMj-cMf 

again using the chain rule we may express ds/dt as: 

3* ^ Ss 3Mr , 3s 3Mr 
3r 3AfT 3f dMf 3r 

Using Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), one can easily verify that 

35 1 9«f . . 3J -1 3«r 
3Wr 2yW, 3i* 3Wr* 2vW, &* 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

This shows that the right hand sides of Eq. (14) and Eq. (IS) are equal and hence Hamilton's 

equations [Eq. (13)] are correct 

The next step is to expand * and s* in Fourier series: 

k 
(17) 

k 

where V, is die sample volume (Vt=l.5\x\0-*cm3 in the experiment). For Hamiltonian 

expressed in terms of Fourier components s k and s*, we may express idfiJdSZ as 

Bs; J & . ( r ) ^ 7 ^ & ( r ) Bs;Ur ( 1 8 ) 

where the integral is required because we have functional derivatives on the right hand side. 

Nodngthat3j(r)/di,; - 0 and 3s'(r yd*; •V-" 2e-' k rwefind 

from which we obtain Hamilton's equations in die form: 

(19) 

ifL»,i^L and '̂ic' ̂  . 3tf 
Bt Bsi 3f 3s k 

(20) 

[Note: if k was considered continuous rather than discrete then we would sdll have functional 

derivatives, i.e.. 3stk)/3r »i5H/Ss'(k)\. 
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At this point we need to find explicit expressions for the different components of the total 

energy W. We will then form the Hamiltonian by expressing W in terms of s^ and s£. 

W0 - T h e Interaction Energy with External Field 

The external field has an interaction energy W0 with the magnetization of the ferromagnet 

given by 

Wo-J-[H0+h(OJ-rVM3r (21) 

where Hg is the d.c. magnetic field (oriented along the z axis) and h(r) is the microwave mag

netic pumping field which has arbitrary orientation and frequency <&r. Defining a transverse 

pumping field hT m f^+ihy we may express W0 as: 

W0*-jdh (HoKt,)Mt+j(hTMf+hfMT) (22) 

or in terms of the constant Fourier components Afro and Mt0 and sample volume V,: 

W0m-V,(H<,Htt) - jV,(.hTMf0+hfMTo) (23) 

WE -The Exchange Energy 

The exchange field can be shown to be 3 0 

H £ " M ~ V 2 M ( 2 4 ) 

where D is the exchange consiam {D^USarlTi yGcmr where J is the Hciscnberg exchange 

energy. D = 5.4x l(T*Gcm2 for YIG). In terms of the Fourier components M k of the magnetiza

tion (M(r) = £Mk* , k'') wc find that the exchange field is 
k 
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H £ - ^ - A l M k « i k " r - (25) 

It follows from Eq. (7) that 

BWEldM^^-VsHEk (26) 
where H £ k is a Fourier component of H £ . An expression for WE which satisfies (26) is 

W E - f ^ - I A X M - K (27) 

We can express this in terms of MTk and AY,k (the Fourier components of MT and Mz) obtain

ing: 

DV 
2M, k 

Note that Mfk is to be interpreted as (Afrit)* not as (Afr*)k. 

WD - The Demagnetizing or Dipolar Energy 

Here we follow the approach of Suhl1 3 and break the demagnetizing field into two com

ponents. First, the k • 0, case where for certain sample shapes including infinite sheets, infinite 

rods, and spheres (or more generally ellipsoids), a uniform demagnetizing Geld H D 0 within die 

sample exactly solves the magnctostatic boundary conditions: 

HD 0--»ii(/V IAf x 0.W yW y 0 i/V JAf ! 0) (29) 

where MxoMyoMio arc the constant Fourier components of M and where NxNyNt are the 

demagnetizing factors (note - these must be generalized to a tensor if the ellipsoid is not 

oriented with its principle axes corresponding to x, y, and z). The demagnetizing factors satisfy 

Nx +Ny+N.*l and their values for the main cases of interest arc given in Table 3. For the 

more general case of ellipsoidal samples see Osbom51 and Stoncr.52 We define symmetric and 

asymmetric demagnetizing factors A/ 0 + and W0_ as 
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Table 3: Demagnetizing Factors 

Shape Nx 
Ny N* ND+ No. 

Sphere 1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

1 
3 

0 

Rod, along z 1 
2 

1 
2 

0 1 
2 

0 

Rod, along y 1 
1 0 I 

2 
1 
4 4 

Rod, along x 0 1 

7 
1 
2 

1 
4 

1 
" 4 

Sheet, normal z 0 0 1 0 0 
Sheet, normal y 0 I 0 1 

2 
1 

" 2 
Sheet, normal x 1 0 0 1 

.2 
1 

, 2 

ND+*(.Nx+Ny)l2andND-~(.Nx-Ny)J2 (30) 
The corresponding energy WD0 is given by 

Woo - 2nVs (NXMZ

2

0 + NyMy\ + N,M&) (31) 
or in terms of the transverse magnetization 

Woo - 2xV, WoJ*Tiftln+jNDJM&+Mf$ >*tttM&) (32) 

The components with £*0 are very difficult to determine precisely for a spherical sample, 

but the problem becomes relatively easy if we neglect the boundary conditions. This is not 

really a very good approximation - especially since individual spherical modes have been 

observed to be excited experimentally • however, this approximation has been used in all previ

ous studies of spin wave instabilities because it leads to equations which can be solved analyti

cally. Staning with the Maxwell Equation v*B»0. we express B as H D +H 0 +II+4JIM and 

obtain: 

VH 0 »-47tv*M (33) 
expanding in Fourier components wc find 
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XiW k T-I-4K-£rkM k ( .*' ( 3 4 ) 

k k *~ 

The corresponding term in the total energy (which satisfies dVVDi(/3M_lt = -V' JHD k) including 

all nonzero values for k is given by: 

« lk-M k l 2 

WD*-WSZ TT— (35) 
kaO < 

- IxV, 2 - J y I AT,Vf r*^+fc r

,M r, 1 (+2* IM, k 1* 
ki<)4* 

VVA - The Anisotropy Energy 

For crystals with cubic symmetry there are two symmetry invariant functions / , and / 2 

[with m 3m (0/,) point group symmetry]:33 

/ ! • a? aj+ajaj-af a? (36) 

/2*afa20 3 -
where (ct| agOs) is a representation of a unit vector with respect to the crystailographic (rather 

than experimental) axes. We therefore expect that the anisotropy energy density for such a cry

stal must be expressible as a function of/ \ and f2 where alpha is a unit vector in the direction 

of the magnetization. This assumes that the crystal is unstrained and that the exchange field is 

large compared to external fields. Also, there may be a uniaxial component, especially in thin 

films, resulting from stress induced by a mismatch between film and substrate or related to the 

direction of crystal growth-see Hansen.33 Expanding WlX in terms of/j and/ 2 wc find: 

WA »jdir(Kifi+K2f2+K2fr+K,fJ1+...) (37) 

Values for the anisotropy constants Kt and Kz for YIG arc given in Tabic 1 in Sec. 2.2. 

Values for other garnets may be found in Hansen.33 In order to use Eq. (37) wc must express it 

« in terms of MTk. The procedure is as follows: first find the linear transformation R which 
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relates (ccj.Oh/ty with (MxMyMt) and hence withMT i.e. 

r -
oti Mx 

O j >R Mv »R 
."l .M'K 

(MT+Mf)/2 
-HMT-MT)I2 
(l-MTMf)ia 

(38) 

J 
then express / ( and / j in terms of MT. Finally expand Afr as a Fourier series, eliminate oscil

latory terms from the integral with nonoscillatory terms being multiplied by V,, the sample 

volume. The easiest case to evaluate is for / / 0 oriented along [001], In this case we can nor

mally make the additional conditions i •[100] and / • [010]. [However some other choice 

might be required for a sample which is not azimuthally symmetric if its principle axes (for 

evaluating the demagnetizing field) do not agree with the crystallographic axes]. In this case 

R • W,"'l where I is the identity matrix. From this we obtain (for [100] orientation): 

/ 1 - m r mf-y(m T m r ' ) 2 +--(m/+m^ 4 ) 

fz • -rr(mT+mT*-2mfmT2)(.l-mTmT) lo 

(39) 

(40) 

where we have defined mT » MTlM,. In order to obtain all terms through order Mr in WA we 

need to include the first three terms in Eq. (37) with coefficients ffiJCj, andJf3. Similar 

expressions to Eq. (39) above may be obtained for other orientations of interest. However rela

tively simple results may be obtained if we restrict ourselves to the lowest order contributions 

(order Mf) with the z axis corresponding to [001 ], [110], or (111], and the y axis corresponding 

to [lTo] (the three orientations indicated for the z axis may be obtained by rotating about the 

[HO] axis). In this case die anisotropy energy has the form 

WA=2KV,Z 
k 

NA*MnMfk+j[NAJMfk+MT£) +Order(.MT\) (41) 

where: 

lor(00!| NA^2KXI4KM', /V,,_=0 

for [111! ^ • - < - y f | - J * i V 4 i c M , 2 . N,^ = Q 
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forfllO] ^ - ( - Y ^ + ^ W i t f C , 2 , NA_=(.^K^Kdl4*M?-

This notation was chosen because of its similarity to the demagnetizing factors ND+ and JVD_ 

appearing in Eq. (32). Note that for f • {001] or [111] the results are independent of the orien

tation of £ and / , although there will be differences in higher order terms omitted in Eq. (41). 

Only the :* =» [110] case leads to a nonzero value of JVH_ This term breaks azimuthal symmetry 

and leads to elliptical rather than circular orbits for the uniform mode (as does the factor tf0_ in 

Eq. (32) which results from shape anisotropy). Values for NA+ and ty,_ for YIG may be found 

in Table 4. 

Table 4: Anisotropy Factors for YIG 

T(K) H 0 0 ] ^ + [1"]^+ [110]Ak, [ H 0 ] ^ _ 

4.2 
77 

295 

-0.1030 
-0.0937 
-0.0501 

0.0708 
0.0644 
0.0335 

0.0246 
0.0223 
0.0125 

-0.0784 
-0.0714 
-0.0376 

Now that the various contributions to the energy have been evaluated [ Eqs. (23), (28), 

(32), (35), and (41) ] wc may combine them to form to obtain an expression for the Hamil

tonian: 

H » W^Wg+Woo +WDk+WA (42) 
Naturally, wc will want to express the Hamiltonian in terms of the canonical variables j k and 

sk' This may be accomplished using: 

Mn-M, 
3 k,.ki 

+Order{sl) (43) 

and 

Mm^MA&k—Zy £>Vk,-k) (44) 

where Y m 2yMsVs and 8* m 1 lor k i() and 5 t i 0 tork*0. Since the resulting Hamiltonian is 
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a lengthy expression, we break it into components as follows: 

H - const. +Hp +// ; +«3+// 4 + • • • (45) 
where fip consists of terms involving >e pumping fields hT and ht, H2 consists of quadratic 

terms in sk, tf3 of cubic terms, and tf4 quanic terms. The results are: 

Hr »Tfft..Ii'kJk-Yl""2(ArJo + *f*o> (46) 

^ 2 - Z ^ k ^ k + T(3k*k«-k + " - ) (47) 
k *• 

where 

A k - XHa¥Dk2)H»m (5* ND+ - N, + NA++<i-8t)^L), 
2*-

(48) 

A*2 

flk-(0B,(5tWo_+^. + ( l - 5 i ) - ^ ? ) , (49) 

Un »4JCWJ Y. and c.c. denotes complex conjugate 

Wei 
(50) 

where 

and 

where 

fcJfcT 

2 (2£k,-k,-flk,-flk>k^k,*kVkl+k,-k,-(^kVk.Jkvfk^k. + k.+k, + « • ) 
,*i.*fc*i 

(52) 

and 

Q l t -70* : + a ) m ( 8 t W 0 + + ( l - 5 t ) - ^ r + JV,u) (53) 

£ k *70*-+© m (5 4 N l +(l-5 4 )^-) (54) 

kf 
/r*-«b[(l-5t)-7T+?tiV|,.+A^.J (55) 
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Note that while we have included in H< its dependence on the anisotropy factors NA+ and tfA-

there are additional contributions to //« from terms of order Mj in the anisotropy energy such 

as those given explicitly in Eq. (39) for the [100] orientation, and requiring knowledge of the 

coefficients k \kz and £3 in Eq. (37). However, anisotropy is not very strong in pure YIG and it 

may be reasonable to neglect these terms in first approximation. 

In the absence of dipolar and anisotropy effects, the s k variables would be the appropriate 

normal coordinates for the problem since in that case fi2 would have the "diagonal" fo.m 

AfeSkfk. However we have the additional terms T - S I ^ V - * and •^Bystsl* whose presence 

means that sk and s+ are coupled. Fortunately, H2 can be diagonalizcd by means of a canoni

cal transformation to the new variables v k and vk*: 

» k - V i r H k v i (56) 
with inverse transformation 

Vn-XtfK + tvJfc (57) 

This is sometimes referred to as the Bogoliubov transformation. The coefficients A* and a* are 

given by 

1 i« A\c**>* 

and 

1/2 

(58) 

<**"<•* 
2a,, 

where 

© k * ( / i k

2 - I B k l 2 ) 1 ' 2 (59) 
is the spin wave dispersion relation. A* and a* satisfy 

X f - I U f c l ^ l (60) 

which is required in order that the transformation be canonical, i.e.. that Hamilton's equations 

give the correct equations of motion: 
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The other useful relations are: 

. 3 / / . . . . 3 / / 
vk»i——• ana v k =*-I-T— 

3v k 3v k 

(61/ 

Xfcjifc-B^UK (62) 

and 

Note that there is no real solution for o \ in Eq. (59) in the event that A$ < l f l k 1 2 . This first 

occurs in the limit of small (but nonzero) k when 

H 0 < 4 i t M , ( W l + W A . - ^ , ) (64) 

below this field the fcrromagnc- is unstable against the formation of domains (roughly 600 G 

for YIG). A typical dispersion diagram was shown previously in Fig. 2. Note that co* depends 

not only on I k | but also on 8 k , 'he azimuihal angle of k. Neglecting the anisotropy factor NA_, 

(OK is a minimum for 8 k * 0 and a maximum for 9 k »90°. The presence of NA. changes the 

minimum to a nonzero value of 8 k and also makes COK dependent on the t k the polar angle of k. 

For JVA_ positive, the minimum occurs for $ k -» 90°[$k » ar?> (JfcT)], while NA _ negative gives a 

minimum for fc,» 0. (These conditions are reversed for ihe maximum). The uniform mode fre

quency <Oo always lies within the band of allowed frequencies for small but nonzero x. Its loca

tion depends primarily on die sample shape - for a sphere it has approximately the same fre

quency as a spin wave with k = 0 and 8 k = 54.7*; for a thin disc with i normal the frequency 

corresponds to 9 k = 0°; for a thin disc with z parallel to the surface the frequency corresponds to 

efcSOO*. 

The Bogoliubov transformation puts the quadratic term in the desired form 

The pumping term now has the form 

5 " • - ^ 
— v k v . k + c . c . 

(65) 

(66) 
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- t r w [aofcr - jio*r>o +c-c\ 

note, if W 0_+WA_ is negligibly small then XQ= 1 and Ho = 0 and therefore VQ^SQ. The 

h.v^v^ term gives parallel pumping and the hTv$ term gives perpendicular pumping. The 

transformed cubic term is: 

H,M-Yia 2 [y| i,j (,Vk,v l« lv^ ( | + k l) + c . c . )+X k l j { , v k ( v K t v^ k l + k l ) +e.c.) ( 6 ? ) 

ktMt 

where 

^ktjti •''k lf 1i("m"Ai+m - • ' £ ^ki^lctmd + kt (68) 

^ki +ki "•'ki ^ki^k»^k.+k» + A \ ^ ,^k^k,+ki + •'ki+ki ^ki^jUki+ki (69) 

-•'k,u*,u*Vlki+ki ~ AA,Hk*A,+fc, -•̂ k,+k̂ 1k" Vvki+ki 
For the quartic term HA, we will keep only those terms which couple two spin wave modes of 

interest, say, k and k'. Wc will also ignore all terms with fast time dependence. Only those 

terms with slow time dependence, of the same order of magnitude as the damping rate (to be 

introduced later into the equauon of motion), Will be needed. We naturally assume that 

a\ = (On = a>p/2. Factors v k and V_K have time dependence e'm while vk* and v 4 have time 

dependence e" ,"w As a result, rf4 is reduced to just two terms: 

H 4 - fu^k^k'Vk" + "J S"kk'vkV-*kVk'V-k' (70) 

where the parameters f^ and S\k> may be obtained in terms of the previous parameters by sub

stituting Eq. (56) into Eq. (52) and collecting all terms of the indicated types. 

While wc have found terms in tf 4 which directly couple two spin wave modes (of the 

same frequency) there arc no such terms in Hz. Why then do wc need H-p. The reason is that 

the Hi terms arc much larger than die H*. terms and there arc second order contributions from 

H2 which do couple k and k'. These occur through the off resonance or virtual excitation of the 

mode k+k' or k-k'. These modes will not normally have the same resonant frequency as k and 

kl, however they may nevertheless be forced into a weak response at this frequency, which in 
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turn produces a weak coupling between k and k' which may be of the same order as the terms in 

HA. There are two essentially equivalent ways of dealing with this problem. First, one may 

explicitly determine the response of these off resonance modes from the equations of motion. 

Since these modes are strongly detuned they will not behave as dynamical variables - their 

amplitudes may be expressed directly as a function of v k and v k'. A second method is to intro

duce another canonical transformation47 to new variables bk and bi which eliminates all of the 

cubic terms in the Hamiltonian. The appropriate transformation is: 

(^IcV + Uj'M + UvM-k'y>ybi.'+ 

Hamilton's equations in the b k variables are correct through quadratic terms but deviate from 

the correct equations of motion by cubic terms. These errors can be canceled by adding the 

appropriate quartic terms to the Hamiltonian. (Note: These correction terms could be generated 

by adding the appropriate cubic terms to Eq. (71)]. The transformation itself also generates 

new quartic terms and as a result r ^ and S^ are "rcnormalizcd" to new values T& and Skk: 

Thus we now have 

rf3»0 (72) 
and 

H4 * Tkk,bkbHbKbi' + ySiA'&k'A-iftit'fc-k. (73) 
The transformation leaves the quadratic part of ihc Hamiltonian in diagonal form: 

Hi*<*bibk (74) 
However, there arc some very important consequences for the perpendicular pumping term [sec 

Eq. (66)]. In the vk notation, the transverse licld hT only couples to the uniform mode v 0 which 

is off resonance. This in mm couples to a spin wave pair, v k ,v_ k , via terms in H^ like 

X k"_ kv kv.! kv a. In ihc frk notation however, W3 has been eliminated so this mechanism no 

v k -6 k + l""2 
v 
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longer exists. Instead, we now have new terms appearing in Hp whereby the external field cou

ples directly to spin wave pairs just as it does for the parallel pumping term. The important part 

of H? may now be expressed: 

v 
B* 

T"*** IT ~ thl'T - Mr") 
x; kjc' 

«\ a<r2<0k (75) 

- X W - M o / i r ) 
tf O.k + ^ k,0 + ^ k.-k bib+ +c.c. 

(Do + 20^ 

Where we have omitted the direct coupling terms hrb0 + c.c., since these are now unimportant 

for the subsidiary absorption, however they are required for the second order Sunl instability 

since this involves the excitation of the uniform mode. Noting that UkJt> and ATkik< were given 

by Eqs. (68) and (69) we see that the coefficient of &***•* in Eq. (75) can in general be very 

complicated. However, if we restrict our attention to the case where ty>_ and N*- are both 

zero, as occurs for example with a spherical sample with H 0 parallel to (111] or [100], then 

X Q » 1 and Uo«0 and Eq. (75) simplifies to: 

ttp'Z 1 Bk 
2 '(Ot ' 

•^k^fc-A^kHk 

-Y*f JiM-Jk^i 
o)0+2(i>k 

<Bo-2(0|« 

bib^ +c.c. 

(76) 

The first term corresponds to parallel pumping by the z component of the microwave field ht. 

The second term corresponds to perpendicular pumping by the component of the transverse 

field with c.c.w. circular polarization. The third term corresponds to perpendicular pumping by 

the component of the c.w. circular polarization. The reader may be surprised that this last case 

can contribute since it is opposed to the direction of precession of the uniform mode. However 

the important factor is how far the excitation is detuned from a>o: the c.c.w. case is typically 
1 3 I 

detuned by —mp while the c.w. case is typically detuned by -co p . Noting that t\ - j(ap wc 

sec that these factors appear in the denominators of the respective terms, hence the third term 
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will be at least 3 times smaller than the second (in the subsidiary resonance regime) and may be 

considerably smaller still due to factors in the numerator. 

Effects of Resonator and Waveguide 

In the experimental setup, the microwave pumping field is generated by a resonator which 

surrounds the sample, as was discussed in Sec. 2.1. This device serves the same purpose as a 

cavity, i.e., to intensify the field, and a similar analysis to thru presented can be applied to that 

case. The resonator amplitude will be represented by R, a complex variable, chosen so that R 

and A* behave as canonical variables and contribute a term fiR to the Hamiltonian: 

HK-UKR'R (77) 

where (0* is the resonator frequency. The resonator can be represented as a series LC circuit 

This has total energy —U2 + —CV2 where L is the inductance, C is the capacitance, V is the 

voltage and / is die current In terms of these variables a suitable expression for A is: 

4C 
\n 

l+i C_ 
AL 

IM 
(78) 

and o>x is given by 

W A - d C ) - " 2 (79) 

The magnetic field at the center of the resonator (excluding the sample) is proportional to I and 

hence to R+R' By equaling (he maximum field energy with HK we find that the field hK is 

given by 

2mR 

11« 
(/? +/?*) (80) 

where VR is the effective volume of the resonator. (VR may include corrections for end effects 

but wc will ignore these and use VR =2.06xl0" 3cm 3, the experimental volume within the 
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resonator used.) Since we wish to consider oblique pumping we assume that hR is linearly 

polarized, lies in the x-z plane and makes an angle 9» with the z axis. Thus the z component is 

given by 

2*0)* 

and the transverse component is given by 

2«w» 

1/2 
(COSGP )(R+R') (81) 

V VR 

1/2 

(sine„X/?+0 (82) 

We may now inseit this into the expression for Hf (Eq. (76) or the more general case Eq. (75)) 

to obtain (keeping only terms with slow time dependence assuming <•>• = 2d)k) 

k 

where for the simpler case [Eq. (76)] 

Ck-fy 
2KO>» 

VR 

1/2, 

a* 
-COSQB 

(83) 

(84) 

- Y 
2JWO„ 

1/2 

sine. ' Sktf-Ataik /i?rf -A^CHK* 
&3O-2(I)K O)O + 2 Q \ 

We will now consider the coupling of the resonator to the wave guide. In the wave guide 

there is an incoming wave k^ and an outgoing wave h^,. For simplicity wc will assume a 

complex representation with the amplitude ofh^ equal to the square root of the input power P& 

* t a - / \ i V * ' (85) 

Both kj,, and h^, arc taken to be the effective amplitude of the waves at the location of the sam

ple. The outgoing wave h^, is made up of two components: /i,„ is reflected at the end of the 

wave guide and becomes the first component: the second component is the emission from the 

resonator and is assumed to be directly proportional to the resonator amplitude R: 

*«* » * • + * ( » (86) 
where (J is a complex constant. From this expression wc can determine the power entering the 
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wave guide from the sample Pw: 

Py, » IK* 1 2 ~ IK 1 2 =• PP'/M" + ' P«A^ - ' 3*« 'A« (87) 

This must be balanced by the power entering the resonator — (©«/?*/?) (Less resisuve damping 
at 

and sample interaction terms) and by the rate of change of the interaction energy, EiM, between 

the resonator and wave guide fields. We can expect the slowly varying pan of E^ to be of the 

form 

EiMM^R ^'hiHR- (88) 

where § is a complex constant The term PP7W in Eq. (87) must be balanced by a radiative 

damping term -rrtdR in the equation for R. There must also be a term coupling to the incom

ing wave /fj, so we expect that: 

« - -<r r„ + T,«)R + i(aKR + oAj, + Z G k V - k ) (89) 

where r r u is the resistive damping (r r „ and r ^ arc both assumed real) and a is a complex 

parameter. (Note that we have omitted the coupling term to the uniform mode, of the form 

G'bo, since it is of no importance if <B, * COQ. Its only effect is to slightly shift the resonant fre

quency tog). The balance of power determines the relationship between a, p\ §, and r r - : 

r ^ - y o a ' t o , (90) 

P-a'co* (91) 

&>a" (92) 
Thus we only need to know the complex parameter a. 

One case of particular interest is critical coupling. In this cose wc choose a so that 

liout =* 0 to obtain maximum efficiency, thus 

/«i,=x-ia*/?G)ft (93) 
For steady state the right hand side of Eq. (89) must equal i<apR. Assuming <\ -<ap and all 

bk's arc zero (below threshold) the condition for critical coupling is: 
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r„**r„,»Y a a ' Q > « (94) 

or 

l a l - ( 2 r r M / a > R ) 1 / 2 « 2 - " 2 (95) 

where Q is the quality factor of the resonator (Q » a v 2 r , . „ ) . If we take Q =500 for the 

experimental resonator, then lal =0.045. The fact that the critical condition depends only on 

the magnitude of a implies that this can be achieved in general by the adjustment of only one 

experimental parameter. This is found to be the case - adjustment of the sliding short alone is 

sufficient to achieve a null in the reflected power. 

Elimination of the Resonator Variable 

Under certain conditions the resonator may be eliminated as a dynamical variable. The 

main requirement is that the damping of the resonator, r P „ + r ^ , must be much greater than 

the effective damping, ft, for the spin wave modes being excited, ft represents the combined 

effects of a variety of mechanisms whereby the energy of the excited spin waves couples to the 

thermal reservoir of phonons and magnons. ft is introduced phcnomenologically into the equa

tions of motion by modifying Hamilton's equations: 

- a r - ' ^ - 1 * ' ( 9 6 ) 

thus the equation for bk is: 

6 k =«0£0 l ( -Y k ) f t 1 ( +2G l t /?6i + iZ(2Tkk.\bk.\2b]l+SVk.bwb^b^) (97) 
k' 

Wc will now change to show variables: 

b^cie"*"2 (98) 

R =«««"*' (99) 
substituting these expressions imo Eqs. (89) and (97) and using Eq. (85) for/i^, we obtain: 
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RQ » - n ? 0 + i(AQ«rt0 + cWi)!2 + 2G;e k c-k) aoO) 
k 

K »(-Yk + i AOkKk + 2*C k/?oc"-k +«' S(2T k k . I c\-1 V k + S k k-cV-*' <̂ k ) (101) 
k' 

where r * Trad + T r„, AiiR »co p - co s, and AU^ »co^ - (0p/2. Assuming that I" s> Yk w e c a n 

expect /? 0 to be in quasi-equilibrium with R0<nrR0 so that we may set R0 - 0. Eq. (100) may 

then be solved for R 0: 

* ° * r-i6£lR < 0 t P * 2 + S g fo' r -fc> 002) 

Using this in the equation for <f k we obtain 

j» - ( -Y k + ( A n ) t ) < f k - S k ^ ' 2 ^ +'I27'kk'l<fk'l2ifk + (5 k k . + «kk0<fk^-k'<!'^ (103) 
k' 

where 

RkVm2iCvGkl(r-i££lK) (104) 
and 

2Gka 

*-1w35r ( l 0 5 ) 

We must now discuss the relationship between c k and c* . Since we are dealing with a 

sample of finite size, it makes no sense to talk of traveling spin waves. Instead, the theory must 

be compatible to the fact that the sample must exhibit standing waves. In order to create stand

ing waves, we must require 

(*_*«<•*'<?„ (106) 
where qk is a real phase factor. If we take this as an initial condition, then an examination of 

the equations for c k and c * shows that the condition will remain true (noting that 

rk,k' * 7"-k.-*' and Sn,k' • S-k.-k'l- , f w < ! define a new variable c k by: 

t k*<.V"'"' 2 007) 
so that by Eq. (106): 

• . ' .* -c h «*' 2 (108) 
then wc may write Eq. (103) as 
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c k « H f t + ' A Q k ) c k - s k / \ ! / 2 c k * +*X2 7'ki£'IC| {-l2ck + ( 5 k k . + /? k k . )cfc k ' ( 1 0 9 ) 

If 

Note that this equation still includes a sum over positive and negative values of k' - these may 

be combined if desired. Eq. (109) is the main analytical result and will be numerically solved in 

Sec. 4. 

There are a number of symmetries satisfied by the spin wave coupling coefficients T^ 

and Sw. First, we note that certain terms are equivalent: Skik>, S k _k-. S-kjo and S _*,.*' °H m u l " 

tiply the same term (c^^c^c^) in the Hamiltonian and similarly, r k k> and r k . k both multi

ply the some term (c^i-ckci). Thus we are free to choose these coefficients so that 

TvtmTw (110) 
and 

Swe*S kH,«»S. k % k' !"S-kHi'. (HI) 

These relations were used in obtaining Eq. (101). We also find from simple inversion sym

metry that 

r - k . - k ' « r k k . (112) 
However, 7 \ _*- and Tkk- arc not required to be cquaL Some additional conditions follow from 

the fact that the Hamiltonian is real: 

Skk-Sk-k 013) 
and 

r w - r j k ( i i4) 

From Eqs. (110) and (114) wc sec that T^. must be real while S& may be complex except for 

the diagonal terms 5 k k which must be real. As con be seen from Eqs. (104) and (84), Rw 

satisfies the same conditions as Sk k< in Eq. (HI). The fact that T^ is real implies that these 

terms cannot result in energy transfer between modes as they only effect the phase and not the 

amplitude - all energy transfer takes place via the 5 k k - and tfm-tcrms. 
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32 Quantum Formulation - Outline 

The various steps which were required to obtain the classical Hamiltonian all have their 

analogs using quantum operators. However, we will not go through this development in full 

detail but instead will give only a brief outline. 

The first step is to express the Hamiltonian in terms of transverse spin operators - analo

gous to the transverse magnetization Mr: 

SHi.*S„+iSv and SH.»S„-iS,v (115) 
One then performs the Holstcin-Primakoff transformation to new variables a„ and a, t: 

S „ + - ( 2 i ' ) , a a » t l _ . a , , t a " 
1/2 

25 

S„_«(2S)1 /2 

(116) 

1—2T-J a" 
S„»-vS+a„ta» 

where the square roots are interpreted formally as infinite scries. The a„ 's satisfy the commuta
tion relations 

Kvtl-5^. (117) 
a, t and aH correspond to s (r) and s (r)* in the classical trcauncnt. These are then expanded in 

a Fourier series: 

a « * - ^ 2 " i t c x P ( ' k r « ) (118) 

Where N is the total number of unit cells in the sample. One then performs the Bogoliuhov 

transformation 

«k = Vk-HkV-itt (119) 
where the magnon raising and lowering operators v k t and vk correspond to the spin wave vari-
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ables vk* and v k in the classical treatment. Finally, we may make the transformation to 6 k t and 

bk, corresponding to Eq. (71), which eliminates cubic terms from the Hamiltonian, alters the 

nature of the coupling to die resonator, and renormalizes the quartic terms. 

One may convert the classical expression to die corresponding quantum expression by 

replacing ftk with 7t [abkt, and replacing 6k* with H ll2bk. Note that in the conventional nota

tion it is the raising operators bkt which have positive frequency and therefore correspond to 

our classical * k . The state of die resonator may also be quantized - we similarly replace R with 

H " 2rtt and R' with 3 inR, where rt t and R are die raising and lowering operators for the 

electromagnetic state of the resonator. The number of k-magnons in die sample or of photons 

in the resonator are determined by die number operators brfbk and R1R respectively. The 

Hamiltonian including resonator terms becomes: 

H •% (Bkftntot+S ««f t ta (120) 

+K '"l.Gtflb&Jk +K.c. +Km(xhiHR* +h.c. 
k 

+R1'£--(Skk<bvb+4>k-tb+t +h.c.) + :r(7' k k4 ktb kA k<A k< +k.c.) 

•'•j h . c . • hermitian conjugate. The equations of motion for the magnon operators arc now 

given by: 

&>k -i ?H 
2: 3 dbkt -Kb* (121) 

and for the resonator by: 

IR _-i dH _rR ( 1 2 2 ) 

3r 7i 3 « t 
where wc have included die phcnomcnological damping rates y k ar.l V. 
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3 J Spherical Spin-Modes 

In deriving our spin wave equations of motion, we have made one major approximation -

we have used an expression in planar spin waves rather than spherical spin-modes. The theory 

of these modes was first developed by Walker 3' 3 and they are often referred to as Walker 

modes or magnetostatlc modes. Walker's analysis covers spheroids, axiaily aligned with the 

d.c. field, but docs not include the effects of exchange or onisotropy. The spherical case was 

studied in much greater detail by Retchcr and Bell . 6 , 7 Damon and Eshbach10 discuss the modes 

of a ferromagnetic slab. 

Walker assumes, as we did in the previous analysis, that propagation effects may be 

neglected (i.cVxB « 0). This allows one to dclinc a magnetic potential y such that 

H - V y (123) 
The Maxwell equation 7 S *< 0 leads to an equation relating y and M: 

Vty+feV-MaO (124) 
additionally we have the gyromagnctic equation: 

4 j p — TMXH (125) 

by performing a linearized analysis and imposing appropriate boundary conditions a general 

solution may be found for y both inside and outside of the sphere. Solutions are characterized 

by three indices (n, m, r). y „ , has n- lml zero's (not counting end points) as £ aricd from 

0" to 180°. The + and time dependence of y (in complex representation} = of the form 

cxptfmt + tax) while the other part of y may be taken to be real. The index n is cstrictcd to 

positive integers, while m may be positive or negative in the range -n to n. For m > 0 there 

arc (« - lml/2] + I values of r (labeled 0, I, 2, ...) while for m < 0 there arc [« - Im\/2] 

values (labeled 1,2, 3....) where [x] is the largest integer in x. Modes with r » 0 take the form 

of surface waves 1 1 (particularly for large n); the frequency of these modes lie in a band which 
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is just above the band occupied by planar spin waves (for no exchange). The modes with r *0 

and the uniform mode (1,1,0) lie in a band that corresponds to the planar spin wave band. If we 

express \f as \|f0e«*" ,+" ,> then the magnetization can be expressed as 

• f 

47tW r = • Re 
• ^ 

4icM,> -Im 
, 

9Vo "»Vo 
Br r 

v - r — + K 
dr r 

tfi(mO + OK) 

-i(mO + U<) 

(126) 

where M, is the radial magnetization and M^ is the angular magnetization, K and v are related 

to the frequency of the mode by 

„ (YHo-«m/3)a)M 

(Yffo-<"W3)2-<o2 
(127) 

(7// 0-<o«/3)*-0) 2 

where a„ » 4rM,y. Note: tc and v are bou> rdinarily negative. The spins preccss in elliptical 

orbits with cither the major or minor axis of the ellipse oriented radially. Spins on an axially 

aligned circle in the sample all preccss on identical ellipses with relative phases varying as m+, 

as shown in Fig. 16 for several values of m. Thus modes with m *0 take the form of circulating 

waves moving with angular phase velocity oVm. The case of m a 0 is a "breather mode" in 

which all spins on the circle move inwards and outwards (on the ellipses) together. Note that 

the uniform mode (1,1,0) is not a breather mode, it has m » 1 not m «0 . The eccentricity of 

the ellipses is a necessary factor in their coupling to both the uniform mode and to parallel 

microwave fields. Because of the traveling wave nature of the solutions, m is similar to k in the 

plane wave expansion in that products of spin wave variables in the Hamiltonian should have a 

summed m value of zero, where the summed m value is just the sum of the m values of each 

variable, with the sign of m changed for those variables which arc conjugated. A circularly 

polarized microwave field has m = 1, while a parallel microwave field has m • 0. If a spherical 

spin mode is represented as v w (a complex amplitude) and if we normalize vnmr so that Uio 
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Figure 16. Spherical spin-mode: behavior of spins on an axially alligned circle for several 
values of m as indicated. 

energy of the mode is in the usual canonical form <*w v«iir v*nr then we can expect the follow

ing terms in the Hamiltonian: 
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# " " i G W v ^ W + U^Rmvn„,vHrm, +c.c. (128) 

+ &iir v f lO>WVl-«,r +C.C. + W V 1 I 0 V M l r V „ i _ 1 ^ , i f +C.C 

+ G "R' v! jo+c.c. + ot/ter tripfe products and higher order terms. 

The parallel pumping term U^KrR'vmir.vH^m^ is relatively easy to justify. Here we just 

compute the z component of the magnetization and integrate this with the applied parallel field 

over the sample. Tl« z component of the magnetization is approximately M, minus one half of 

the square of the transverse magnetization. The transverse magnetization in turn can be 

expressed as a linear combination of the v w amplitudes times appropriate phase factors. After 

squaring and integrating the only contributing terms arc products of the form shown. The 

coefficient U^, is determined primarily by the eccentricity of the precession orbits. 

The triple terms which couple the uniform and spin wave modes (the terms with 

coefficients s ^ . and §H*r) arc more difficult to justify. Here we rely on analogy with the plane 

wave analysis. Since the uniform mode has m » 1 , the other two modes in the triple product do 

not have exactly opposite values of m as they did in the parallel case. We have required n and r 

(as we did in the parallel case) to be the same for these two modes as otherwise we would 

expect the interaction to integrate to zero. Other than to point out the importance of having 

some eccentricity, little is known at present about the dependence of the coupling coefficients 

on n, m, and r. 

The coupling to the uniform mode G 'R *v n o is of the expected form and the coefficient G 

may be obtained from Eqs. (66) and (32) where v u o was called v 0 and which includes aniso-

tropy effects. This forni of the Hamiltonian is equivalent to the one we derived previously for 

planar spin waves; vith one exception - the modes («, m, r), («, -in, r), (n, l-m, r), and (/i, 

• l-m, r) will not have exactly the same frequency as each other (while the k and -k modes did 

in the planar case). For low order modes the difference in frequency can be significant - the 

driving frequency will be split not in half but rather into two different values. This might then 
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have a significant impact on the resultant dynamics - in particular our assumption that cK « c_j, 

may not carry over to the corresponding conditions: c,mr*cn%^nj. ^Cn^, ^cnr.i^,^. How

ever, for nigh order modes (it Urge) it would seem reasonable to expect the condition of fre

quency equality to be nearly satisfied. 

It is desirable to find out the approximate values for n, m, and r in various regions of the 

parameter space, particularly the fine structure region. This cannot be stated with any certainty 

as yet, however we can discuss some possibilities. The main experimental fact we have is that 

the mode spacing is &H • 0.16 Gauss in the fine structure region (see Sec. 2.3). Cne possibility 

is that this results from the increase in exchange energy with increasing wave number. 

Exchange effects are not included in Walker's analysis, however we can estimate this effect 

from our plane wave analysis. Using the dispersion relation Eqs. (59), (48) and (49), and 

neglecting anisatropy we have: 

( ^ - ( T f f f o - j o ^ +TDk2XtHtr±Qm +tf>* 2+<o„sin 2e l t) (129) 

if we assume AGI* • 0 and 49 • 0 then we can obtain: 

AW0»2£>*AA (130) 

we can take aJfc from the sphere's radius r0 as tk = « r 0 « 95.2cm - 1 assuming that the effective 

k value is determined primarily from oscillations in the radial direction. The experimental 

value of AW0 allows us to compute k: 

using this k value wc may determine the number n, of half wavelengths along the radius of the 

sample: 

nr = 1640 
While this value of k is consistent with the operating conditions (sec Fig. 2) the value of nr 

seems excessively large lor a high Q resonant mode. One might expect such a mode to have 

much higher dumping due to surface roughness and other effects. Another reason why wc 
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might doubt the calculated value of A is the fact that the work of Patton et a l 5 3 suggests that a 

certain kink in the threshold curve is associated with the availability of low k. high Q modes, 

occurring when <o,/2 coincides with the upper (8K * 90 s) boundary of the spin wave manifold 

(Fig. 2). In the experiment diis kink occurs just below the field at which the fine structure 

behavior is most clearly observed. In view of these facts another option may be considered -

assume k is small so 6k is unimportant and allow A9 to be nonzero. From Eq. (129) we can 

relate A8,6H 0 and 8. Unfortunately, we do not have a simple relation giving the effective 

angle 8 in terms of n, m, and r. However, on examining the literature on Walker modes, one 

finds that their frequencies do strongly depend on the field and the indices n, m, and r so that a 

sequence of modes could certainly be found which exhibit the observed behavior. 

3.4 Fixed Points and Stability 

As a first step to understanding the behavior of excited spin wave modes, we will consider 

the case where only one spin wave is excited. Examining Eq. (109) we find that c k « 0 is 

always a fixed point - this is true regardless of how many spin wave modes are excited to 

nonzero values. However, this fixed point need not be stable, it's stability depends on die rela

tive strength of the damping term - ykck and forcing term -g^Pj^ci. An important feature to 

note about Eq. (109) is that there is inversion symmetry • if c k(() is a solution then so is 

-Cn(f). This is also true for arbitrarily many modes, the sign of each may be changed indepen

dently without effecting the validity of the solution. To determine the stability of the fixed 

point ck m 0, we need only consider the linear Bart of the equation: 

<-\-(-Yu^ lAttnto-i'k. .„ c K (131) 
This leads to the eigenvalue equation (in complex form): 
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A B 
B* A* 

V » £ (132) 

where 

E is the eigenvalue and % is the complex eigenvector. We set the determinant equal to zero: 

det 
A-E B 

and solve for E obtaining: 

*.*f* A+A* 12 
-iAA'-BB*) 

\a 

(133) 

(134) 

since (A +<4*y2 • -•& is always negative it is clear that both eigenvalues are negative if and 

only if AA'>BB'ot equivalently: 

IMI>1 for stability of c k « 0 
where 

Mm^-iHUtSPiP 035) 
The condition \M\ • 1 corresponds to the "Suhl ihrcshold'' for the mode k. Since \M\ is 

inversely related to input powerP^ \M\>0 is below threshold and lAf l<0 is above threshold. 

Above threshold the origin is a saddle point as it always retains one stable eigenvalue. Immedi

ately below threshold the origin is a stable node with two negative real eigenvalues. However, 

the eigenvalues may split into a conjugate pair below a lower threshold, which corresponds to a 

change from a stable node to a stable focus. This occurs for 

PiH<Mi/\gk\2 

We will now consider nontrivial (or nonzero) fixed points. Since we are still considering 

the behavior of a single mode, the equation c k * 0 [from Eq. (109)] can be put in the simple 

form 
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A f + W i c k l z » r * point on unit circle (136) 
l c k l 2 

where N - - j ( 2 7 " k k + S^ + R^ygCPj/2 and M is as defined previously. [Eq. (135)]. This 

equation has a simple geometrical interpretation, as shown in Fig. 17. We plot the point M and 

the unit circle in the complex plane. If we are below threshold then M lies outside die circle. 

We draw a line from the point M making an angle arg (N) with respect to the real axis. Typi

cally this line will either miss the circle as in (a) in which case there are no nomrivial fixed 

points, or it will intersect the circle in two points as in (c) in which case there are two pairs of 

nontrivial fixed points ±c J" and i c j 1 1 . Nontiivial fixed points always come in pairs because of 

die symmetry of the equations mentioned previously. The transition between die two cases 

"O" ®J6 
(a) (b) (c ) 

Figure 17. Nontrivial fixed point analysis: (a) No intersections with unit circle => no nontrivial 
fixed points, (b) One intersection wiih unit circle ^ one pair of nontrivial fixed points, (c) 
Two intersections with unit circle => two pairs of nontrivial fixed points. 
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occurs when the line is just tangent to the circle. This is a saddle-node bifurcation with the sad

dle being the intersection point closest to M. Above the Suhl threshold M is inside the circle 

and there is always one intersection point as in (b). There are two possibilities for what may 

occur when crossing the Suhl threshold and these are illustrated in Fig. 18. In the first case, 

which occurs for Rt(M/N) > 0, we obtain a supercritical symmetry breaking bifurcation a a 

complimentary pair of stable nonuivial fixed poinu emerge from the origin as the origin is 

changing stability. The second case, which occurs for Re(M/N) < 0, involves the existence of 

the saddle and node below threshold. In this case we obtain a subcritical symmetry breaking 

bifurcation, where the unstable nontrivial fixed poinu (the saddle poinu) converse on the origin 

as it changes stability. There is a hysteresis loop as shown because the system must jump from 

the origin to one of the stable nodes which are at finite amplitude. 

In the event that l ? t t may be neglected, the type of bifurcation can be changed by chang

ing the sign of AO* We find this experimentally in the region where the fine structure is 

observed (as mentioned previously in Sec. 2.3) but here the hysteresis is also a very fine effect. 

Figure 18. (a) Supercritical symmetry breaking bifurcation. F is the level of forcing (pump 
power)', Ft is the bifurcation point or Suhl threshold. Solid lines - stable fixed points, dashed 
lines - unstable fixed points, (b) Subcritical symmetry breaking bifurcation, preceded by saddle 
node bifurcation of nonzero fixed poinu. Displays hysteresis as shown. 
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occurring over very small distances in parameter space. However, there is a region indicated in 

Fig. 6 in which the hysteresis occurs over a substantial distance in parameter- much more than 

can be attributed to a single mode. This is likely to be due to a related effect in which more 

than one mode is simultaneously excited. 

3.5 Relaxation and Spiking Behavior Analysis 

In the experiment it was observed that in certain regimes aperiodic relaxation type oscilla

tions are observed which are characterized by alternating fast and slow phases, where in the fast 

phase, the amplitude of the reflected microwaves changes very rapidly and in the slow phase it 

changes much more gradually, typically by an order of magnitude or more (see Fig. 11). There 

has also been observed a related behavior pattern in which rapid spikes in die response are 

separated by long dormant periods of irregular length. This latter case has been the subject of 

much interest recently and there has been the suggestion that there may be a route to chaos by 

irregular periods. 5 4- 5 5 We will now present a mechanism which can explain both types of 

behavior and discuss some of its effects on the dynamics of the experimental system. 

The simplest system which can exhibit this type of behavior is a 2 mode system, 

represented by the complex variables c» and c 2 . The mode c , will be called the "strong mode"; 

it is assumed that the pumping level is above the Surd threshold for this mode. The mode c 2 

will be called the "weak mode"; it is assumed that the pumping level is below the Suhl thres

hold for this mode. In the absence of coupling between c \ and c 2, we would expect that the ori

gin of c | would be a saddle point so that this mode would be attracted to a nonzero fixed point, 

while the origin would be stable for c 2 so this mode would decay to zero. However, due to 

intcrmodal coupling, the stability of the origin for c 2 can be affected by the amplitude of c t. 

When coupling is included the stability criterion for c2 = 0 is 
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where 

. A +D\cl\2 . > 1 stable 
Q +Fc? < 1 unstable 

A x-Tz-iARz 

D*-IXTU 

(137) 

and 

The assumption that c 2 is below its Suhl threshold (for c i - 0) implies that 

\A\>\B\ 
There are four general cases for the behavior of the stability of cj as a function of c x. Case 1: 

IF) > 101. In this case, as \c\\ is increased for any particular phase +*argc{ a point is 

reached beyond which the denominator in Eq. (137) becomes larger in magnitude than the 

numerator and stability is lost. The point of stability loss is a function of f and has inversion 

symmetry as shown in Fig. 19 (a). Case 2: \F\<\D\ and K>\BF\, where 

K •KIAI 2 - ISI 2 XIDI 2 - \F\2)]M+ReAD\ In this case the point c 2 « 0 is a stable fixed 

point for all values of C ] » shown in Fig. 19(b). Case 3: \F\ < \D\ and-ISfl <K< \BF\. 

In this case there are two symmetrically located stability zones in the c t plane as shown in Fig. 

19(c). Case 4: If I <\D\ an&K <-\BF\. This case has a annulus of instability as shown in 

Fig. 19(d). The general stability boundary for all three cases can be expressed as a quadratic 

solution: 

I c , , * - - * * * ; - 4 ^ ' * (138) 
2a 

where 

a » I O I 2 - I F I 2 

b ^AD' + DA'-BF'e^-FB'e* 
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Figure 19. Stability curve for c2=0 as a function of c t . S » stable. U » unstable, (a) Case 1. 
(b) Case 2. (c) Case 3. (d) Case 4. 

c » t / l l 2 - l i ? l 2 

Since for cases 2 .3 , and 4, a and c are both positive, a solution for I c j I exists only if b is more 

negative than -^4oc (in which case there are two solutions). 
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Now that we have analyzed the stability of the weak mode, we can proceed to explain the 

nature of the oscillations. We will suppose that c\ and c2 both start at some small but finite 

value. Then c t will increase, approaching a nontrivial fixed point and c 2 will decrease towards 

zero. Assuming that the nontrivial fixed point for c i lies in (or possibly across) a zone of insta

bility for c 2 , the phase path of c t will eventually enter this zone. Beyond this point cz will 

begin to increase. Under certain conditions, which we will not specify precisely but we will 

demonstrate in Sec 4, this can lead to a relaxation oscillation, with the fast phase occurring after 

c i reaches the instability boundary and the slow phase occurring when c t and ei both go back 

to values near 0. The reason that c t can return to a point near zero is that the origin for c t is a 

saddle point and therefore an orbit near the stable manifold may come quite close to the origin 

before escaping again. Orbits of the type we are describing are nearly homoclinic as they pass 

very close to a saddle point in the four-dimensional ctc2 space. In the event that the weak 

mode has a focus at the origin, the orbit may be of the Silmkov type (see Guchenheimer and 

Holmes 3 6 for discussion) which is known to imply the existence of horseshoes and other com

plicated behavior. The distinction between relaxation oscillations and aperiodic spiking lies in 

the length of the dormant phase for the weak mode (examples of both are given in Sec. 4). Dur

ing the dormant phase, the amplitude of c2 decays exponentially. Consequently a moderately 

long dormant phase can easily result in the amplitude of c 2 decaying to the thermal magnon 

level. This introduces stochasticity into the dynamics - something which might not ordinarily 

be expected for oscillators whose peak amplitude is many orders of magnitude above the ther

mal level. 
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3.6 Generation of Microwave Subharmonics 

We will now briefly discuss mechanisms whereby a subhaimonic response at half the 

applied microwave frequency might be obtained from the spin system. No experimental data 

was taken of this effect (or lack of it), primarily because the wave guide used in the experimen

tal setup has a lower cut off frequency of about 8 GHz and hence will not transmit the half fre

quency response at 4.6 GHz. However, this experiment could easily be done at some future 

time. 

Although the parametrically excited spin waves we have been discussing have half of the 

pump frequency, these modes do not couple directly to the wave guide and no microwave 

subhaimonic response will normally be obtained. There are, however, two mechanisms which 

might, under appropriate circumstances, allow a response at ©p/2. The first is the possibility of 

achieving a parametric excitation of the uniform mode at <a,/2. In the absence of crystalline 

anisotropy or shape anisotropy this can not occur because of symmetry. Crystalline anisotropy 

becomes important when the sample is not aligned with HQ along [111] or [ 100], and in particu

lar if it is aligned along [110] (a saddle point in the anisotropy energy). Then there is a differ

ence between the x and y anisotropy factors (NA_ in table 4) which gives the uniform mode an 

elliptical chancier to its motion. This ellipticity allows parametric coupling to the uniform 

mode for parallel pumping if COQ = ay/2. The coupling coefficient is G k for k * 0 [see Eq. (84)] 

which is nonzero if NA_ is nonzero. In order to observe the response it will be necessary to 

pump obliquely so that there is a parallel component for excitation, and a perpendicular com

ponent allowing a direct coupling between the uniform mode and the resonator / wave guide so 

that the subharmonic response may be detected by the experimenter. The main difficulty in 

achieving this is that the anisotropy is not very large for YIG, and consequently the threshold 

for subharmonic excitation (or period doubling bifurcation point) will be relatively high, and 

one may expect that spin wave modes will begin to absorb power at a lower threshold - making 
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it very difficult to reach the subhannonic threshold. This difficulty might be countered by using 

a rare earth iron garnet some of which have very high anisotropics33 at low temperature. Unfor

tunately, however, these garnets also have higher damping rates and thus have higher excitation 

thresholds. 

The possibility of using shape anisotropy to couple parametrically to the uniform mode 

seems much more promising. This is because the asymmetric demagnetizing factor iVD_ can be 

large (0.5 or 1) compared to NA„ (typically 0.1) and also because this term is only present in the 

equations for the uniform mode and will not enhance coupling to spin wave modes. In a loop 

gap resonator one could use an elllpsoidally shaped sample with two equal axes and one 

elongated axis along the resonator axis (but not the dx. field axis) which could achieve an ND„ 

of nearly one half. In a cavity, a disc shaped sample could produce an NQ- of nearly 1 with/f 0 

parallel to die plane of the disc. 

A second approach is to try to paramctrically excite low order Walker modes 3 in the sam

ple. These are the spherical spin modes which have sufficiently few spatial oscillations across 

the sample so that they cancojjple directly to a nonuniform microwave field. If there is a d.c 

field for which such modes are parametrically excited at a lower threshold than the many high 

order modes, then a subhannonic response could be achieved since they may also couple 

directly to the applied microwave field. This effect may be distinguished from the parametric 

excitation of the uniform mode in that it may be achieved in a purely perpendicular pumping 

configuration, whereas the uniform mode case requires oblique pumping. 
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4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF SPIN WAVE EQUATIONS 

In order to rally explore the behavior of the spin wave equation [Eq. (109)], it is necessary 

to use numerical methods, particularly when 2 or more interacting modes are involved. In this 

section we will discuss the procedures used to perform the numerical analysis and then present 

the results, many of which can be compared to the experimental results of Sec 2.3. 

4JL Procedures 

Each spin wave mode is represented by a complex variable ck which contains both ampli

tude and phase information for that mode. From Eq. (109), we obtain one equation for ;ach 

mode which is coupled to all other excited modes through the interaction parameters 

R i**, S t t ' , andT u . , and to the microwave pumping field through the parameter gk. The analytic 

results provide rough estimates for these parameters. They cannot be specified exactly from the 

theory for two reasons: 1) we do not know for certain which spin wave modes in the sample are 

being excited and involved in the dynamics, and 2) the plane wave approximation used in Sec. 

3.1 can yield only approximate values for the interaction parameters of the spherical modes. 

We typically set the spin wave damping ft to lxlCrV 1 and gk to 1 . 4 1 4 x t 0 7 W l / V l , which 

results in a Suhl threshold of about 5 a W as is observed experimentally ir the single mode 

region, T^ and S& are estimated to be on the otdcr of 10 1 9 or 10*° erg_ 1sec"2, but may vary 

considerably depending on which modes arc involved. In order to simulate the effect of a 

sequence of modes as was observed experimentally, we will not assume that the modes all have 

zero detuning, but will instead choose a sequence of equally spaced values for A / k which will 

typically extend from some negative value to some positive value, where A / k • Aoy2jt. If the 

excitation level is low, only those modes with detailings closest to zero will be excited. The 
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remaining modes will be below threshold and will remain at zero amplitude. From the 

observed field spacing of the modes (0.16 G) we can estimate the frequency spacing using 

Af »<>* = y&Hllx and obtain about 500 kHz. 

The equations with appropriately \hosen parameter values are numerically integrated 

using a 4-point Runge-Kutta Algorithm37 on a Sun 3.0 computer. Initial conditions must 

always be chosen to be nonzero since zero is always a fixed point of the equations. Results are 

displayed on a graphics screen and may be printed on a laser printer to produce the figures given 

in Sea 4 .1 The Fortran code used to obtain these results is given in the Appendix. 

42 Results 

In the case of excitation of a single mode alone, the analytic results of Sec. 3.4 determine 

the location and stability of ai! fixed points. There is always at least one stable fixed point and 

the numerical results indicate that the system is always attracted to one of these; no periodic or 

chaotic attractoi t are observed. For appropriate parameter values hysteresis may be observed as 

was indicated in the theoretical treatment. 

For two modes excited we first see periodic auto-oscillations. A particularly interesting 

form is observed, as shown in Fig. 20 (a) and (b). Here mode 2 is exhibiting an asymmetric 

orbit while mode 1 is exhibiting a symmetrical orbit of twice the period. Symmetrical orbits arc 

possible because of the inherent inversion symmetry of the equations. When asymmetric orbits 

occur they always come in complimentary pairs (C' ( f ) - - C ( f ) . The nature of the coupling 

between modes allows (he type of behavior observed - since the square of Ct appears in the 

equation for C2, a change sign of C t (to the opposite point on the symmetric orbit) has the 

identical influence on C 2 . 

file:///hosen
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Figure 20. Computed behavior for two modes: (a) Phase portrait for periodic oscillations, 
asymmetric mode. A/, • -300kHz, A/ 2 » 200kHz. (b) Symmetric mode, (c) Period doubling 
of asymmetric mode. A/i * -385kHz, A/| • 115kHz. (d) Symmetry breaking of symmetric 
mode, (e) Chaotic orbit following period doubling cascade; A/1 * -410kHz, A/, * 90kHz. (f) 
Power spectrum 
Tfc-lxl ' 
7 V - -1.896xl01' 
kandk'. 

iwuuu urou luuuwuig pcnou uououng cascade; a/ | * -tiuiuiz, a/ | * ymuiz. w 
man of chaotic orbit, /m«»2.5 MHz. Fbr all figures. P* » 0.027W, 
'. * K » 1 . 4 1 4 X 1 0 7 W - ' V . Sk k<»4.078xl01 9CrV2 for all k and k', 
SxlO^CTV2 for k = k' and » 0 for k * k', and R M » 0 (assumed negligible) for all 
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By changing the parameters this orbit may undergo a bifurcation. Then an many param

eters which could be adjusted to accomplish this, such as power input or pump frequency, how

ever in Fig. 20c and d we have chosen to synchronously shift the detunings of the spin modes. 

This is equivalent to shining the level of the d.c. magnetic field in the experiment (We an 

assuming dm all modes in the sequence have identical field dependence of their frequencies). 

The result is interesting - mode 1 exhibits a symmetry breaking bifurcation while mode 2 simul

taneously exhibits period doubling. Further shifting the frequencies leads to a cascade of period 

doubling bifurcations for both modes, leading to a chaotic orbit (Figs 20e and f). 

The numerical study for two modes also reveals behavior similar to the relaxation oscilla

tions and aperiodic spiking behaviors of the experimental system. An example of this behavior 

is shown in Fig. 21 The mechanism for this behavior was discussed previously in Sec. 3.5. 

There is a "strong mode" which it above its threshold, and a "weak mode" which is initially 

below threshold but which can become excited for brief periods when sufficient excitation is 

supplied via die nonlinear coupling of the strong mode. Characteristically there is a slow or 

dormant phase during which die weak mode is decaying closer and closer to zero and die strong 

mode is changing at a relatively slow rate. At a certain critical point in die orbit of die strong 

mode, which is marked widi an arrow in Fig. 21(a), a fast or active phase commences during 

which bom modes (Figs. 21a and b) change rapidly. This is typically two or more orders of 

magnitude faster and shorter in duration dun die stow phase. The decay of die mode during die 

dormant phase may be extreme • it has been observed in some casus in die numerical study to 

decay by over 10 orders of magnitude. This will easily take any experimental Systran to die 

thermal level, tiius introducing a stochastic clement into die dynamics. Orbits with a shore dor

mant phase tend to have die relaxation oscillation appearance as in Fig. 21(c) [compare to 

experimental Fig. 11(a)] while orbits with a long dormant phase may tend to have die spiking 

appearance - Fig. 21(d). This dormant period may become arbitrarily long for certain parame

ter values. This is because die orbit is approaching a saddle loop bifurcation which occurs when 
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Figure 21. (a) aperiodic spiking - strong mode (mode 1). Anew marks point of stability loss 
tor weak mode (mode 2). Origin is at center of figure as indicated. A / 1 - •200kHz, A / 2 « 
300kHz. (b) Weak mode, (c) Time series for aperiodic spiking behavior, (d) Time series for 
relaxation osculations, a / i * -175kHz, o / 2 * 325kHz. (e) Fast Fourier transform for time 
series in (d). All Agere* have f „ * 0.0135W and the other parameters are die same as in Fig. 
20. 

die orbit connects die saddle point at the origin. Beyond this point a transition must occur to 

another attractor - typically a nonzero fixed point for the strong mode and zero for the weak 
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mode. It should also be noted that the relaxation and spiking behaviors do not have to be irreg

ular • they may, for appropriate parameter values, be perfectly periodic. In some cases a cas

cade period doubling bifurcations to chaos has been observed to occur over extremely small 

changes in parameters (< 0.1% change). This has the appearance, on first examination, as an 

emergence of irregularity of the orbit starting at a critical parameter value. 

With three modes some new phenomena emerge. One of these is the occurrence of quasi-

periodic behavior with two incommensurate frequencies. An example of this is shown in Fig. 

22. The three modes do not have exactly the same frequency, but rather are spaced equally in 

frequency by a small amount to simulate the effect of a series of modes as was observed in the 

experiment Naturally all must be very near to half of the pumping frequency, and it is the 

detuning which plays an important role in the dynamics. The quasiperiodic orbit lies on a 2-

torus in the phase space. By strobing every cycle we can make a Poincare section of the orbit 

For a quasiperiodic orbit below the transition to chaos these points all lie on a closed curve -

the intersection of the 2-torus widi the surface of scctioa The section may be defined in various 

ways: in Fig. 22 (a) the section points arc the maximum value of Imci for each cycle. The 

orbit shown can be found to emerge from a simple periodic orbit in a Hoof bifurcation (see dis

cussion in Guckcnheimer and Holmes 5*). In the Poincarc section, the periodic orbit appears as 

a single point This point spawns a circle at the bifurcation point which initially grows in size 

in proportion to the square root of the change in the parameter from its value at die bifurcation. 

While mode 1 and mode 2 (not shown) arc exhibiting asymmetric orbits, mode 3 has a sym

metric quasiperiodic orbit as shown in Fig. 22 (b). Section points on this orbit are made simul

taneously with those of mode 1. They occur twice each cycle because the basic period here is 

twice that of mode 1. The symmetry causes a restriction on die frequencies that appear in the 

spectrum. The spectrum for mode 1 is shown in Fig. 22 (c). Here the allowed frequencies arc 

all two component harmonics of the form/^, Mmfi + nfz. The choice of /> a n d / 2 is not 

unique, but it is generally preferable to choose the two highest peaks. Fig. 22 (d) shows the 
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f (MHz) f (MHz) 
Figure 22. Computed quasiperiodic behavior for 3 modes: (a) Mode 1 for quasiperiodic orbit, 
circles mark Poincare section, (b) Mode 3: this mode exhibits a symmetrical orbit while mode 
1 is asymmetrical. Mode 2 is similar to mode I. (c) Fast Fourier Transform for mode 1, verti
cal range 150dB. Contains two component harmonics/^, ~mfx +nf2, where/t and/2 m a v 

be chosen to be the largest peaks in the spectrum, (d) Fast Fourier Transform for mode 3. Sym
metry restricts peaks to those for which m + it is odd. All figures have P* » 0.027W, A/ ( » 
-336kHz, A / , » 164kHz, i / 3 » 664kHz, S U t .«3 .971xlO l 9 G-V* for k » k ' and » 
4.265x 10 I 9 G~V Z for k # k', and other parameters same as in Fig. 20. 

spectrum for mode 3. Here the allowed peaks arc those for which m +/i is odd. This can be 
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shown to result from the symmetry of the orbit - see the detailed discussion in Pan 2, Sec. 2.3. 

An alternate labeling scheme is very useful when the quasiperiodic orbit has just emerged from 

a periodic orbit following a Hopf bifurcation. This is to choose / 1 to be the fundamental fre

quency from before the bifurcation, and choose / 2 to be the difference between this and a 

nearby incommensurate peak. In this case the symmetry condition is that m must be odd, while 

it is unrestricted. 

By changing the parameter values away from the Hopf bifurcation point, the 2-torus on 

which the orbit lies grows larger and becomes less smooth. At a certain critical point the orbit 

may become chaotic and the torus becomes fractal This is the quasiperiodic route to 

chaos. 4 0 ' 4 1 In Fig. 23 is shown a Poincare section of such a chaotic orbit and its power spec-

m m . This was reached by shifting the frequencies of the three modes synchronously, to simu

late the effea of shifting the d.c. magnetic field in the experiment The orbit is near to a period 

5 phase locking, as can be seen in die 5 pointed character of the section and in die spectrum. 

There remain some surprisingly sharp peaks in die spectrum considering the complexity shown 

in the section. 

More complicated versions of the relaxation oscillations are sometimes seen for three 

modes (as well as the variety previously described). In Fig. 24 is a case in which only the third 

mode (shown) is of the "weak" variety, while die odver two modes are normally oscillating at a 

high level. The excitation which die weak mode receives from the pump and from the "strong" 

modes is just sufficient to allow it to grow at a slow rate from an initially very small amplitude. 

This growth may extend over several orders of magnitude in amplitude, lasting for a hundred 

cycles or more of die strong mode oscillation. Finally, when die size of die orbit becomes com

parable to die size of die strong mode orbits, a rapid interaction phase occurs involving all three 

modes and leads to the return of die weak mode to a very low amplitude and men the process 

repeats. This appears >o be an orbit of die "Silnikov" or spiral saddle type (see Guckcnhcimcr 

and Holmes 3 6 ), for which the existence of "horseshoes" and other complex behavior have been 
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Figure 23 (a) Poincare section of chaotic orbit, following quasiperiodic transition to chaos. 
Proximity to period 5 locxing produces five points on figure, A/j • •334.5kHz, A / V -
165.5kHz, A/2 » 665.5kHz. other parameters same as in Fig. 22. (b) FFT for orbit in (a). 

explicitly shown. 

This concept of a scries of equally spaced modes may be taken to the limit of an infinite 

series. The reason that this works is that only those modes with relatively small detuning can 
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Figurt 24. (a) Computed Silnikov type orbit for 3 modes. Only mode 3, the "weak mode", is 
shown. Pm » 0.02429W, A/ i > -300kHz, i / 2 * 200kHz, A / 2 * 700kHz, other parameters 
same as Fig. 20. (b) Tune series for this orbit. 

become excited and interaa with the other excited modes. Modes which decay to zero have no 

effect on the excited modes. Thus we need to include in the computer simulation only those 

modes in the series with sufficiently small detuning (positive or negative) to become excited. 

The necessary number may be found by extending the series one mode at a time until the new 
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modes added are observed to be inactive. Since the series is infinite, its behavior in parameter 

space is periodic with respect to synchronously shifting the frequencies by the mode spacing. 

In Fig. 25 one period of the parameter space is shown. In this region, all of the types of 

behavior discussed previously may be found: stable fixed points (zero and nonzero), hysteresis, 

auto-oscillations, period-doubling, quasiperiodicity, chaos, and relaxation oscillations. 

5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Excited spin waves in YIG form a weakly damped - nearly Hamiltonian - system, w!)ieh 

displays a great variety of interesting nonlinear phenomena. The study focussed on the 

behavior of spin waves excited parametrically in a spherical sample via the first order Suhl ins

tability. Data is primarily for perpendicular pumping, and with the dc. field parallel to the 

[ 111 ] or easy axis of the crystal, but with some data for other orientations of pumping and cry

stalline axes. Observed phenomena includes: 1) fine structure - the excitation of single spin 

wave modes; 2) dynamics in the fine structure regime, involving the interaction of a small 

number (1,2, 3,...) of spin wave modes; these typically exhibit such phenomena as periodic 

auto-oscillations (typically 100 kHz), cascades of period doublings to enact. and quasiperiodi

city; 3) low frequency relaxation oscillations (Order 1 kHz) and aperiodic spiking (typically at 

somewhat higher frequencies); 4) high amplitude collective oscillations (presumably) involving 

the cooperation of many modes; these exhibit period doubling quasiperiodicity and phase lock

ing of multiple frequencies, and various types of chaotic orbits; 5) abrupt emergence of high 

frequency noise; 6) hysteresis at the Suhl threshold in which the system jumps from a quiescent 

to a turbulent state; 7) in some cases a systematic increase in auto-oscillation frequency with 

pumping power is observed. 
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Flpu* 25. Computed parameter space diagram for mode series. Frequency shift/, vs. applied 
power ̂  (shift corresponds to change of dx. field in experiment). The dynamics involve the 
active participation of zero, one. two, or three modes. At higher powers dun shown in the 
figure additional modes may become involved. We label ti» modes as follows: mode 1 has 
A?i"f t -500kHz, mode 2 has 6fz*f,, tsode 3 has 6fz*f, +500kHz. ST t and ST 2 are 
the Suhl thresholds for excitation of irodes 1 and 2 respectively when all other modes are set to 
zero (this is actually asymmetry breaking bifurcation for the stable fixed point at zero). SNjis 
a saddle node bifurcation of nonzero fixed points below Suhl threshold [see Fig. 18 (b)]. Hys
teresis is observed when traversing the region between SN, and ST,. Crossing H, in the direc-
don of die arrow a Hoof bifurcation occurs in which a limit cycle involving modes 1 and 2 em
erges from a fixed point This is of the type shown in Fig. 20 (a) and (b). This oscillation un
dergoes a period doubting bifurcation upon crossing the line labeled x2. Beyond this a cascade 
of period doublings occurs on route to chaos. On approach to the line H 2. mode 3 becomes ac
tive and the two mode solution we have been following is abruptly lost H z actually 
corresponds to a secondary Hopf bifurcation from a 3 mode periodic orbit (on the left side) to a 
3 mode quasiperiodic orbit (on die right side), of the type shown in Fig 2 1 H» corresponds to 
another primary Hopf bifurcation, this time involving modes 2 rnd 3. Relaxation oscillations 
occur above die line ST ( in the section below its intersection with S V Onset appears to occur 
at the Suhl threshold ST]. 
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A first principles theoretical analysis has been presented, based on the many earlier works 

on parametric excitation of spin waves, but developed here explicidy for the study of the non

linear dynamics of excited spin wave modes. The theory explicitly includes die effects of cry

stalline and shape anisotropy. Also included are the interactions with the resonator (used to 

intensify the microwave field) and coupling to the waveguide. The result is a set of nonlinear 

equations coupling die spin wave modes with each other and with the pump, each mode being 

represented by a complex amplitude. 

While die main analysis is made in the plane wave approximation an attempt is made to 

determine die effects of die true spherical spin-modes on the dynamics. A surprising result is 

dut for very low order modes, die excitation may involve a pair of counter circulating waves 

with different frequencies. The sum of UK two frequencies would have to very nearly equal dw 

pumping frequency for resonance. For higher order modes however, die frequencies should be 

nearly die same, as they are for die plane wave approximation. It is not known as yet whedier 

or not this effect can be detected experimentally. 

An analysis has been made of trivial and nontrivial fixed points and it has been shown 

how this can lead to hysteresis at die Suhl threshold, an effect which was observed in die exper

iment. 

Some theory is presented regarding relaxation oscillations and aperiodic spiking behavior, 

based on die concept of weak modes which are only active during short burst phases wliich may 

be instigated by the strong mode or modes reaching a critical tiireshold. An interesting result is 

dut dus is a natural way for stoctumicity to enter into die experimental dynamics because dur

ing the dormant phase of the weak mode it can easily decay to die thermal magnon level. After 

diis die subsequent dynamics become unpredictable. This analysis may be related to the work 

on irregular periods by Waldncrct a l . 5 4 , 3 5 
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Toe possibility of generating microwave subhaimonics at half of the pumping frequency 

is discussed based on the possibility of parametrically exciting either the uniform mode or a low 

order Walker mode which could couple directly as well as parametrically to the external field. 

Finally a detailed study is made of the behavior of the spin wave equations of motion 

using numerical simulations. As a guide to comparison between the experimental data and 

numerical simulations, Table 5 is presented, which summarizes the work showing which data 

can be compared to which simulation. 

Tables: Guide to Data and Simulation Fliuret 
Phenomena Experimental Data Simulation 

Parameter space Figs. 6,7,8 Fig. 25 
Auio-oscillations Fig. 9(a) Fig. 20(a). (b) 
Period-doubling Fig. 9(b). (c), Fig. 13 Fig. 20(c) 
duo* Fig. 9(d). (e) Fig. 20(e) 
Quasi-periodicity Fig. 10 Pig. 22 
Relaxation oscillations Fig.ll Fig. 21. Fig. 24 
Phase locking fig. 14 — 
Aukxtsc. frcq. Fig. 15(a) Fig. 15(b) 
Broad band noise Fis. 12 Fit. 21(e) 

A series of equally spaced (in frequency) modes is studied, similar to that which was observed 

experimentally. For two modes auto-oscillations are observed which may exhibit some interest

ing symmetry characteristics. Relaxation and spiking behaviors are also observed, exhibiting 

the weak mode / strong mode behavior discussed in the theory. Cascades of period doubling 

bifurcations are also observed, leading to chaos. For three modes quasiperiodicity is first 

observed, along with phase locking lynomcna, Hopf bifurcations, and the quasiperiodic route 

to chaos. Orbits nearly homoclinic to a spiral saddle point of the Silinkov type are also 

observed. The case of an infinite scries of modes is also considered. It is possible to study due 

to the fact that only a few modes in the scries have sufficiently small detuning to be excited. 

The type of behavior is periodic under a synchronous shifting of all of the frequencies of the 

modes by the frequency spacing of the modes. (This shilling corresponds to the effect of 

changing the d.c. field in the experiment.) A parameter space plot is made (puinp power vs. 

http://Fig.ll
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frequency shift) and compared with the behavior of parametrically excited surface waves. 

Appendix: Computer Program Used in Sec. 4 

The spin wave program numerically integrates and plots the spin wave dynamics as 

governed by Eq. (109) using a four point Runge Kutta algorithm, and can also accurately plot 

the Poincare section of the orbit and obtain the power spectrum using a not Fourier transform. 

It is written in Fortran and uses double complex variables (this type is not available on all sys

tems), as well as some real double precision variables. The subscripts k and k' used in the text 

to refer to particular modes by their wavevectors are here converted to indices i and j since we 

win be dealing with the dynamics of some Unite number of mode?. The number of modes may 

be changed at any time by setting the variable cmag to the desired number. The spin wave vari

ables <?,-, are represented in the program by the complex variables pKO. and their derivatives c ; 

bydp(i). Tramatapsnoeten o f . merest m the ptc^ramcrjncip 

follows: pp corresponds to i**, ft corresponds to at, /2JC 10 corresponds to < V 2 * , same 

corresponds to I*. gamO corresponds to 1R> (uniform mode damping, not used), gamk corresponds 

to Yt (assumed equal lor ill modes), alpha corresponds to a, dfcav corresponds to AQR 12K, 

df(i) corresponds to A Q | / 2 K , gk(i) corresponds to &, tkkOj) corresponds to TiJf skkGj) 

corresponds to Sy, rkktfj) corresponds to fy. Some control variables are: dt (Uw time step in 

seconds), nnO (the number of steps per continue command 'c'), « i f (initial steps not displayed 

when using run command Y) , imodc (index of mode to be displayed gr&phically) imodel 

(mode used to determine strobing positions), istrob (strobing control: l«rcal peak, 2*>3iaginary 

peak, 3«real zero. 4«imaginary zero), it«irajectory display (1/0 * on/oil), is»Poincarc seciion 

display (1/0 * on/off). Values for most of these variables are to be put in a data file prior to run

ning the program. This file is read at (he beginning of the program (see code). New parameter 
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files may be stored and retrieved for desired operating points while running the program. 

The program is designed utilize interactive graphics - commands entered at the terminal 

can generate a phase portrait, Poincare section, time scries, or fast Fourier transform on a 

separate portion of the screen reserved for the graphics display. The mode being displayed is 

specified by the variable imode. The sequence of graphics commands is stored and can be 

retrieved later to generate a "hard copy" of the display on a laser printer. The graphics pro

grams used were developed by Jim Crutchfield and Bruce McNamanu These graphics pro

grams will not be listed here since the spin wave program could easily be modified to operate 

with any similar programs. The following subroutines in the spin wave program are for graph

ics: dpgraph (create graphics file which can be printed on a laser printer), exitgraph (end graph

ics), faxes (draw axes), fborder (draw border), fclear (clear display), fdomaric (for making vari

ous symbols at specified position), fdotat (make dot at specined position), fgenwindow (also for 

initialization), flinewidth (set linewidth), fmove (move to specified position), fpendown (draw 

straight lines to subsequent positions given by (move command), fpenup (no draw on subse

quent move commands), fscale (set scale factor), ftriangle (make triangle at specified position), 

store (this is for initialization of the graphics display and for storage of graphics command 

sequence). 

In addition to the graphics subroutines, their are a number of other subroutines which are 

used for the spin wave analysis. These are listed following the main part of the program below. 

They perform the following functions: "cavity" evaluates the dynamics of the cavity or resona

tor variable: "ssb" evaluates ck using Eq. (109); "rk" evaluates die four point Runge-Kutta algo

rithm for speciticd timestcp: "spctrm" determines the power spectrum; "fourl" generates fast 

Fourier transform (used by subroutine spctrm); "datwin" generates chosen window function 

(used by subroutine spctrm); 
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Some of the main commands which can be given to the program are: Mist variables, 

parameters. Suhl threshold, and fixed points, q*quit, r*run, c*continue, cl*clear, ft*file trajec

tory data. fp»file Poincate section data, matxip»mark the fixed points on display, fft»generate 

fast Fourier transform, si-change size (or scale) of display, dump"generate PostScript file of 

display data for printing on laser printer, sct»rcad parameter file, and save»create parameter file. 

In addition, any variable or parameter (with a few exceptions) may be changed by entering its 

name followed on the next line by the new value. For variables or parameters with indices enter 

the name without indices and die program will prompt for additional information. Complex 

quantities must be entered in tbe form (real, imaginary) even if chosen 'a be purely reaL 

****** version magspec.f *************************************** 

implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
double complex ps(100),ps0(l00),dp(100),MM(100),NN(100), 
*gk(100),tkk<100,100),skk<100,100),tk<lGO,100),sk(100,100), 
*w0(100),wl(100), vi2(100),w3(100),rlk(100),f1(100),Gk(100), 
*ckl(100),ck2(100),DD,EE,cav,cavO,psl(100),rlci, 
*rkk(100,100),rkkp,skkp,tkkp,gkano; 
character filename*20, coctwand*20 
double precision df(100),ppthr(100),aaCoiO),bb(100), 
*cc(100),di3c(100),w4(16384),w5(8192) 
common rlk,£l,sk,tk,gk,nraag 
comnon /al/ xwO,xwl,ywO,ywl,aLW 
common /a2/ alpha, rlci 
external ssb 
twopi - 8-dO * datan(l.dO) 
hbar-1.055d-27 
sizemk-.Ol 
xs-0.02 
ys-0.02 
aLW-1 
iAR-1 
do 1251 i-1,100 

ps(i)-(ld-8,ld-8) 
ps0(i)-(ld-8,ld-3) 
df (i)-0 
gk(i)-(1.414d7,0) 

1251 continue 
do 1252 i-1,100 
do 1253 j-1,100 
tkk(i,j)-(0,0) 
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s k k ( i , j ) - ( 0 , 0 ) 
rkk( i , j ) -<0 ,0 ) 

1253 continue 
1252 continue 

print*, 'version magspec.f Aug. 22, 1987' 
print*,'parameter filename: ' 
read*, filename 
open(unit«3,file-filename) 
read(3,*) dt,nnO,nnf,nmag 
read(3,*) pp,fp,fO,game,gamO,gamk,alpha,dfcav 
do 1051 i-l,nmag 

read<3,*> ps(i),df(i),gk(i) 
p«0(i)-p*(i) 

1051 continue 
do 1052 i-l,nmag 

do 1053 j-l,nmag 
read<3,*) tkk(i,j),«kk(i, j) 

1053 continue 
1052 continue 

read(3, *) xw0,xwl,yw0,ywl,xs0,xsl,ys0,ysl 
read(3,*) x0,y0,xt,yt 
cloue(unit-3) 
g-alpha 
if(alpha .gt. l.dO) alpha-Q.045d0 
it-1 
is-1 
imod-1 
imode-1 
imodel-1 
istzob-1 
«ign-l.dO 
iflag-1 
itick-1 
«ign-l.dO 
call store(0) 

* cl-clear and draw axes 
call fclearO 
call fgenwindow(xwO,ywO,xwl,ywl,iAR) 
call fscale<xs0,xsl,ys0,ysl) 
call flinewidth(aLW,aLWold) 
call fborderO 
call faxes(xO,yO,xt,yt,xs,ys) 

**************************************************************** 
50 print*, 'command: ' 

read*, command 

* dimensionality 
if(command .eq. 'nmag') read*, nmag 
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tima stap control 
if(command .aq. 'dt') read*, dt 
if(command .aq. 'nnO') read*, nnO 
if(command .aq. 'nnf') read*, nnf 

if(command .aq. 'pp') read*, pp 
if(command .aq. 'fp') read*, fp 
if(command .aq. 'fO') read*, fO 
if(command .aq. 'game') read*, game 
if (command .aq. 'gamO') read*, gamO 
if(command .aq. 'gamk') read*, gamk 
if(command .aq. 'g') read*, g 
if(command .aq. 'alpha') read*, alpha 

if(command .aq. 'gk') than 
print*, 'indax : i: ' 
read*, i 
print*, 'gJc(i) . > 
read*, gk(i) 

andif 

if(command ,eq. 'tkk') then 
print*, 'index i: ' 
read*, i 
print*, 'index j: ' 
read*, j 
print*, 'tkk(i,j): ' 
read*, tkk(i,j) 
tkk(j,i)-dconjg(tkk(i,j)) 

endif 

if(command .eq. 'skk') then 
print*, 'index i: ' 
read*, i 
print*, 'index j: ' 
read*, j 
print*, 'skk(i,j): ' 
read*, skk(i,j) 
skk(j,i)-dconjg(skk(i,j)) 

endif 

if(command .eq. 'rkk') then 
print*, 'index i: ' 
read*, i 
print*, 'index j: ' 
read*, j 
print*, 'rkk(i, j): ' 
read*, rkk(i,j) 

endif 
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if(command .aq. 'rkkp') then 
print*, 'enter 1 for k-kp, 2 for k!-kp, 3 for all' 
read*, k 
print*, 'rkkp: ' 
read*, rkkp 
do 460 i-l,nmag 

do 461 j-l,nmag 
if((k ,eq. 1) .and. (i .na. j)) go to 461 
if((k .eq. 2) .and. (i .aq. j)) go to 461 
rkk(i,j)-rkkp 

461 continue 
460 continue 

andif 

if(command .eq. 'skkp') than 
print*, 'enter 1 for k-kp, 2 for k!-kp, 3 for all' 
read*, k 
print*, 'akkp: ' 
read*, skkp 
do 560 i-l,nmag 
do 561 j-l,nmag 

if((k .eq. 1) .and. (i .na. j)) go to 561 
i£((k .aq. 2) .and. (i .eq. j)) go to 561 
»kk(i,j)-ikkp 

561 continue 
560 continue 

andif 

if(command .eq. 'tkkp') then 
print*, 'enter 1 for k-kp, 2 for k!-kp, 3 for all' 
read*, k 
print*, 'tkkp; ' 
read*, tkkp 
do 660 i-l,nmag 
do 661 j-l,nmag 

if((k .aq. 1) .and. (i .na. j)) go to 661 
if((k .eq. 2) .and. (i .aq. j)) go to 661 
tkk(i,j)-tkkp 

661 continue 
660 continue 

endif 

if(command .eq. 'df') then 
print*, 'index: ' 
read*, index 
print*, 'df{index): ' 
read*, df(index) 

endif 

if(command .eq. 'dfcav') read*, dfcav 
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if(command .aq. 's') then 
print*, 'amount of freq. shift: ' 
read*, shift 
do 93 i-l;nmag 
df(i)-df(i>+shift 

93 continue 
andif 

* initial valuaa 
if(command .aq. 'ps') than 
print*, 'indax: ' 
raad*, indax 
print*, 'pa(indax): ' 
raad*, pa(indax) 

andif 
if(command .aq. 'psO') than 
print*, 'indax: ' 
raad*, indax 
print*, 'paO(indax): ' 
raad*, psO(indax) 

andif 
if(command .aq. 'Sat') than 
do 1005 i-l,nmag 
p»0(i)-p*(i) 

1005 continua 
andif 

* fixad points 
if((command .aq. 'markfp').and.(imoda.gt.O)) than 

call ftriangla(0.,0.) 
call ftriangla(draal(ckl(imoda)),dimag(ckl(imoda))) 
call ftriangla(-draal(ckl(imoda)),-dimag(ckl(imode))) 
call ftriangla(draal(ck2(imoda)),dimag(ck2(imode))) 
call ftriangla(-draal<ck2(imoda)),-dimag(ck2(imode))) 

endif 
* rescale-rescale frequencies 

if(command.eq.'rescale') than 
print*, 'new freq. - beta*old freq.' 
print*, 'beta- ' 
read*, beta 
betal-1/dsqrt(beta) 
dt-dt/beta 
gamk-beta*gamk 
pp-pp*beta*beta 
do 94 i-l,nmag 
ps(i)-ps(i)/betal 
ps0(i)-ps0(i)/betal 
df (i)-df(i)*beta 

94 continue 
endif 
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* plotting parameters 
if(command .eq. 'xwO') read*, xwO 
if (command .eq. 'xwl') read*, xwl 
if(command .eq. 'ywO') read*, ywO 
if(command .eq. 'ywl') read*, ywl 
if(command .eq. 'xsO') read*, xsO 
if(command •aq. 'xsl') read*, xsl 
if(command .eq. 'ysO') read*, ysO 
if(command .eq. 'ysl') read*, ysl 
if(command .eq. 'xO') read*, xO 
if(command .aq. fy0') read*, yO 
if(command .aq. 'xt') read*, xt 
if(command .aq. 'yt') read*, yt 

* print, trajectory, section, fi variable control parameters 
if(command .aq. 'ip') read", ip 
if(command .aq. 'it') read*, it 
if(command .aq. 'is') read*, is 
if(command .aq. 'itick') read*, itick 
if(command .aq. 'iflag') read*, iflag 
if(command .aq. 'sign'} read*, sign 
if(command .eq. 'istrob') read*, istrob 
if(command .eq. 'imode') read*, imode 
if(command .aq. 'imode1') read*, imodal 
if((command .aq. 'imode').and.(iflag.aq.O)) iflag-2 
if(imoda.lt.1) imode-0 
if(imode.gt.nmag) imode-nmag 

* rescale gk to adjust threshold and make gk real 
* assumes all gk(i)'s are identical 

if(command .eq. 'rescalegk') then , 
print*, 'desired pump threshold for df-O: ' 
read*, ppth 
ppth2-ppth**0.5 
gkl-zabs(gkd)) 
gkang - gk(l)/gkl 
do 470 i-a,nmag 
ps(i)-ps(i)*gkang**-0.S 
gk(i)-dcmplx(gamk/ppth2,0) 

470 continue 
pp-pp*(gkl*ppth2/gamk)**2 
endif 

* set rkk parameters in terms of gk and alpha 
if(command .eq. 'setrkk') then 
do 500 i-l,nmag 
do 501 j-l,nmag 
rkk(i,j)-(0,ld-7)*gk(i)*dconjg(gk(j))/(2*rlci*alpha 

501 continue 
500 continue 

endif 

http://imoda.lt
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* change quantum parameters to c l a s s i c a l 
if(command .eq. 'change') then 

f-dsqrt(gamc*l.d7/(twopi*fp*hbar)) 
DD—g/ (dcmplx(game, twopi*df cav) * 

* (dcmplx(gamO,twopi*dfO)+g*g/dcmplx(garnc,twopi*dfcav))) 
E E - ( 0 , - l ) / 

* <dcmplx(gamO,twopi*dfO)+g*g/dcmplx(gamc,twopi*dfcav)) 
hbar2-d»qrt(hbar) 
xi0-xs0*hbar2 
xil-x«l*hbar2 
y«0-ys0*hbar2 
y«l-y»l*hbar2 
x0-x0*hbar2 
y0-y0*hbar2 
xt-xt*hbar2 
yt-yt*hbar2 
do 450 i-l,nmag 
do 451 j-l,nmag 

tkk( i , j) t i ck ( i , j) /hbar 
* k k ( i , j ) - e k k ( i , j) /hbar 
rkk(i , j ) -EI*gk(i )*dconjg(gk(j) ) /hbar 

451 continue 
450 continue 

do 453 i-l,nmag 
ps(i) - ps(i)*hbar2 
gk(i) - (0,l)*DD*f*gk(i) 

453 continue 
•ndif 

* determine converted parameters 
d£0-f0-fp 
rlci-(1.dO,0.dO)/dcmplx(-game,-twopi *d£cav) 
do 1010 i»l,nmag 

rlk(i)-dcmplx(-gamk,-twopi*df(i)) 
fl(i)— gk<i)*daqrt(pp) 
£thr-tab»(rlk(i)/gk(i)) 
ppthr(i)-£thr*£thr 
do 1021 j-l,nmag 
tk(i,j)-(0.d0,-2.d0)*tkk(i, j) 
sk(i, j)-(0.d0,-l.d0)*(skk(i,j)+rkk(i,j) > 

1021 continue 
MM(i)- -rlk(i)/fl(i) 
NN(i)- (-tk(i,i)-sk(i,i))/fl<i) 
aa(i)-dreal(NN(i))Mreal(NN(i))+dimag(NN<i>)*dimag<NN(i)) 
bb(i)-dreal(MM(i))*dreal(NN(i)) +dimag(MM(i))*dimag(NN(i)) 
cc(i)-dreal(MM(i))*dreal(MM(i))+dimag(MM(i))*dimag(MM(i)) 
disc (i) -bb (i) *bb(i) -aa(i) * (cc (i) -1) 
if(disc(i).gt.O) then 
cktl- (-bb(i) -dsqrt(disc(i)))/aa(i) 
ckt2- (-bb(i) +dsqrt(disc(i)))/aa(i) 
if(ckti.lt.0) then 

http://ckti.lt
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c k l < i ) - < 0 , 0 ) 
e l s e 

ckl(i)-dconjg(zsqrt(oktl*(MM(i)+NN(i)*cktl))) 
andlf 
i f ( c k t 2 . l t . 0 ) then 

ck2(i)-<0,0) 
• I s * 

ck2(i)-dconjg(zsqrt(ckt2*(MM(i)+NN(i)*ckt2))) 
endif 

• l a * 
c k l ( i ) - ( 0 , 0 ) 
ck2(i)-<0,0) 

andlf 
1010 continue 

* 1-liat 
* lb-li«t bare parameters 

if((command.eq.'l').or.(command.aq.'lb'>) than 
print 900,'dt-',dt,'nn0-',nn0,'nnf-',nnf 

900 forraat(a4,dll.3,a4,i6,a4,16) 
print 905,'nmag-',nmag 

905 format(*6,13,a6,13) 
print 901,'fp-',fp,'H2 ','f0-',f0,'Hz ','pp-',pp,'W ' 

901 format(a4,dl4.6ra4,a4,dl4.6,a4,a4,dl4.6,a4) 
print 902,'game-',game,'gamO-',gamO,'gamk-',gamk 

902 format(a6,dl4.6,a6,dl4.6,a6,dl4.6) 
print 902,'alpha-',alpha,'dfcav',dfcav 
print*, '1,j- rkk-' 
do 1081 i-l,nmag 

do 1082 j-l,nmag 
print*, l,j,rkk(i,j) 

1082 continue 
1081 continue 

print*, '1,j- skk-' 
do 1181 1-1,nmag 
do 11S2 j-l,nmag 
print*, i,j,akk(i,j) 

1182 continue 
1181 continue 

print*, 'i,j- tkk-' 
do 1281 i-l,nmag 
do 1282 j-l,nmag 
print*, i,j,tkk(i,j) 

1282 continue 
1281 continue 

print*, 'i- ps-' 
do 1008 i-l,nmag 
print*, i,ps(i) 

1008 continue 
print*, 'i- df-' 
do 1108 i-l,nmag 

http://ckt2.lt
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print*, i,df(i) 
1108 continue 

print*, 'i- gk-' 
do 1208 i-l,nmag 
print*, i,gk(i) 

1208 continue 
endif 

* lc-list converted parameters 
if((command.eq.'l').or.(command.eq.'lc')} then 
print 902,'df0-',df0 
print*,'Suhl thresholds, pump power in Watts' 
do 1011 i-l,nmag 
print 907,'ppthr(',i,')- ',ppthr(i) 

907 format(a6,i3,a3,dl4.6) 
1011 continue 

endif 

* ls-list state 
if(command.eq.'Is') then 

call cavity(cav,cav0,ps) 
print*, 'cav - ',cav 
print*, 'cavO- »,cav0 
do 1007 i-l,nmag 
print 903, 'ps(',i,')- ',ps(i) 

903 format<a4,i3,a4,dl4.6,dl4.6) 
1007 continue 

call ssb(tt,ps,dp,l+nmag) 
do 2007 i-l,nmag 
print 903, 'dp(',i,'>- ',dp(i) 

2007 continue 
endif 

* ls2-list sigma state 
if(command.eq.'ls2') then 
do 3007 i«l,nmag+l 
print 903, 'ps2(',i,')- ',ps(i)*ps(i) 

3007 continue 
call ssb(tt,ps,dp,l+nmag) 
do 4007 i-l,nmag+ncav 
print 903, 'dp2(',i,'>- ',2*dp(i)*ps(i) 

4007 continue 
endif 

* Ifp«list fixed points 
if((command.eq.'l').or.(command.eq.'lfp')) then 
print*,'fixed points for mode i, with other modes at 

do 908 i-1,nmag 
print*, 'i ckl ck2' 
print*, i,ckl(i),ck2(i) 

908 continue 
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do 909 i - l , n m a g 
print*, 'i MM UN' 
print*, i,MM(i),NN(i) 

909 continue 
andif 

* lw-list window parameters 
if((command.eq.'l').or.(command.aq.'lw')) than 
print*, 'window renin, xmax, ymin, ymax:' 
print 906, 'xwO-',xw0,'xwl-',xwl,'yw0-',yw0,'ywl-',ywl 
print*, 'scale xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax:' 
print 906, 'xsO-',xs0,'xsl-',xsl,'ysO-',ys0,'ysl-',ysl 
print*, 'origin x0,y0 tick interval xt,yt' 
print 906, 'x0-',x0,'y0-',y0,'xt-',xt,'yt-',yt 

906 fiormat(a6,dll.4,a6,dll.4,a6,dll.4,a6,dll.4> 
andif 

* Icon-list control parameters 
if ((command.eq.'l') .or. (command.eq.'Icon')) then 
print*, 'control parameters 1-on 0-of£: ' 
print*, 'printing ip-',ip 
print*, 'trajectory it-',it 
print*, 'section is-',is 
print*, 'mode number(0 for cavity) imode-',imode 
print*, 'file trajectory ifilet-',ifilet 
print*, 'file poincare section ifilep-',ifilep 

endif 
* lcom-list commands 

if((command.eq.'l').or.(command.eq.'lcom')) then 
print*, 'commands:' 
print*, '1-list q-quit r-run c-continue cl-clear' 
print*, 'ft-fila trajectory fp-file poincare section' 
print*, 'markf p-mark the fixed points on display' 
print*, 'fft-generate fast Fourier transform' 
print*, 'si-change size (or scale) of display' 
print*, 'dump-generate PostScript file of display data' 
print*, 'set-read parameter file' 
print*, 'save-create parameter file' 
print*, 'any variable (with a few exceptions)' 
print*, 'may be changed by entering its name' 
print*, 'followed on next line by the new value' 

endif 
* read parameter file 

if(command .eq. 'set') then 
print*,'parameter filename: ' 
read*,filename 
open(unit-3,file-filename) 
read(3,*) dt,nn0,nnf,nmag 
read(3,*) pp,fp,f0,game, gamO,gamk,alpha,dfcav 
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g—alpha 
do 1061 i - l ,nraag 

r a a d ( 3 , * ) p s < i ) , d f ( i ) , g k ( i ) 
p s O U ) - p s ( i ) 

1061 continue 
do 1062 i»l,nmag 
do 1063 j-l,nmag 

read(3,*> tkk(i,j),skk(i,j) 
1063 continue 
1062 continue 

read(3,*) xwO,xwl,ywO,ywl,xsO,xsl,ysO,ysl 
r*ad(3,*) x0,y0,xt,yt 
close(unit-3) 

endif 
* create parameter file 

if(command ,*q. 'save') then 
print*,'parameter filename: ' 
read*,filename 
open{unit-3,file-filename) 
write(3,*) dt,nn0,nnf,nmag 
writ*(3,*) pp,fp,f0,game,gamO,gamk,alpha,dfcav 
do 1071 i-l,nmag 
writ*(3,*) ps(i),df(i),gk(i) 

1071 continue 
do 1072 i-l,nmag 

do 1073 j-l,nmag 
writ*<3,*> tkk(i,j),skk(i,j) 

1073 continue 
1072 continue 

writ*(3,*) xwQ,xwl,yw0,ywl,xs0,xsl,y*0,ysl 
writ*(3,*) x0,y0,xt,yt 
close(unit-3) 

endif 

* fp-fil* poincare data 
if(command .*q. 'fp') then 
print*, 'filename of data (n - do not file) ? ' 
read*, filename 
ifdfilep .eq. 1) close(unit-l) 
if(filename.ne.'n') then 
open(unit-1,file-filename) 
ifilep-1 

else 
ifilep-0 

endif 
endif 

* ft-file trajectory data 
if(command .eq. 'ft') then 
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•print*, 'filename of data (n - do not file) ? ' 
read*, filename 
if(ifilet .eq. 1) close<unit-2) 
if(filename.ne.'n') then 
open(unit-2,file-filename) 
ifilat-1 

else 
ifilet-0 

endif 
cndif 

* ol-clear and draw axes 
if(command .eq. 'cl') than 

call store(3) 
call fclearO 
call fgenwindow(xwO,ywO,xwl,ywl,iAR) 
call fscal«;xsO,xsl,ysO,ysl) 
call flinewidth(aLW,aLHold) 
call fborderO 
if(itide.eq.l) call faxes(xO,yO,xt,yt,xs,ys) 
if(iflag.aq.O) iflag-2 

endif 
* dump-create PostScript file 

if(command .eq. 'dump') than 
call store(2) 
call exitgraphO 
call dpgraph(O) 
call exitgraphO 
call dpgraph(l) 
call stored) 

endif 
* fft-generate fft 

if(command.eq.'fft') then 
call spctrm(tt,ps,nmag,dt,ssb,w0,wl,w2,w3,w4,w5) 
if(iflag.eq.O) iflag-2 

endif 
* line-set line width for laserprinter 

if(command .eq. 'line') then 
print*, 'linewidth: ' 
read*, aLW 
call flinewidth(aLW,aLWold) 

endif 
* si-size graphics 

if(command .eq. 'si') then 
print*, 'center on origin/strobing, enter 0/1: ' 
read*, center 
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print*, 'size' 
read*, size 
if(center .sq. 0) then 
xsO- -size 
xsl- size 
ysO- -size 
ysl" size 

else 
xsO- gxx-size 
xsl" gxx+size 
ysO« gyy-size 
ysl- qyy+size 

endif 
xt- size/10. —' 
yt» size/10, 
call store(3) 
call fcleart) 
call fgenwindou(xwO, ywO, xwl, ywl, iAR) 
call fscale(xsO,xsl,ysO,ysl) 
call ffborderO 
if(itick.eq.l) call faxes(xO,yO,xt,yt,xs,ys) 
if(iflag.eq.O) iflag-2 

endif 

* q-quit 
if(command .eq. 'q') then 

if{ifilet .eq. 1) close(unit-2) 
if(i£ilep .eq. 1) close(unit-1) 
call exitgxaphO 

endif 

* r-run (use c fox continue) 
if(command .eq. 'r') then 
do 1006 i-l,nraag 
ps(i)-ps0<i) 

1006 continue 
if(imode.eq.0) then 
call cavity(cav,cav0,ps) 
axx-dxeal(cav) 
ayy-dimag(cav) 

else 
axx-dreal (ps (iinode)) 
ayy-dimag (ps (imode)) 

endif 
gwx-axx 
gwy»ayy 
tt-O.dO 
ikk-0 
kks-0 
par-0.5d0 
nnl-1 
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iflag-2 
if(nnf.gt.O) iflag-1 

endif 

* c-continue, r-run (re-initialize) 
if({command.eq.'c').or.(command.sq.'r')) then 
if(imode.eq.O) then 
call cavity(cav,cavO,ps) 
axx«dreal(cav) 
ayy-dimag(cav) 

•Is* 
axx-dreal(ps(imode)) 
ayy-dimag(ps(imode)) 

•ndlf 
if(i£l*g.eq.2) than 

call fpenupO 
call fmove(axx, ayy) 
call fpendovmO 
iflag-0 

•ndif 
if(iflag,eq.3) than 
ecks-xsO 
wigh-(yal-ysO)*(axx-xsO)/(xsl-xsO) +ys0 
call £panup() 
call fraove(ecks,wigh) 
call fpsndownO 

•ndif 
if(iflag.eq.4> than 
ecks-xsO 
wigh-ayy 
call fpanupO 
call fmove(ecks,wigh) 
call fpendownO 

•ndif 
do 700 istep-nnl,nnl+nnO-1 
call rk(tt,pa,nmag,dt,ssb,wO,wl,w2,w3) 
call ssb(tt,ps,dp,nmag) 

409 format<a6,4dl4.6) 
********** calculation of trajectory *************************** 

if (istep.le.nnf) go to 700 
510 ikk-ikk+1 

if(imod«.«q.0) th«n 
call cavity(cav,cav0,ps) 
axx-dreal(cav) 
ayy-dimag(cav) 

else 
axx-dreal(ps(imode)) 
ayy-dimag(ps(imode)) 

•ndif 
if(it.eq.l) then 
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if(iflag.aq.O) call fmove(axx,ayy) 
if(iflag.eq.l) then 
call fpenupO 
call fmove(axx,ayy) 
call fpendown() 
iflag-0 

•ndif 
if(iflag.eq.3) then 
ecks-{istep-nnl+l.dO)*(xsl-xsO)/nnO +xsO 
wigh-(y«l-ys0)*(axx-xsO)/(xsl-xsO) +ysO 
call fmove(ecks,wigh) 

•ndif 
if(iflag.aq.4) than 
ecka-(iatap-nnl+l.dO)*(xtl-xiO)/nnO +xsO 
wigh"*yy 
call £n»ov«{eekafwigh) 

•ndif 
•ndif 
i f ( i f i l e t .«q. 1) writ«(2,1100) dcmplx(axx,ayy) 
if Up .«q. 1) writ*(6,1100) dcmplx(axx,ayy) 
if(is.eq.O) go to 700 

it1titit1t1t1t+*ii1t++1i1-1iit**1tit*1cii1t**1i**it**ii*1tit*ii1iiiii1t1t*1i**1t**iiif*it*******1r* 

•I I 
if(iatrob.eq.l) dpl-dreal(dp(imodel)) 
if(iatrob.eq.2) dpl-dimag(dp(imodel)) 
if{iatrob.eq.3) dpl-dreal(pa(imodel)) 
if<istrob.«q.4) dpl-dimag(pa(imodel)) 
if((aign*par.lt.0.dO).or.(sign*dpl.g«.0.d0) 
*.or.(iatep.eq.l).or.(iflag.ne.O)) go to 600 
dp0™dpl 
do 95 i-l,nmag 
pal(i)-pa(i) 

95 continue 
taave-tt 
delt-dt 
do 96 i-1,6 

dip-par-dpl 
if(dsp.ne.O.dO) then 
delt-delt*dpl/dap 
call rk(tt,p3,nmag,delt,aab,w0,wl,w2,w3) 
call ssb(tt,ps,dp,nmag) 
par-dpl 
if(iatrob.«q.1) dpl-dreal(dp(imodel)) 
if(istrob.eq.2) dpl-dimag(dp(imodel)) 
if(istrob.eq.3) dpl-dreal(pa(imodel)) 
if(iatrob.eq.4) dpl-dimag(ps(imodel)) 

endif 
96 continue 

if(imode.eq.0) then 
call cavity(cav,cav0,ps) 
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gxx-dreal(cav) 
gyy-dimag(cav) 

else 
gxx-dreal(ps(imode)) 
gyy-dimag(ps(imode)) 

•ndif 
tsect-tt 
period-tsect-tsect2 
tsect2-ts«ct 
do 97 i-l,nmag 
ps(i)-psl(i) 

97 continue 
tt-tsave 
dpl-dpO 

print 991, 'period-', period, 'tec ',''£req-', l.dO/period,'Hz' 
991 format(a7,dl4.6,a4,a5,dl4.6,a2) 

if(it .eq. 0) then 
call fdotat(gxx,gyy) 

else 
call fdomark(gxx,gyy,0,sizomk) 

endif 
call fpenupO 
call fmove(axx,ayy) 
if (it .eq. 1) call fpendownO 
if(ifilep .eq.. 1) write(l,1100) dcmplx(gxx,gyy) 

600 par-dpl 
700 continue 

nnl-nnl+nnO 
if(ifilet.eq.l) write(2,1100) dcmplx(axx,ayy) 
if(ip.eq.l) write(6,1100) dcmplx(axx,ayy) 
endif 

if(command.ne.'q') go to 50 
stop 

1100 format(4dl4.6) 
100 format(10f8.4) 
270 format(lOx,'total points-',i4) 
800 format(Sx,'i-',i5,5x,'gxx-',f11.7,5x,'gyy-',f11.7) 
1270 format(lOx,'total points-',i4) 
1800 format(5x,'i-',i5,5x,'axx-',f11.7, 5x,'ayy-',f11.7) 

end 
***** subroutines are given below ****************************** 

subroutine cavity(cav,cavO,ps) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
double complex ps(100) ,cav,gk(100),fl(100),tk<100,100), 
*sk(100,100),rlk(100),cavO,rlci 
common rlk,fl,sk,tk,gk,nmag 
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common /a.2/ a lpha, r l c i 
c a v - ( 0 . d 0 , 0 . d 0 ) 
do 99 i - l , n m a g 

cav-cav+dconjg(gk(i))*ps(i)**2 
99 continue 

cav-(0.d0,l.d0)*cav/(2*alpha) 
cavO-(0.dO,1.dO)*alpha*(pp**0.5)*rlci 
return 
end 

subroutine ssb(tira, vr,fn, jdim) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
double precision n(100) 
double complex vr(100),fn(100),suml,sum2,sig(100) 
double complex tk<100,100),sk(100,100),fl(100),rlk(100), 
*gk(100) 
common rlk,fl,sk,tk,gk,nmag 
suml-(0.d0,0.d0) 
sum2-0.dO 
do 111 i-l,nm«g 

vrR-dreal(vr(i)) 
vrl-dimag(vr(i)) 
n(i)-vrR*vrR+vrI*vrI 
sig(i)-vr(i)*vr(i) 

111 continue 
do 112 i-l,nmag 
suml- rlk(i) 
sum2-ei(i) 

> do 113 j-l,nmag 
suml-suml+dcmplx(dreal(tk(i, j) )*n( j) ,dimag(tk(.i, j)) *n( j)) 
sum2-sum2+sk(i,j)*sig(j) 

113 continue 
fn(i)-suml*vr(i) +sum2*dconjg(vr(i)) 

112 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine rk(time,state,idim,step,diffeq,uO,ul,u2,u3) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
double complex u4,state(100) ,u0(100),ul(100),u2(100), 
*u3(100) 
external diffeq 
half-step*0.5d0 
sixth-3tep*0.16666666666666d0 
call diffeq(time,state,ul,idim) 
do 1 i-l,idim 
uO(i)«state(i)+dcmplx(half*dreal(ul(i)),half*dimag(ul(i))) 

1 continue 
time-time+half 
call diffeq(time,uO,u2,idim) 
do 2 i»l,idim 
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u0(i)-state<i)+dcmplx(half*dreal(u2(i)) ,half*dimag(u2(i))) 
2 continue 
call diffeq(time,u0,u3,idim) 
do 3 i-l,idim 
uO(i)-state(i)+dcmplx(step*dreal(u3(i)),step*dimag(u3(i))) 
u3(i)-u3(i)+u2(i) 

3 continue 
time-time+half 
call diffeq(time,u0,u2,idim) 
do 4 i-l,idim 
u4-ul(i)+u2(i)+u3(i)+u3(i) 
state<i)-state(i)+dcmplx(sixth*dreal(u4),sixth*dimag(u4)) 

4 continue 
return 
end 

subroutine spctrm(tt,pa,nmag,dt,ssb,wO,wl,w2,w3,w4,w5) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
double complex ps(100),w0(100),wl(100),w2(100),w3(100)' 
double complex aps, eav, cavO 
character file£ft*20 
external ssb 
logical ovrlap,pdata,a»ym 
dimension p<4096),w4(16384),w5<8192) 
common /al/ xwO,xwl,ywO,ywl,aLW 
twopi - 8. * datan(l.dO) 
print*, '# freq. bins (2**i, enter i<-12) : ' 
read*, i 
if(i.gt.l2) i-12 
if(i.lt.l) i-1 
mh-2**i 
m—mh+mh 
print*, 'time steps per data point: ' 
read*, nsteps 
fmax- 1./(2.*dt*nsteps) 
print*, 'maximum freq-', fmax 
print*, 'number of segments to average initially: ' 
read*, k 
print*, 'overlap segments? (enter t (true) or £ (false)): ' 
read*, ovrlap 
print*, 'mode to transform: ' 
read*, mode 
print*, 'window type- ' 
print*, 'l-square,2-Hanning,3-Par2en, 4-Welsh,5, 6-special: ' 
read*, itype 
if(itype.eq.5) print*, 
* 'datwin-dexp(-ak*(m*m/(4.*(j-.5)*(j-m-.5))) **2)' 
if(itype.eq.6) print*, 
* 'datwin-dexp(ak*m*m/(4.*(j-.5)*(j-m-.5)))' 
print*, 'enter power ak, 1-normal: ' 
read*, ak 
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print*, 'enter phase factor aph, 0-normal: ' 
read*, aph 
print*, 'asymmetrize window? (enter t (true) or f (false)): ' 
read*, asym 
if(asym) then 
print*, 'tilt factor (1.0»normal): ' 
read*, b 

endif 
print*,""'printout data? (enter t (true) or f (false)): ' 
read*, pdata 
print*, 'data source- ' 
print*, '1-normal, 2-save, 3"retrieve, 4-test (constant): ' 
read*, idat 
if((idat.eq.2).or.(idat.aq.3)) then 
print*, 'data filename: ' 
read*, filefft 
o p e n ( u n i t - 4 , f i l e - f i l e f f t ) 

endif 
print*, 'window compression factor (>- l , 1-normal): ' 
read*, wcom 
nuti"m+m 
m4Mtnti+nvn 
m44-m4+4 
m43-m4+3 
den-0.dO 
facm-m-l.dO 
facp-1./m 
sumw-0.dO 
do 11 j - l , m 

sumw-sumw+datwin(j, nth,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom)**2 
i f (pdata) print*, 'datwinC , j , ' ) - ' , 

* datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
11 continue 

pO-O.dO 
do 12 j-l ,mh 

P(j ) -0 .d0 
12 continue 

i f (ovrlap) then 
do 1 j-l,mh 

12-j+i 
if((idat.eq.l).or.(idat.eq.2)) then 
do 2 i-l,nsteps 

call rk(tt,ps,nmag,dt,ssb,w0,wl,w2,w3) 
2 continue 

if(mode.eq.0) then 
call cavity(cav,cav0,ps) 
aps-cav-cavO 

else 
aps-ps(mode) 

endif 
endif 
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if(idat.eq.2) write(4,*) aps 
if(idat.eq.3) read(4,*) aps 
if(idat.eq.4) aps- (l.,0.) 
w5(j2-l)-dreal(aps) 
w5(j2)-dimag(aps) 

1 continue 
endif 

10 do 18 kk-l,k 
if(ovrlap) then 
do 13 j-l,mh 

j2-j+j 
if(aph.eq.O.) than 
w4 (j2-'l) -w5 (j2-l) *datwin (j ,mh, itypa, ak, b, asym, wcom) 
w4(j2)-w5(j2)*datwin(j, mh, itypa,ak, b,asym,wcom) 

•1st 
aphO-aph*(j2-m-l> *twopi/mm 
aphl-dcos(aphO)*datwin< j,mh,itypa,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
aph2"dsin(aphO)*datwin(j,mh,itypa,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
w4(j2-l)-w5(J2-1)*aphl-w5(j2)*aph2 
w4(j2)-w5(j2-l)*aph2+w5(j2)*aphl 

endif 
if(pdata) 

* print*,'w4(',j2-l,')-',w4(j2-D,' w4 (', j2,')-',w4 (j2) 
13 continue 

do 31 j-l,mh 
12-1+1 
if((idat.eq.l).or.(idat.eq.2)) then 
do 32 i-l,nsteps 
call rk (tt,ps, nmag,dt,ssb,wO,wl, w2,w3) 

32 continue 
if(mode.eq.O) then 

call cavity(cav,cav0,ps) 
aps-cav-cavO 

else 
aps-ps(mode) 

endif . 
endif 
if(idat.eq.2) writs(4,*) aps 
if(idat.eq.3) read(4,*) aps 
if(idat.eq.4) aps- (l.,0.) 
w5(j2-l)-dreal(aps) 
w5(j2)-dimag(aps) 

31 continue 
do 14 j-mh+l,m 

j2~**j 
if(aph.eq.O.) then 
w4(j2-l) 

* -w5(j2-l-m) *datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
w4(j2)-w5(j2-m)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 

else 
aphO-aph*(j2-m-l)*twopi/mm 
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aphl-dcos(aphO)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
aph2»dsin(aphO)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
w4(j2-l)-w5(j2-l-m)*aphl-w5(j2-m)*aph2 
w4(j2)-w5(j2-l-m)*aph2+w5(j2-m)*aphl 

endif 
if(pdata) 

* print*, 'w4(',j2-l,')-',w4(j2-l),' w4(',j2,')-',w4<j2) 
14 continue 

else 
do 41 j-l,m 

J2-J+J 
if((idat.eq.l).or.(idat.eq.2)) then 
do 42 i-l,nsteps 

call rk(tt,ps,nmag,dt,ssb,w0,wl,w2,w3) 
42 continue 

if(mode.eq.O) then 
call cavity(cav, cav0,ps) 
aps-cav-cavO 

else 
aps-ps(mode) 

endif 
endif 
if(idat.eq.2) write(4,*) aps 
if(idat.eq.3) read(4,*) aps 
if(idat.eq.4) aps- (l.,0.) 
if(aph.eq.O.) then 
w4(j2-l) 

* -dxeal(aps)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym, wcom) 
w4(j2)-dimag(aps)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 

else 
aphO-aph*(j2-m-l)*twopi/mm 
aphl-dcos(aphO)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
aph2-dsin(aph0)*datwin(j,mh,itype,ak,b,asym,wcom) 
w4(j2-l)-dreal(aps)*aphl-dimag(aps)*aph2 
w4(j2)-dreal(aps)*aph2+dimag(aps)*aphl 

endif 
if (pdata) 

* print*, '.w4(',j2-l,')-',w4(j2-l),' w4 (',j2,')-',w4(j2) 
41 continue 

endif 
16 continue 

call fourl(w4,m,1) 
pQ-pO+w4(1)**2+w4(2)**2 
print*, 'p(0)-',p0 
do 17 j-l,mh-l 

j2-j+j 
p(j)-p(j)+w4(j2+l)**2+w4(j2+2)**2 

* +w4(mm+l-j2)**2+w4(mm+2-j2)**2 
if(pdata) 

* print*, 'p(',j,')-',p(j) 
17 continue 
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p (mh)-w4(m+1)**2+w4(m+2)**2 
print*, 'p(',mh,')-',p(mh) 
den-den+sumw 

18 continue 
powmax-pO 
powmin-pO 
do 19 j-l,mh 

if(p(j).eq.O.) th«n 
print*, 'p(',j,')- 0' 

also 
if(powmax.lt.p(j)) powmax-p(j) 
if ((powmin.gt.p(j)) .or. (powmin.eq.O.)) powmin<-p( j) 

endif 
19 continue 

denm4-den*m4 
powmax-10.dO*dloglO(powmax/danm4) 
powmin-10.d0*dlogl0(powmin/denm4) 

60 print*, 'PSD range in dB: ' 
print *, 'powmin- ',powmin,'powmax- ',powmax 
print*, 'enter desired plotting range: ' 
print*, 'minimum" ' 
read*, ysO 
print*, 'maximum" ' 
read*, ysl 
iAR-1 
print*, 'plot from bin #: ' 
read*, xsO 
print*, 'to bin #: ' 
read*, xsl 
print*, 'freq range ',xsO*fmax/mh,' to ', xsl*fmax/mh 
call store(3) 
call fclearO 
call fgenwindow(xwO,ywO,xwl,ywl,iAR) 
call fscale(xsO,xsl,ysO,ysl) 
call flinewidth(aLW,aLWold) 
call fborder() 
xs-0.OldO 
ys-O.OldO 
yt-lO.dO 
call faxes(xs0,ys0,xsl/10,yt,xs,ys) 
call fpenupO 
j-xsO 
if(j.eq.0) yyy-10.d0*dlogl0(p0/denm4) 
if(j.gt.0) yyy-10.d0*dlogl0(p(j)/denm4) 
if(yyy.gt.ysO) call fmove(xsO,yyy) 
if(yyy.lt.ysO) call fmove(xsO,ysO) 
call fpendown() 
do 20 xxx-xsO+l,xsl 

j-xxx 
yyy-10.dO *dloglO(p(j)/denm4) 
if(yyy.gt.ysO) then 

http://powmax.lt
http://yyy.lt
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call fmove(xxx,yyy) 
else 

call fmove(xxx,ysO) 
endif 

20 continue 
call fpenupO 

50 print*, '0-quit fft, l-continue fft,' 
print*, '2-dump fft to printer, 3-replot: ' 
read*, command 
if(command.eq.l.) then 
print*, 'number of additional segments to average: 
read*, k 
go to 10 

endif 
if(command.eq.2.) then 

call store(2) 
call exitgraphO 
call dpgraph(O) 
' call exitgraphO 
call dpgraph(l) 
call stored) 

endif 
if(command.eq.2.) go to 50 
if(command.eq.3.) go to 60 
if((idat.eq.2).or.(idat.eq.3)) close(unit-4) 

. return 
end 
subroutine fourl(data,nn,iaign) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
dimension data(16384) 
twopi - 8. * datan(l.dO) 
n-2*nn 
j-l 
do 11 i-l,n,2 

if(j.gt.i) then 
tempr-data(j) 
tempi-data(j+1) 
data(j)-data(i) 
data(j+l)-data(i+l) 
data(i)-tempr 
data(i+1)-tempi 

endif 
m-n/2 

I i f ( ( m . g t . 2 ) . a n d . ( j . g t . m ) ) then 
j - j - m 
m-rn/2 
go , to 1 

end i f 
j-j+m 

II continue 
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mmax-2 
2 if(n.gt.mmax) then 

istep-2*mmax 
theta-twopi/(isign*mmax) 
wpr- -2.d0*dsin(0.5d0*theta)**2 
wpi-dsin(theta) 
wr-l.dO 
wi-O.dO 
do 13 m-l,mmax,2 

do 12 i -m,n, i s tap 
j-i+twnax 
tempr-wr*data{j)-wi*data(j+1) 
tempi-wr*data(j+1)+wi*data(j) 
data(j)-data(i)-tempr 
data(j+1)-data(i+1)-tempi 
data (i) -data (i) +tempr 
data(i+1)-data(i+1)+tempi 

12 continue 
wtenvp-wr 
wr-wr*wpr-wi*wpi+wr 
wi-wi *wpr+wt emp *wpi+wi 

13 continue 
mmax-istep 
go to 2 

endif 
return 
end 

double precision function datwin(j,mh,itype, ak,b,asym,wcom) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
logical asym 
pi - 4. * datan(l.dO) 
c-(j-mh-0.5d0)*wcom/mh 
if(dabs(c).lt.l.dO) then 

Square window 
if(itype.eq.l) datwin-l.dO 

Hanning window 
if (itype.eq.2) datwin-U.dO+dcos (pi*c)) **ak 

Parzen window 
if(itype.eq.3) datwin-(1.0d0-dabs(c))**ak 

Welch window 
if(itype.eq.4) datwin-(1.0d0-c**2)**ak 

Special windows 
if(itype.eq.5) datwin-dexp(-ak/(l.dO - c**2)**2) 
if(itype.eq.6) datwin-dexp(-ak/(l.dO - c**2)) 

Asymmetrize 
if(asym) datwin-datwin*(l.dO+b*c) 

else 
datwin-O.dO 

endif 
return 
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end 
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PART 2: 

DYNAMICS OF A MAGNETIC OSCILLATOR 

1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

In this pan of the thesis, the results of a study of another magnetic system will be 

presented - this one very different from the spin wave system of Parti. This is a low frequency 

experiment (-100 Hz) in which the nonlinear effects result from saturation and hysteresis of a 

magnetic core. This experiment was designed to study some of the wealth of phenomena asso

ciated with the emergence of a second frequency in a dynamical system and the subsequent 

interactions between those frequencies. 

There has recently been considerable interest in nonlinear dissipative systems which exhi

bit quasiperiodic behavior and phase locking, and in particular how such systems make the tran

sition from regular to chaotic motion. There have been several theoretical and computer-

assisted studies of this problem1'* as well as a large amount of experimental work9, primarily 

with fluids, and also in solid state systems. 

Systems that display quasiperiodicity can often be pictured as equivalent to two or more 

coupled nonlinear oscillators or modes. For systems equivalent to only one nonlinear oscillator, 

the route to chaos is typically through a period doubling cascade. Simple systems of two or 

more oscillators have not been fully studied, particularly their complex behavior near reso

nances, where a new frequency is emerging that is rationally related to a previously existing fre

quency (by some factor M/N). This study is concerned wi!h this complex behavior for a weakly 
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oscillating nonlinear oscillator that is being driven by a second oscillator which is a prime 

mover. A brief report of some of this work has been published earlier10. 

A comprehensive study of the behavior near "strong resonance" points is presented for the 

experimental system and compared with the theoretical work of V. I. Arnold and others. 

Although this is a local theory, it can aid in the understanding of much of the complex behavior 

observed, some of which extends far from the resonance points. A thorough understanding of 

the dynamics requires the study of unstable orbits and basins of attraction. This is accom

plished through a novel technique of repeated initialization, which allows one to locate these 

unstable orbits and observe the stable and unstable manifolds of saddle points. The bifurcations 

occurring within regions of phase locking and those that mark their boundaries are also 

explored in detail. 

Symmetry plays a very important role in this physical system. Resonance points can be 

separated into symmetric and asymmetric types. Symmetric quasiperiodic attractors occur for 

which certain peaks in the frequency spectrum are suppressed. Symmetry breaking bifurcations 

and complementary band mergings are observed as a consequence of symmetry. Much of this 

symmetry-related behavior is explained using the concept of a half-cycle map. 

In addition to this study of the important dynamics observed, two models are developed 

and studied for the physical system itself. The first is an unusual differential equation model 

which is irreversible and leads to a noninvertible Poincare map of the plane. The folding of this 

mapping has important consequences and explains some of the unusual behavior observed in 

the phase locked regions. (Note: noninvertibility does not preclude use of Arnold's theory - see 

Sec. 4.3.2.) In the second model a planar (2-D) mapping is assumed and an approximation for 

this Poincare map is obtained directly from experimental data by expanding the map in a 2-D 

Taylor expansion. Compared to the first model, this model shows improved agreement with the 

bifurcation set measured experimentally. This method could be useful in modeling other sys-
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terns, especially those for which differential equation models arc inaccurate or too complicated 

to analyze. 

In the remainder of this section a description of the physical system is presented, the 

experimental methods used are described, and an introduction to and preview of the experimen

tal results is given (with full details in Sec. 3). 

1.1 Description of the Dynamical System 

This system is a forced symmetrical nonlinear oscillator. It contains a single nonlinear 

element, an inductor made by winding a coil on a toroidal magnetic core 1 1. This element acts 

both as a nonlinear inductor (through core saturation) and as a nonlinear dissipator (through 

magnetic hysteresis). This is driven by a "linear exciter" consisting of an oscillating current 

source /$(t), a negative resistance R, and a capacitance C, connected in parallel as shown in 

rig. 1. The current source is generated by an operational amplifier that is driven by a sine wave 

LINEAR EXCITER 

NONLINEAR 
INDUCTOR 

1 CURRENT 
MONITOR 

oGND 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the forced magnetic oscillator. Note: R is a linear negative 
resistance. 
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generator of frequency co(, so that 

/s(r)»/osinoo,r, (1) 

where / 0 is typically 1 mA and (ot is typically 2s x 100 Hz. The negative resistance is linear 

and is generated by another operational amplifier circuit. R is typically -500J1 and C is typi

cally 7.5 uF. The negative resistance allows the system to be self-oscillatory for / 0 « 0 (typi

cally 200 Hz) and to exhibit two-frequency oscillations for certain operating conditions with 

/ o * 0 . 

In addition to these components there is a resistance Rf of one ohm in series with the 

inductor which is used as a current monitor by measuring the voltage Vt across it. Rt has been 

found (by decreasing its value) to have a negligible influence on the system's behavior, so we 

will not include it in our analysis below. 

The effects of the linear components are easily combined in the relation: 

' i — C V L - ± V L + l s ( t ) , (2) 

relating the inductor current (/&) and voltage (VL). Making the usual approximations about uni

form magnetic induction B and magnetic field H in the core, we may write (in S. I. units): 

VLmnAB (3) 

ILM(L/n)H (4) 

where n « number of turns (100), A • effective core cross section (1.51 x 10~*m), and L » mag

netic path length (0.1097 m). Substituting these into Eq. (2) we find the basic equation 

— HmlsiO-^B- nACB (5) 

The nonlinearity of the core effects the system through the rotation between B and H, 

knowledge of which is required to solve Eq. (5), i.e. to find B (r) or H(t); this problem is treated 

in Sue. 4. At sufficiently low frequencies (so that the core is in quasi-cquilibrium) there will be 

some nonlinear monotonic relation between B and H and this relation will change whenever B 

changes sign. i.e. when VL * 0, due to magnetic hysteresis. 
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The state variables through which we usually observe the system behavior are the inductor 

current /&, its voltage VL, and the current source ls. Since ls(t) is a sinusoidal oscillation 

(/osincoiO, its state (for fixed / 0 and o^) is given by its phase 9 s ( f ) • (fyf (mod 2K). For con

venience however, we observe Is{t) directly since this is equivalent to knowing 6j if we also 

know the sign of /$(*). The magnetic induction B may be determined by integrating VL [Eq. 

(3)] as we did to produce one of the figures in Sec. 1.3. However, for complicated behavior of 

the system, there is considerable difficulty caused by the arbitrary constant of integration, since 

one must stabilize the integral against any minute nonoscillatory port of V t without introducing 

large fluctuating errors in the integral due to low frequency components of VL. 

The parameters by which we usually vary the behavior of the system are /Q, the peak 

amplitude of /$(*); x t , the period o f / j ( 0 ; and R, the negative resistance. Normally we will be 

looking at some region of the /o,x t space with some fixed R. Varying other parameters such as 

C,n, and core parameters A and L is expected to yield no new behavior due to system scaling 

relations which we discuss in Sec. 4.2. 

12 Methods of Observation 

Most of the experimental data presented in this paper are periodically strobed phase por

traits or Poincarc sections. A simple periodic oscillation appears as a single point in the Poin-

care section. As parameters arc varied, this oscillation may lose stability and some more com

plicated pattern may appear. Most of the Poincarc sections presented in this paper are of lL vs. 

/ s sampled when VL crosses zero (i.e. a peak of IL). The data points were collected using a 

trace storing oscilloscope and then photographed. 
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In order to fully understand die behavior of a nonlinear dynamical system, it is very help

ful to be able to observe the transient behavior from some initial condition as well as the mode 

or modes of behavior that the system may exhibit after the transients have died away. For 

example, there may be two stable periodic oscillatory modes which can be reached from dif

ferent initial conditions. Often there are unstable modes, slight perturbations from which (such 

as caused by noise) will grow exponentially with time. 

For reasons explained in Sec. 4.3.1, the state of the system at a peak or turning point of lL 

may be approximated by just two variables: /& and /$, provided the core is near saturation. 

Thus, if one can initialize the system to any desired / j and /& at a time when VL • 0, then one 

has a simple and effective means of exploring the transient behavior of the system. This is 

accomplished by using an electronically controlled analog switch, which when activated, forces 

the system into a periodic oscillation at the driving frequency <&\ but with amplitude and phase 

adjusuble with respea to that of Is(t). One then electronically deactivates this at a turning 

point (VL » 0), freeing the system to follow its own path from this initial condition. 

With this initializer we can set 1$ and It, at the initial turning point If the above approxi

mation on core saturation is valid, then we have access to the entire Poincare space. But if not, 

this space has additional dimensions. In this case we might have difficulty finding an unstable 

node if it is also unstable on these extra dimensions. If, however, an unstable fixed point has at 

least one stable direction in the full Poincare space, then we can reach this point by initializing 

on the sable manifold1 2 of the fixed point, provided this manifold intersects the subspace that 

we can access with the initializer. Thus, in general, an initializer can be useful even in cases 

where it cannot access all possible initial states. 

In addition to phase space diagrams ("phase portraits") and Poincarc sections of these 

diagrams, we also measure the frequency spectrum V(co) of VL(t) with a scanning spectrum 

analyzer, an HP Model 3580A, with 90 dB dynamic range. The results are plotted as co vs. 
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V((o) in dBV, i.e. the peaks in the spectra are to be read in decibels above 1 volt rms (dB V * 20 

log 10 V rms). Unless otherwise specified, the resolution bandwidth used is 1 Hz. 

13 Preview of Experimental Results 

When we vary the parameters Uo> ®u A) of the system, we find that there is a region in 

this parameter space where the system exhibits a symmetrical periodic oscillation at the driving 

frequency cot. This could be described as a relaxation oscillation, having a "slow phase" where 

VL and /(, do not change much, alternating with a "fast phase" where VL and 4 rapidly change 

sign. When one observes the behavior of the system in two or more state variables, such as /& 

vs. / j , one sees a closed curve as shown in Fig. 2a. 

However, as one crosses a certain surface in the parameter space, one rinds that the system 

begins to develop another oscillation at some new frequency (Oj. In the primary region of study 

this is in the range a>i < coj < 2a>|. The ratio o)j/<Bi may be irrational, in which case the oscilla

tion will no longer be periodic When observed in the space of three or more state variables 

(eg. IL,VL, I S ) , the orbit will remain on a two-dimensional torus and will proceed to fill in this 

surface completciy as t-*— (Fig. 2b). We can examine a crou-section (or Poincare section) of 

this figure (say by strobing at appropriate intervals a storage oscilloscope) and will find a set of 

points forming a closed curve. A frequency spectrum (say of V t (t)) will show the frequencies 

(Oi and oh and smaller components at all their "odd" linear combinations: ( o m *mo»i + n<Oi 

where n + m * odd integer (Fig. 2c). Wc discuss this further in Sec. 2.3.3. This change in sta

bility, i.e. the onset of a second frequency (to, is known as a Hopf bifurcation. In a two-

paramctcr space (say 7 Q l (Oi), the Hopf bifurcation occurs when one crosses a certain line. 

Across this line there arc regions where efriAOj is a rational ratio (MIN in lowest terms) and the 
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Figure 2. (a) Phase portrait of the inductor current It, vs. the forcing current ls. Strobing every 
cycle as the inductor voltage V t crosses zero from posidve to negative produces the point 
shown. Here there is a symmetrical 1:1 phase locking, (b) At another point in parameter space 
the system undergoes a Hopf bifurcation and a symmetrical quasiperiodic attractor emerges. By 
strobing, the Poincare section is seen to'display an invariant circle, (c) Frequency spectnim of 
V i ( 0 - shows only odd 2-component harmonics (m+n • odd) due to symmetry. 
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ULtkl-ZO* 

Figure 3. (a) Phase portrait and spectrum of VL(jt) for the symmetric type of entrainment with 
oV«»i • 7/5. (b) Asymmetric type: shows two complementary attractors (by double exposure) 
interwoven with each other. Each has (Hj/^ • 3/2. The Poincare section of (a) is live points; of 
(b), it is two sets of two points. 

behavior is again periodic. Hen; the system is said to be phase locked or entrained. We find 

that when M and N are both odd, that the behavior of the system is again symmetrical (e.g. 
VLU0 * -Vt(*2) where t2 * *i + NK/<O{) and the frequency spectra will contain only odd har-
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monies of the frequency co1(W (see phase portrait and frequency spectrum in Fig. 3a). In all 

other cases of entrainment there are two complementary asymmetric modes in which the system 

can oscillate (see phase portrait and frequency spectrum in Fig. 3b). 

If we define die order of the entrainment (j as 

q*N for symmetric behavior (6) 

q*2N foraymmetricbehavior (7) 

then we And that in a two-dimensional parameter space [we use /o(rms) and X\ • 2rc/a),], for 

q 2 5 the entrainment regions ail have a typical shape called a resonance horn or an entrainment 

hom or a tongue. The frequency ratio changes smoothly along the line of Hopf bifureadon and 

the horns emerge from this line at die points corresponding to rational ratios, called points of 

resonance. We show such a parameter space diagram in Fig. 4. The points of resonance are 

labeled by dieir order q. For resonances of order less than five, there are other characteristic 

patterns often involving die coexistence of more than one stable behavior pattern. The q • 4 

resonance has a hornlike region emerging from it in this figure, but it also has many other 

forms, some of which are described in Sec. 3.1.4. 

In this paper our primary emphasis is on behavioral changes that the system goes through 

as we vary its parameters near die points of resonance and die associated phase locked regions. 

We discuss both die dieory (Sec. 12) and our experimental results (Sec. 3.1) for both die weak 

(q 2 5) and strong (q £ 4) resonances. An understanding of die theoretical behavior, particu

larly of die strong resonances, is found to be very important in predicting the qualitative 

behavior far from die resonance point. Moving within dw hom away from its vertex one finds 

die system behavior becoming more complex, as described in Sec. 3.2. In Sec. 3.3 we describe 

what can happen when two phase locking domains overlap or coexist. In some cases wc 

observe a Hopf bifurcation initiating from an entrainment. This will appear as a set of closed 

curves, which we describe in Sec. 3.4. 
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Figure 4. Parameter space diagram. Here t is the period of the driving current / s ( t ) and / a i i 
therms aptitude of ls(t); for R * -500 Q and C - 7.5 u / \ Phase locked regions are labeled by 
M2/O1. points of resonance by order? (for q £ 10), Hopf bifurcation by H. Portions of phase 
locked regions labeled with a plus sign have coexisting quasiperiodic attractors. In some re
gions two phase locked attractors coexist, eg. the region labeled 1/1 and 5/3. The region la
beled 2 x 1/1 has two distinct 1/1 type attractors. Hysteresis is observed when these multiple at
tractor regions are traversed. The region labeled 2/1 exhibits an asymmetric attractor with two 
complementary modes and is thus distinguishable from the symmetrical 1/1 attractor. In Sec. 3, 
many structures shown here are studied in great detail and are found to be related to the theoret
ical behavior of the points of "strong resonance1'. Note that the points labeled "1" and "2" are 
the end points of the Hopf bifurcation line. 
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Throughout the paper we will be emphasizing the importance of hidden behavior related 

to unstable oscillatory modes of the system and the transient behavior that couples the unstable 

orbits with stable ones. Knowledge of this "hidden behavior" is very important to the under

standing of the "visible behavior" and how it changes with the parameters. Thus, for example, 

we experimentally investigate motion on both the unstable and stable manifolds of saddle 

orbits. 

2 THEORETICAL CONCEPTS 

2.1 Bifurcation Types 

We expect that most readers of this paper will be familiar with the fundamental types of 

bifurcations (saddle-node, Hopf, period dcjbling, etc.), and therefore we restrict our discussion 

to some details which may be less commonly known. For a review of material not presented 

here we refer to Rcf. 12. 

Many different types of bifurcations, both local and global, are important to the dynamics 

of a system, like the present one, in which a second frequency is emerging. In order to fully 

understand the dynamics, it is necessary (in some cases) to study the bifurcations of unstable 

fixed points in the system. Although these bifurcations do not directly effect the attractorfc) of 

the system, they will effect the basins of attraction. Frequently, unsu. e fixed points emerging 

from such bifurcations will, at some other parameter setting, be involved in a bifurcation 

involving a stable attractor. In a two-dimensional Poincarc space there are four types of period 

doubling bifurcations, two of which involve only unstable fixed points (in the Poincarc section), 

as shown in Fig. 5. In each case a single fixed point splits into a period doubled pair, separated 

by a period one fixed point of altered stability (relative to the original fixed point). There arc 
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TABLE 1 - NOTATION USED IN BIFURCATION DIAGRAMS 

2-D bifurcation diagrams have a number of lines representing co-dimension 1 bifurcations, 
which separate regions of parameter space in which qualitatively different behavior patterns exist 
The patterns drawn for each region represent typical 2-D Poincare sections. In them, solid dots 
represent stable points (sinks) and open dots (very small circles) represent unstable points 
(sources). Saddles have no dot but are clearly indicated by arrows on their sable and mutable 
manifolds. Foci are distinguished from nodes by a slight spiral on approach. Tfce co-dimension 1 
bifurcations ore indicated by an arrow connecting the Poincare patterns of two adjacent regions or 
crossing a bifurcation line in the bifurcation diagram, and an abbreviation for the bifurcation. 
These are used both in die theoretical and experimental flgures. The bifurcations occur as 
described below in the direction of the arrow. 

Abbrev. Description 

A. The following are continuous bifurcations with no jump to another attractor and no hysteresis 
implied: 

H Hopf: circles) emerge from poinds) in the Poincare section. 
x2 Period doubling. 
x4 2nd period doubling. 
x ~ End of period doubling cascade. 
bml Band merging: two-band chaotic attnctor merges to one band. 
sb Symmetry breaking: one symmetric attractor splits into two complementary 

asymmetric attractors. 
com Complementary band merging: two complementary chaotic attractors merge 

into one symmetric one. 
pic Phase-kicked circle: periodic nodes and saddles appear (in saddle-node pairs) 

on an invariant circle and then separate. 
cr(i) Interior crisis 2 7: period n chaotic attractor contacts period n saddle point and 

loss of phase locking occurs in conjunction with a sudden increase in at
tractor size, 

nf Node changes to focus (trivial bifurcation), 
u* Left focus changes to right focus (iterates clockwise). This is usually with 

respect to the rotation of a periodic attractor encircling the focus (trivial 
bifurcation). 

B. Tlte following involve a jump (i.e., a discontinuous change in ike observed variable) and im
ply hysteresis. 

sn Saddlc-nodc: a saddle and node appear together and separate. In reverse, a 
jump to another attractor occurs when the node is annihilated. 
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he Homoclinic: circle(s) contact periodic saddle(s) forming a homoclinic orbit: 
circle(s) are annihilated and a jump to another attractor occurs. 

cr(b) Boundary crisis 2 7: chaotic attractor contacts the boundary of its basin of at
traction, is annihilated, and a jump occurs. 

x2(b) Subcriucal period doubling (see Fig. 5(b)]. In reverse a jump can occur after 
the stable node combines with the period doubled saddle to form a period 
one saddle, leaving no attractor locally. 

sb(b) Subcritical symmetry breaking, similar to 2(b). 

C. Tht following fcivaive only unstable fixtd poinu. 
su Saddle and unstable node appear together and then separate. 
x2(c or d) Type (c) or (d) period doubling of unstable Axed points, see Figs. 5(c) or (d). 
sb(c or d) Type (c) or (d) symmetry breaking of unstable fixed poinu, similar to 2(c or 

d). 
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( Q ) 

(c) 

- * • - « • 

(b) 

- » • -«-

• * - - « • 

(d) 

FIgurtS. Structure of period doubling bifurcations for a 2-D Poincare section. There are four 
types: (a) The standard case involving a stable node. After bifurcation the two pans of the 
period 2 node are separated by a saddle point (b) A saddle point bifurcates in its unstable 
direction to a period 2 saddle separated by a stable node, (c) A saddle bifurcates in its stable 
direction to a period 2 saddle separated by an unstable node, (d) An unstable node bifurcates to 
a period 2 unstable node separated by a saddle. 

also four cases of symmetry breaking. These can also be represented by Fig. 5 except that in 

this case all fixed points are period 1. Saddle node bifurcations occur in two types, one of 

which involves a saddle and a stable node, the other a saddle and an unstable node. The second 

case has no attractors. An important type of global bifurcation is the homoclinic bifurcation12. 

Here, as parameters are varied, an invariant circle (corresponding to quasiperiodic motion) con

tacts a saddle orbit after which it is annihilated. In a nondegenerate case, this occurs as a point 

of urgency develops between the stable and unstable manifolds of the saddle point(s). We fre

quently observe, however, a (nearly) degenerate case where the stable and unstable manifolds 
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(neatly) coincide. In the nondegcnerate case, the attractor becomes highly chaotic before it is 

annihilated, while in the degenerate case the circle remains relatively smooth (aside from a kink 

near the approaching saddle point). Table 1 presents a list of bifurcation types which have been 

observed in the experimental system, and defines a set of abbreviations which are later used in 

the bifurcation diagrams. 

12 Bifurcations Near Points of Resonance 

The case of bifurcation near points of resonance is discussed by Arnold 1 3 ' I 3 , loots 1 6 , and 

Takens 1 7. In this case the bifurcating fixed point of the Poincare map has conjugate eigen

values that are roots of unity (X« exp 2xjp/q). This fixed point is doubly degenerate since we 

are requiring both IXI • 1 and arg(A,) • plq, and therefore we will have a bifurcation of co-

dimension 2. This requires the variation of two parameters about the bifurcation point to be 

fully characterized. Arnold approaches this problem by making die connection between the 

bifurcation of a resonant fixed point in the Poincare map and the bifurcation of fixed points of 

vector fields in die plane. In the vicinity of the bifurcating orbit, die behavior may be approxi

mated by a vector field of die plane that is determined by averaging in the Seifert foliation 

corresponding to the resonance being studied (see Arnold1 3, page 170). In essence, this means 

we are looking at the behavior in a coordinate system which has one coordinate parallel to UK 

bifurcating orbit (i.e. the angle indicating a particular point on the orbit) and two coordinates 

(x,y) transverse to the orbit with their origin at the orbit. These transverse coordinates rotate 

about the orbit at the same average rate as the nearby phase paths wind around it, i.e. plq per 

cycle. This is the Scifcrt foliation. Averaging the behavior in the transverse coordinates over q 

cycles, one can represent the behavior as a vector field in the plane with symmetry under rota

tion by 2nlq. This averaging is valid on the assumption that motion in these transverse 
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coordinates is very slow near the origin, occurring over many cycles. This will be true since at 

the bifurcation point the eigenvalues have unit magnitude there. For cases of order q greater 

than two, Arnold treats the problem in the plane of die complex variable z • x + jy. A Taylor's 

expansion of die vector field near the origin is made yielding z * 2 fyz;z*, where z is the 

complex conjugate of z. The rotational symmetry requires /-fc-1 be divisible by q. Keeping 

the linear term, die lowest nonzero term with q symmetry and the lowest nonlinear term with 

no? dependence: 

imtt+Ax\t\l+BF~\ ? 2 3, (8) 

where c A , and B are complex coefficients. Arnold refers to this as the principle deformation. 

The linear coefficient e for this vector field must be zero at the bifurcation point (when X * 

e 2**'*). Varying e by a small amount around zero in the complex plane will determine the 

bifurcation sequence (i.e. varying Re e and Im e about zero can be assumed to be equivalent to 

varying any two parameters about the bifurcation point). We can assume that e is much smaller 

dun A and B so that they are effectively constant during die bifurcation process. However, dif

ferent bifurcation patterns may be obtained for different values of A and B. These bifurcation 

patterns take the form of a sequence of co-dimension 1 bifurcations that are encountered as e is 

varied around zero. 

B can be set to one by reselling the other parameters and die time. Letting z » r e* and 

solving for fixed points (i - 0) we find 

-L.-^-rf-'e-ifr ( 9 ) 

For q 2 5 the last term is small for small r, and thus e = - A r 2 (i.e. t and -A must have nearly 

the same argument for there to be fixed points other than z • 0 since r must be real). When die 

last term is included, one finds that fixed points exist within a hom-shaped region, shown in Fig. 

6. In this figure as in all other 2-D bifurcation diagrams throughout die rest of this paper, we 

use an abbreviated notation to describe co-dimension 1 bifurcation lines which is given in Tabic 
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Figure «. 2-D bifurcation diagram for resonant Axed point in the case of weak (<? 25 ) reso
nance with ReA and 1mA < 0 (other cases related by symmetry). Central figure shows the bi
furcation lines, in this case a bom, in the complex parameter space e. Table 1 lists co-
dimension 1 bifurcation abbreviations used in these figures. The surrounding figures represent 
the topological behavior pattern fbr a typical 2-D Poincare space for the indicated domains in 
die parameter space. 

1. This horn (sometimes called a resonance hom or tongue) is centered on azg(-A) and has an 

angular width 8 that spreads with c 

Within the hom there are q nodes alternating with q saddles in a circle, as shown in Fig. 6. 
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This is sometimes called a circle in resonance or a phase-locked circle. Moving e clockwise 

toward the horn boundary, the nodes approach the saddles which are clockwise from their posi

tions. These annihilate and leave an invariant circle with clockwise rotation. Moving e coun

terclockwise results in a counterclockwise approach and annihilation, and produces a counter

clockwise invariant circle. Note that for the Poincare map this rotation of the invariant circle is 

with respect to the entrained rotation of plq. The circle disappears (via inverse Hopf bifurca-

Figure 7. 2-D bifurcation diagram for q » 3. Involves no period 3 nodes, only period 3 sad
dles. Same diagramatic arrangement as discussed in caption of Fig. 6. Some regions have no 
attractors so a jump to some distant attractor must occur when entering these regions. 
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don) when crossing Re e - 0. Thus, except for the narrow hom-shaped region we have the 

same behavior as for an ordinary (nonresonant) Hopf bifurcation, in the case of weak {q 25) 

resonance. This is not die case however for strong (q £ 4) resonance. The cases q * 3 and 4 

can also be studied using the complex equation: 

<?-3: iMU+Az\i\z + Bz2, (11) 

? « 4 : z - « + i 4 z l r l 2 + f l F 3 , (12) 

For q m 3 there is only one bifurcation pattern [and its time (or arrow) reversed equivalent] 

which we show in Fig. 7. It should be noted that no stable period 3 fixed points are involved in 

this bifurcation. This fact will be explored further in Sec. 3.1. The q • 4 case, however, has 

not been completely characterized on a theoretical basis, although it is known that a large 

number of possibilities exist depending upon the choice of the parameters A and B 1 8 " 2 1 . 

Unlike 9 * 3 , many of the q • 4 bifurcation patterns do involve stable period 4 points. For the 

cases q » I and q « 2, another approach is needed. Arnold shows that the principle deforma

tions can be expressed in die x-y plane as: 

q»l: x*y, j « a + ( & + A x 2 + &ry, (13) 

q»2: i » v , y *oct+p> +Ar 3 +&e 2 y. (14) 

There is one type oiq • 1 bifurcation (Fig. 8) and two types of q • 2 of which we show the one 

for A >Q,B < 0 (Fig. 9). The second type is not shown here (but see Ref. 13) since we have 

not observed this behavior in our system as we have for the other cases discussed above. The 4 

• 2 case shown involves no stable period 2 points, while the other one does. 
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Figure 8. 2-0 bifurcation diagnm for q « 1 with A > 0, B < 0 (other cases related by sym
metry). Same diagnmatic arrangement as discussed in the caption of Fig. 6. Some tegions 
have no attractors. 
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Figure 9. 2-D biflircation diagram for q • 2 with A > 0 and B < 0. Same diagramatic arrange
ment as discussed in the caption of Fig. 6. 

12 Behavior of a Symmetrical System 

2 3.1 Half Cycle Map 

Wc define a symmetrical system to be one which for any state x there is a complementary 

state x' such that if *(f) is a possible phase path of system, then x'(t) is also. We rcquiix: that 

x'*x for almost all x and also that x" = x, where x" is the complement of the complement of 
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x. The exact definition of the complementary state will depend on the type of symmetry 

involved. In our forced magnetic oscillator we assume that the magnetic core is perfectly sym

metrical and that the complementary state satisfies: B' *-B, H' • -H, VL' • -VL, and the 

phase of the forcing oscillation (which is also considered pan of the state) is shifted by 1/2 

cycle. In our case the forcing oscillation must be symmetrical and contain no dc offset. (Note: 

the core exhibits complex memory effects as discussed in Sec. 4.1, and its state is not com

pletely spedAed by B and H.) 

Symmetry has important consequences for the behavior we can observe. First of all there 

are two types of attractors (or other invariant manifolds): those which are asymmetrical and 

have a complementary form, and those which are symmetrical and are their own complement. 

Symmetry breaking bifurcations become possible where one symmetrical attractor splits into 

two complementary ones. For a fixed point in the Poincare space, this can happen in the same 

way as period doubling except that the bifurcating eigenvalue passes through. +1 instead of -1, 

and the bifurcated fixed points do not double in period (see Fig. 5). A symmetrical periodic 

oscillation dearly can only have odd harmonics in the frequency spectrum of VL or Ij,. This 

means that the ratio of any two frequencies exhibited by a symmetrical oscillation must be a 

ratio of odd integers: hence phase-locked states whose fundamental frequences cannot be 

expressed as proportional to odd integers cannot be symmetrical. 

As discussed in the previous section, the behavior of the bifurcation of a resonant fixed 

point is characterized by a symmetry under a rotation through an angle of 2xlq where q is the 

order of the resonance. When the frequency ratio corresponding to that fixed point is M/N and 

M and N arc not both odd, then the order must be q »2W (instead of N) to allow for the divi

sion into two complements of anything that bifurcates from that resonant point. 

Some of the behavior of a symmetrical system can be clarified through the concept of a 

half-cycle Poincarc map 2 2 . We can define a complementary Poincarc section as the intersection 
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of the orbit with the complement of the original Poincare space, e.g. for the space defined VL * 

0, VL > 0 we have the complement VL =Q,VL> Q. We consider a situation where the orbit 

alternates crossing the two complementary sections. Mapping from the point XQ in the original 

section to the subsequent point Xi in the complement, we have the map Xj - F+(Xo) and from 

this point to the subsequent point X 2 in the original we have the map X 3 » F.(X|). But sym

metry requires that 

F + (Xo)-X, implies F-fXtO-X,' (15) 
and therefore 

Xa . -G^OCo) , (16) 

where G 9 " \X) is the 2nth iterate of X through the map G(X) and G(X) m F+'(X)» F.QO is the 

half-cycle Poincare map. Thus one iteration of the full-cycle Poincare map can be expressed as 

two iterations of this half-cycle map G(X), which maps to the complementary section and then 

takes the complement of the result putting it back in the original Poincare space. 

Note that if the half-cycle map has an invariant circle, its rotation number is not ©i/20[ . 

This is because this map takes the complement of the state that actually occurs one-half cycle 

later. Thus, 

p , a «[ (<a2 /2« , ) -Y]modl , (17) 

where p I / 2 is the rotation number of the half-cycle map of a point inside the invariant circle. 

The existence of this half-cycle map has important implications. If a fixed point is a fixed 

point for the half-cycle map (i.e. a symmetric oscillation), then we can study its bifurcation 

under this map. If an even number q of identical fixed points bifurcate from it, then wc can 

state at once that a symmetry breaking bifurcation has taken place. This is because after q 

iterations of the half-cycle map, all points will have been visited, while at the same time only 

q(l of them are visited by the full cycle Poincare map. Thus the attractor for the half-cycle map 

has period q, while the full-cycle map has two attractors of period q fl. However, if q is odd. q 
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iterations of the half-cycle map does not correspond to a whole number of iterations of the full-

cycle map, and therefore the full-cycle map will visit ail points resulting in a single (and hence 

symmetrical) attractor. For a phase-locked circle (as discussed in Sea 12 in connection with 

bifurcations of order q 2 5), we have syc&iietric and complementary asymmetric forms for odd 

and even numbers of nodes, respectively, as shown in Fig. 10. 

Another important implication relates to the nature of symmetry breaking bifurcations. 

For a symmetric oscillation the attractor for the half-cycle map and the full-cycle map are the 

same. After a syrruwtry brcaktag WAin^cfl the r ^ 

other while the half-cycle map iterates back and forth between the two attractors. Thus a sym

metry breaking bifurcation is just a period doubting bifurcation for the haif-cycU map. It is to 

(a) (b) 

Figure 10. (a) Poincare map for symmetric phase-locked circle. Here the rotation number is 
2/5 so an orbit through the stable nodes iterates in the sequence shown (i.e. 1,2,3,4,5,1,2, . . . ) . 
(b) Complementary asymmetric phase-locked circle. Here the rotation number is 1/2 so the a 
orbit iterates in the sequence (al, a2, al, a2,...) and the b orbit in the sequence (bl, b2, bl . b2, 
(b) coiild bifurcate from a q » 4 point 
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be expected therefore that symmetric oscillations will ordinarily undergo a symmetry breaking 

bifurcation before (rather than simultaneously with) the first period doubling bifurcation, this 

being die second such bifurcation for die half-cycle map. 

2 J 2 Effects cfAsymmtay 

While we are used to drinking of an inductor as a symmetrical component (i.e. when the 

leads are interchanged, it behaves the same), this will not necessarily be die case in a real induc

tor widt a magnetic core. First, dicre may be a slight inherent anisouopy favoring die (average) 

alignment of domains in one direction over another. If we assume this is insignificant, there is 

soil anodwr problem: a small fraction of die domains may be very difficult to rotate and diese 

may remain unchanged diroughout die oscillatory cycle if die core is not being driven hard 

enough. If diese have a net magnetization, djey will produce an asymmetric perturbation on the 

system's behavior. This will be most strongly seen near a symmetry breaking bifurcation (see 

Sees. 2.3.1 and 3.2) where a symmetrical attractor splits into two complementary asymmetric 

attractors as a parameter is varied. The effect of die asymmetric perturbation will be to cause 

die system to choose a particular asymmetric auractor as shown in Fig. 11. Furthermore, if the 

behavior of die core is initially symmetric, it can develop asymmetry when it undergoes a sym

metry breaking bifurcation. When one repeatedly passes die parameter tiuough die bifurcation 

point, it is not uncommon to find it has developed a preference for a particular state. This net 

magnetization behaves much like a parameter that is very hard to control, it gets changed as we 

adjust other parameters but it doesn't return to its original value when they do. This peculiar 

property of die magnetic core is fairly weak in most of its effects on die behavior wc have stu

died. However, it is very strong near d» q * 2 bifurcation point (see Fig. 4 and Sec. 3.1) 

because of die strongly asymmetric orbits existing there and makes study of this region very 
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Flgurt 11. (a) Symmetry breaking bifurcation: the dotted line to. an instable symmetric ittrac-
tor that separates the two complementary asymmetric attraciors following bifurcation, (b) 
Asymmetric perturbation causes me original (nearly) symmetric attractor to |f> to a particular 
asymmetric (nearly) complementary aoractor. The other (near) complement appean via 
saddle-node bifurcation. Thus symmetry breaking bifurcatiorui are only to be expected in per
fectly symmetric systems. 

difficult 

2 J J Frequency Spectra for Quaciptriodkky 

Motion on a 2-tonis can be described by two angles: 8 | • o v and 82 • (Otf corresponding 

to the two ways in which one can go around the torus. Thus the state of the system con be 

specified by these two angles: 

X * X(8i, 82) » state of system. 
We can express this as a Fourier series: 

(18) 
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X » 2 2 X^expfimei + inSi], 

where 

X « " " 7T5" | ) de»J[) d 8 s X < 9 f 9»>e3tPC - im 6 I - in % ] . 
(ZJC) 

Thus we can get Fourier components at all integral linear combinations (two component har

monics) of « ! and coj, 

a u - m a i + ttoi. (19) 
where m and n are integers. 

Provided the torus remains intact, the amplitude of these components must fall off as m 

and n become large. 

For a symmetrical oscillation we expect that 

X(8,, 8 2 ) » - X(6j + x, 62+Jt), 
provided that the complement of X is -X which is true at least for most components of X (like 

VL or iL). This results in the elimination of ccitain terms in the spectrum. If m + n is even, 

men 

exp(- im8|- irt82]-exp[- im(0i + !c)-ui(82+jc)], (20) 
so the integral for X m vanishes by symmctiy. Thus only odd harmonics whtre m + nis odd 

are allowed for a symmetrical oscillation. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1 Bifurcation Patterns Near Points of Resonance 

In this section wc discuss the behavior of our system near points of resonance, particularly 

"strong" resonances of order q S 4, as well as the more familiar "weak" resonances of order 
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q a 5. Each of the strong resonance cases has its own characteristic behavior patterns, the 

theory for which we discussed in the previous section. An understanding of each of these cases 

is essential to obtaining an overall picture of the behavior in the parameter space. Associated 

with most cases of strong resonance there are regions in parameter space where two anractors 

coexist or overlap, each of which continues into some adjacent region where it is the only 

attractor. This resula in the phenomenon of hysteresis: when traversing a path in parameter 

space, the system gets to a point where the attractor it is on is annihilated and a jump occurs to a 

coexisting attractor, but when the path is ravened, the jump occurs at the opposite end of the 

overlap region, so that the forward and reverse paths are different This behavior is easily 

traced back to the behavior near the resonant fixed point which can be understood through the 

theory presented in Sec. 2.2. In addition to the cases q • 1 through 4, we also show a case 

involving strong hysteresis for q » 5 although in this case the hysteresis does not extend all the 

way to the bifurcation point In each c u e we show the region of a two-parameter space 

[/o(rms) and T|« 2xAo,] in which behavior of the indicated order can be found. This is divided 

by lines indicating bifurcations of co-dimension 1. A number of these lines emerge from the 

resonant point while sortie others do not To each subregkm there corresponds a diagram which 

indicates qualitatively the behavior in each region (i.e. shows all attractors, saddle points, and 

their stable and unstable manifolds). In some cases w« also show actual Poincare sections 

corresponding to these subregions or the transitions between them. The 2-D bifurcation 

diagrams given in this section use the abbreviations in Table 1 to label co-dimension 1 bifurca

tions as we did in Sec. 2.2. 
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3.1.1 Resonance cf Order I 

The experimental bifurcation pattern we obtained in this case is shown in Fig. 12. This is 

essentially an enlargement of the region near the q - 1 point shown in Fig. 4 which marks one 

endpoint of the Hopf bifurcation line. It may surprise the reader to find that this line could 

abruptly stop in this manner. This behavior will normally occur only at first and second order 

resonance points as a consequence of the theory governing the dynamics near these points. We 

show some actual Poincare sections from region at in Figs. 13(a) and (b). The regions labeled 

i | , aj, b, C|, c* and d correspond to identically labeled regions in Fig. 8 which shows the 

theoretical behavior of a typical q • 1 bifurcation very near the bifurcation point. Note that the 

stable node present in each of these regions does not appear in Fig. 8. This is because it is not 

involved in the bifurcation of this resonant fixed point, i.e. it does not approach the resonant 

fixed point as e - » 0 , and it is effectively at infinity on the scale of the fixed points and limit 

cycles that do. Nevertheless, its presence can be inferred from the behavior at the bifurcation 

point: the unstable manifolds that point to infinity in Fig. 8 must in a real system connect to 

some other attractor. Since attractors bifurcate from the q • 1 point in regions c and d, they 

must coexist with this other attractor (in this case a node) and thus we see hystcretic behavior in 

these regions. The node is finally annihilated with the saddle point that was generated in the q 

« 1 bifurcation so that regions e and f have only one attractor. Guckenheimer and Holmes (Rcf. 

12, pp. 71-72) show a similar bifurcation pattern for a q • 1 point in the forced Van der Pol 

oscillator, which is based on earlier studies of this equation23 > 2 6 . 

The sn (saddle node) and he (homoclinic) bifurcation lines approaching the q * 1 point in 

our data do not appear to become tangent as in the theoretical diagram. It could be that this 

feature was destroyed due to some slight noise or fluctuations in the physical system. 
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Figure 12. Experimental parameter space diagram near q • 1 resonance point. Coordinates are 
t t * 2)1/(0! vs. /o(rms). Other parameters are fixed: R • -500 ft, C • 7.5 uF. Small figures 
below show the structure in a typical 2-D Poincare space for each region of the parameter space. 
Regions a ( , 32. b. c,, C2. and d correspond to the same regions in the theory, Fig. 8. The figures 
are constructed from data obtained from initialized Poincare sections. 
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Figure 13. Initialized (see Sec. 1.2) experimental Poincare sections in region at of Fig. 12. (a) 
Initialized at the unstable focus (arrow), (b) Initialized at the saddle point (arrow). Both cases 
approach the stable node (N) after a few cycles. Initialization is then repeated many times to 
produce continuous lines. Parameters for (a) and (b): /o(nns)« 1.032 mA. x{ * 8.079 ms. 

Note the homoclinic bifurcation occurring between regions d and a i (see discussion of 

homoclinic bifurcations in Sea 2.1). This bifurcation is initially of a nearly degenerate form 

forming a saddle loop. Moving upwards in the parameter plot (/o increasing), the region d 

comes to an end and a t becomes adjacent to e. As we go further, however, the aj-e line splits 

again and a new d regioa appeals. The homoclinic bifurcation at this higher !Q is not degen

erate, however, as the dynamics are much more chaotic in this region. Here the chaotic attractor 

in regions e and d disappears upon the formation of a homoclinic tangency at the a-d boundary, 

as shown in Fig. 14. 
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-^pyy 

Figure 14. Experimental Poincare section / t vs. Is on approaching homoclinic tangency at d-a 
boundary in region d at high /<> The oscillations in the attractor at the lower left will contact 
the stable manifold of a saddle point (dotted line), after which (in region a j) the attractor will 
no longer exist, i.e., if initialized here the system will ultimately escape to some other attractor 
(a node in this case). Parameters: l^rna) * 1.700 mA, X| * 6.800 ms. R »-500 Q. C • 7.5 uF. 

3.1.2 Resonance of Order 2 

There are actuiJly two possible bifurcation patterns for this case according to the theory, 

but we have only observed one of these. Like the q » 1 case, this point of resonance marks an 

end point to the Hopf bifurcation line. 

In our system, this resonance corresponds to a frequency ratio of 2/1. Since this is not a 

ratio of odd integers, this is a complementary asymmetric type of resonance, and hence wc mul

tiply the denominator by 2 to get the order q (sec Section 2.3.1). The experimental data arc 
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presented in Fig. 15. The behavior near the bifurcation point agrees with the theoretical result 

given in Fig. 9. Here again (as for q » 1) there arc nodes that do not approach the resonant 

fixed point as c -* 0. The bifurcating 2/1 type points (asymmetric period 1) are all saddle 

points, and the bifurcation process is effectively a rearrangement of their separatrices. As in the 

q • 1 case, the presence of the nodes is implied by the theoretical picture in which unstable 

manifolds apparently go off to inanity. In a real system we expect these to connect to attractors 

which are very distant on the scale where ihe theoretical picture is accurate. This in turn 

implies that there will be hysteresis and ultimately a boundary line where these attractors disap

pear. As is easily seen, the hysteresis in this case covers a very large area. There is a large hole 

in the center of the hysteredc regions which is ponibly an attempt to avoid the S/3 cntrainment 

domain (see Fig. 4). It does slightly overlap a hystcrctic region of this domain, however, and in 

that small region there are four coexisting auractors: a pair of asymmetric (2/1) nodes, a period 

3 (5/3) node, and an invariant circle. On approaching this hole from regions b t , c, or d, period 

doubling bifurcations occur (not shown) for the pair of 2/1 nodes. These become chaotic and a 

crisis 2 7 occurs at the hole boundary. In b| and c this is a boundary crisis and a jump occurs to 

the coexisting symmetrical oscillation. In d t this is an interior crisis in which the two comple

mentary asymmetric attractors contact the scparatrix between them and a loss of phase locking 

occurs. There is no jump or hysteresis in this case. It is important to note that an asymmetric 

2/1 entrainment is not distinguishable from a symmetry broken 1/1 cntrainment. In fact one can 

get from the 1/1 region to the 2/1 region via symmetry breaking bifurcation at low current lev

els (<0.65 mA rms) as shown in Fig. 15. 
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Figure 15. Experimental parameter space diagram near q • 2 resonance point Coordinates are 
t , vs. /o(rms). Other parameters are flxcd: R »-500 ft C • 7.5 uj*. Small figures below show 
the structure in a typical- 2-D Poincare space for each region of the parameter space. Regions la
beled a. bi, b * c, d|, and d 2 correspond to same labeled regions in Fig. 9 (theory). The differ
ence between bj and t>2 and between d 2 and d ( is a trivial change of a node to a focus. The 
figures are constructed from initialized Poincare sections. 

3.1.3 Resonance of Order 3 
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This case is different from the first and second orders in that it occurs in the middle rather 

than at an end point of the Hopf bifurcation line. It is different from weak resonances in that it 

10.9 H.O II.S 12.0 12.9 
M"«4 • ' t , ( t ) (mi! 

Figure 16. Experimental parameter space diagram for q • 3 resonance point. Coordinates are 
x, vs. /o(rms). Other parameters are fixed: R • -500 Q, C * 7.5 uF. Small figures below show 
the structure in a typical 2-0 Poincare space for each region of the parameter space. Regions la
beled a^ a2, bj, b*. c t , and c 2 correspond to same labeled regions in Fig. 7 (theory). The figures 
shown in these regions arc constructed from initialized Poincare sections. 
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exhibits hysteresis, that the entrainment region is not hom shaped, and that entrainment is found 

on both sides of the Hopf bifurcation line. 

The case we studied corresponds to a frequency ratio of 5/3. The bifurcation diagram is 

given in rig. 16 and some observed Poincare sections are shown in Fig. 17. There is agreement 

with the theoretical treatment shown in Fig. 7. Similar to the q » 1 and 2 cases, no period 3 

nodes are involved in the bifurcation at the resonance point, only saddle points and invariant 

circles. As before, there are period 3 nodes not involved in this bifurcation whose presence can 

be inferred from the unstable manifolds going towards infinity in Fig. 7. The result, as in the 

previous cases, is the formation of hysteretic regions, here a t, a2, b t , and i)* The attracting cir

cle in the fy and b^ regions disappears in a homoclinic bifurcation at the b|-C| and bj-Cj baun-

daries when it contacts the period 3 saddle point. A distinctive real -ut of this case is that the 

bifurcation diagram is symmetric about a center line Qr) across which the focus (and the circle 

in the b and d regions) changes from leu rotation to right rotation with respect to the rotation of 

the period 3 attractor. Otherwise, the (1) regions and corresponding (2) regions are the same. 

The period 3 nodes undergo period doubling bifurcations (not shown in Fig. 16) as we move 

towards the line labeled cr(i). This becomes a period 3 chaotic attractor which loses phase lock

ing through an interior crisis 2 7 at cr(i). 

3.1.4 Resonate* of Order 4 

This is the last of ihc strong resonance cases. It can occur in a wide variety of forms -

sometimes being similar to the weak resonance cases, sometimes having similar characteristics 

to the third onto case, and sometimes exhibiting other complex patterns. 
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Figure 17. Initialized Poincare sections, (a) Parameters set in region b» of Fig. 16 (/o(rms) * 
1.32S mA, t j • 11.75 ms] initialized on period 3 saddle point (arrow) - shows its unstable man
ifold going out to period 3 node and in to circle, (b) Parameters set in region c : (1.346 mA, 
11.78 ms). Central circle has disappeared in a homoclinic bifurcation. The period 3 attractor 
has become chaotic through a period doubling scquer.ee. Produced by initializing near central 
focus on route to period 3 attractor via a near pass by the period 3 saddle. 

The case studied corresponds to a frequency ratio of 3/2. It is an asymmetric type where a 

complementary pair of period 2 fixed points can bifurcate from the resonant point, thus giving 

http://scquer.ee
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an order of q » 4. This case is the least well understood theoretically. Arnold1 3 gives two pos

sible bifurcation patterns, neither of which have we seen. However, the three patterns we have 

seen are nevertheless compatible with the present theoretical understanding. It was possible to 

observe more than one pattern by setting a third parameter (A) at different values. This has the 

effect of changing A and B in Eq. (12). B can, in fact, be eliminated from Eq. (12) by a change 

of variables, but since A is complex, one actually needs two additional parameters to explore all 

possible bifurcation patterns in this case. The first case is the one shown in Fig. 4 fori! • -500 

ohms where the appearance is that of an ordinary resonance horn except that it emerges in i vee 

at the base. There is some slight hysteresis on the right boundary of the horn, but it seems to 

disappear as one approaches the bifurcation point. For R slightly more negative ( - -600 Q), 

this hysteresis is stronger and does appear to go all the way to the bifurcation point, giving us a 

second case. In the hvstcretic region the entrained solution and ihe quasi- periodic solution 

coexist with different basins of attraction. 

Fori? more negative still, a third case occurs when this hysteresis extends below the line 

of Hopf bifurcation, u shown in Fig. 18. Note that unlike the resonances of second, and third 

order shown previously, these cases of fourth order resonance do involve stable nodes in the 

bifurcation of the resonant point The saddle node and homodinic bifurcations at the d-bt and 

d-a t boundaries, respectively, are shown in progress in Figs. 19(a) and (b). TV) dots are the 

jump that occurred as the parameter (t t ) was adjusted across the bifurcation poiiw 

3.15 Resonance of Order 5 and Above 

While resonance of order q £ 5 always follows the entrainment horn form very near the 

bifurcation point, there can still be strong hysteresis that extends nearly to that point Such is 

the case with the 7/5 resonance at R • -800 ohms shown in Fig. 20. Here the phase-locked 
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Figure 18. Experimental parameter space diagram near 9 * 4 resonance point (third case). 
Coordinates are t ( and /(/rats) with R • -750 Q, C * 7.5 jiF fixed. Small figures below show 
the structure in a typical 2-D Poincare space for each region of the parameter space. Note: in 
the second case, region e is absent, and regions bi and d both emerge as wedge-shaped regions 
from the resonant point. 
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Figure 19. Experimental Poincare sections, /j, vs. / f . near q « 4. (a) Saddle node bifurcation 
at d-b t boundary of Fig. 18. The system was on one of the two complementary period 2 nodes 
in region d near the boundary. The parameter was t | moved across the boundary and this orbit 
annihilated with a period 2 saddle. The dots are a single trajectory (a jump) to the invariant cir
cle, (b) Homodinic bifurcation at the d-a( boundary. System was on the drde in region d near 
the boundary. Proximity of a pair of period 2 saddles to the drde produces corners. As the 
parameter is moved across the boundary, stability is lost and the trajectory jumps along the un
stable manifold of one of the period 2 saddles (chosen at random) to the corresponding period 2 
node. The initialization (Sec 1.2) was not used in these figures. 
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Figure 20. Experimenutl parameter space diagram [/oCrms), x t] near q • 5 resonance point with 
R * -800 Q, C « 7.5 up. Small figures below show the structure in a typical 2-D Poincare 
space for each region of the parameter space. Note strong hysteresis (region d) and also overlap 
of 7/5 and 3/2 domains (region e) discussed in Sec. 3.3. The figures arc inferred from Poincare 
section data. 

circle exists only in t very narrow horn (a), while there is a very large region (d) where a 7/5 

entrainment coexists with an invariant circle. This region actually overlaps another entrainment 

domain (3/2), and we will be discussing this region (e) in Sec. 3.3. 
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32 Internal and Boundary Bifurcations of EntrrJnment Horns 

32.1 Symmtay Breaking and Period Doubling Bifurcations 

Period doubling bifurcations are the route by which ihe motion within a horn approaches 

chaos. TheK form a series of lines inside the horn that one crosses as one moves (in parameter 

space) away from the vertex inside the horn. In a case where the attractor is Initially symmetric 

(i.e. the frequency ratio is MIN where M and N are both odd as discussed in Sec 2.3.1) these 

period doubling bifurcations will be preceded by a symmetry breaking bifurcation where two 

asymmetric attractors emerge from the initial symmetric one. Figure 21 shows the 7/5 reso

nance torn at R »-392 ohms. Note that the symmetry breaking (so) and period doubling (x2) 

lines do not run parallel to the sides of the horn as one might at first expect but can run directly 

into i t This feature is less pronounced in the horn for R • -500 ohms, but other features are 

very similar. This behavior can occur only for certain types of Poincare maps - see discussion 

in Sec 4.3.2. Chaos is mashed at the x » line. In Figs. 22(a) and (b) we show Poincare sections 

showing typical period doubling and symmetry breaking of a phase-locked circle. In both cases 

the bifurcating pairs of nodes split away from the circle, one going out and the other i a A sad

dle point is left on the circle. 

322 Complementary Band Merging 

It is well known that after an inlinitc sequence of period doubling bifurcations, a bond 

merging sequence begins. A sequence of band merging (bm) lines could be found within a 

resonance horn starting with an infinite number of bands and decreasing by factors of two down 

to the original periodicity of the horn. However, in the initially symmetric case, there is an 
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16.2 10.4 10.6 I&4 11.(3 "lli 
period of ts(t) (mi! 

Figure 21. Experimental entrainment horn (7/5) showing internal and boundary bifurcations, in 
(/o, t t ) parameter space with X • -392 Q, C • 7.5 uF fixed. Abbreviations are defined in Table 
1. 
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Figure 22. (a) Symmetry breaking bifurcation of 7/5 phase-locked circle. Poincare section ini
tialized at period 5 saddle point (arrow). The two attracting period 5 nodes are labeled a and b 
and iterate in the sequence ((1,2,3,4,5,1,2,...). Parameters: /<y(rms) • 1<240 mA, x t • 9.456 mu, 
R • - 5 0 0 Q, C • 7.5 uF. (b) Period doubling biAircation of 4/3 phase-locked circle. Poincare 
section initialized at one of the period 3 saddle points (arrow). The missing manifolds can be 
reached from the complementary saddle. This is a complementary type of phase-locked circle 
with a and b attractors as marked. Each has period doubled and iterates in the indicated se
quence. Parameters: / 0 * 1210 mA, t ( * 8.855 ms. R • -500 Q, C » 7.5 uF. 

additional bifurcation where the two complementary bands contact each other and symmetry is 

restored. What one observes is that in crossing this complementary band merging line (com in 

Fig. 21) the attractor will suddenly double in size as the region previously on the complemen

tary attractor becomes accessible. This bifurcation is completely analogous to the earlier sym

metry breaking bifurcation, and it may be considered as simply the final band merging of the 

attractor for the half-cycle map (see Sec. 2.3.1). In Figs. 23(a) and (b) we show Poincare sec

tions just before and after cbm. 
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Figure23. Poincare sections 4 v s . / ; . (a) Just before complementary band merging. Double 
exposure shows both a and b attractors which iterate in the sequence shown. Parameters: 
/o(nns) - 1.245 mA, t , * 9.354 ms, R • - 5 0 0 fl, C • 7.5 uJF. (b) Just after cbm, now single 
symmetric attractor. Parameters: /o(rms) was increased to 1.252 mA. 

3.2 J Boundary Bifurcations 

Prior to crossing the flrst symmetry breaking or period doubling line, the boundary bifur

cations of a resonance bom are simple saddle node bifurcations on the resonance circle as dis

cussed in Sec. 2.2. Nevertheless, the invariant circle just outside the horn does not have to be 

smooth. For the Poincare section shown in Fig. 24 the horn has a symmetry brealcing line just 

inside the boundary, so the stable eigenvalue (transverse to the circle) is very near one, and thus 

has little ability to quench the transverse oscillations. One sees a laminar or periodic phase as 

the system slowly slips by the old nodal site, followed by a chaotic burst This is a form of (he 

intermittency route to chaos 2** 2 9. 
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Figure 24. Poincare section showing intermittency at 7/5 hom boundary. 

At the boundary of the hom in Fig. 21 between the sb line and the x2 line the boundary is 

reached with broken symmetry. For this to happen the period 5 saddle must also break sym

metry before the boundary (similar to the type C period doubling in Fig. 5) so that each set of 

attracting nodes can annihilate with a set of saddles. The general structure just before the boun

dary is shown in Fig. 25. Figure 26 shows a sequence of Poincare sections moving away from 

the horn boundary outside. The first (3.15a) clearly shows the remnant of the unstable mani

folds of the complementary pair of period 5 saddles and their oscillatory approach towards the 

prior location of the pair of period 5 nodes. The following section (3.15b) shows how this wild 

oscillation at the old nodal site dies out and a circle develops. 
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Figure 25. Drawing showing segment of phase-locked circle having broken symmetry saddles 
and nodes, near hom boundary and approaching saddle node annihilation. Shows heteroclinic 
crossing between the saddle points. 
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Figure 26. Sequence of Poincare sections after saddle node annihilation (in Fig. 25). All at * 
«-392 ft C • 7.5 uF, and T, =• 10.365 ms. (a) At a point nearest hom boundary (but outside), 
/o(rms) * 0.971 mA. (b) 0.965 mA. 

As we move farther up the hom boundary, we cross period doubling lines and presumably 

die saddle points here also period double although these cases cannot be studied in much detail 

experimentally due to noise in the system. 

The upper boundary of the hom occurs when the expanding periodic attntctor contacts the 

scpantrix between it and the adjacent piece of the attractor. At this point an interior crisis 2 7 

occun and entrainment is lost. In Fig. 27 we show the attractorjust below and just above this 

boundary. Above the boundary the attractor makes a sudden jump in size, each piece now con

tacting the adjacent piece. 
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Figure 27. Poincare section showing crisis at upper boundary of horn. Both at R * -392 Q, C 
* 7.5 uF, t | » 10.300 ms. (a) Still phase locked, /o(rms)* 0.989 raA. (b) Loss of phase lock, 
/o(rms)* 0.991mA. 

3 J Overlapping Entrainnwnt Domains 
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It is possible for neighboring domains to overlap in some regions. When this occurs, the 

separatrices between the two attractors cannot be simple since they have different rotation 

numbers. We show such a case in Fig. 28, a Poincare section corresponding to the overlap of 

the 3/2 and 7/5 entrainment domains of region e, Fig. 20. Here there is a pair of period 2 attrac

tors surrounded by a period 5 aitractor. The unstable manifold of the period 5 saddle points are 

shown as it wraps around the period 2 attractors an infinite number of times. The stable mani

fold of the period 2 saddle points (not shown) crosses this manifold as it spirals outward (coun

terclockwise). Due to the peculiar kink in the period 5 manifold, the stable period 2 manifold 

crosses each winding of the shown manifold three times in succession. 

3.4 Entrainment Islands 

As is well known (e.g., see Rcf. 30), Hamiltonian systems can exhibit "resonance islands." 

In Hamiltonian systems there are no attractors or rcpellcrs, rather the phase space is foliated into 

invariant manifolds by the invariants of the system, e g . the energy. These manifolds can be tori 

and the case of a rational frequency ratio is referred to as a primary resonance. One can find an 

initial condition for which the Poincarc section for this resonance is a series of points. But for a 

nearby initial condition, the Poincare section will have the appearance of a set of small circles 

or "primary resonance islands," one encircling each of the points for the previous initial condi

tion. The Poincare map goes from one island to another with the same rotation number as 

before (the system is still in resonance) but now there is in addition a rotation about the islands 

for each iteration. When one looks closer, one finds "secondary resonances" and secondary 

islands located about ihcsc primary resonances, and so on ad infinitum. 

It is interesting that dissipativc systems can be attracted to such islands. In Fig. 29 wc 

show an entrainment domain in part of which attracting period 3 islands arc found. These 
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Figure 28. Overlapping entrainment domains (7/5 and 3/2) shown in initialized (see Sec. 1.2) 
Poincare sections, (a) Initialized at period 5 saddle point (arrow). Shows unstable manifold 
leading out to period 5 node and winding in to pair of period 2 foci. Parameters: I^rms) * 2.18 
mA, t , » 7.070 ms, R »-500 Q, C » 7.5 uF (see Fig, 20). (b) Enlargement, showing fine struc
ture and period 2 saddles (arrow). Note: initialization must be repeated many times (>100) to 
obtain these pictures. 
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Figure 29. Enirainment domain (1/3) in which a Hopf bifurcation to periodic "islands" occurs. 
Fixed parameters R • -500 Q, C * 5.42 uF. Small figures below show the structure in a typi
cal 2-D Poincare space for each region of the parameter space. Between the saddle-node (sn) 
and Hopf (H) bifurcations there must be a node-to-focus (nf) bifurcation which is not shown. 

islands appear through a Hopf bifurcation of an ordinary period 3 entrainment. In Fig. 30(a) we 

show a phase portrait of the islands with strobing superimposed. 
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Figure 30. (a) Phase portrait with sirobing superimposed, showing periodic "islands" for a 
point in region g of Fig. 29. (b) Frequency spectrum at same setting as in fcj. 

As in the case of a 2-torus, a point on the attractor can be described by two angles 9| and 

d 2 (see Sec. 2.3.3).. Only now 6, * a»lr/3 instead of o v since three cycles of co, are required to 

get back to the original circle in the Poincarc section. Thus the frequency spectra can contain 

the two-component harmonics of 0)t/3 and Oiv However, this is a symmetric attractor and so 
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only odd harmonics are found: 

mcoi 

where m and n are integers and m + n is odd. In the case presented, cov= 800 Hz (much higher 

than the other experiments in this paper), and coj is very close to coi/3. The frequency spectrum 

corresponding to Fig. 30(a) is given in Fig. 30(b). 

As seen in Fig. 29 there is strong hysteresis present In one region the islands coexist with 

a surrounding circle, and in another they coexist with a circle that is centered between them. 

These hysterenc regions terminate through variations of the homoclinic bifurcation, in which 

either the circle or the islands contact the period 3 saddle forming a homoclinic orbit connecting 

the three saddles in a single loop, or three loops, respectively. Beyond this point On parameter 

space) the circle or islands involved cease to exist. In Fig. 31(a)-(c) we show the three bifurca

tions of this type that were found. These Poincare sections were made by starting the system on 

one attractor just before its annihilation point and then adjusting the parameter through the 

bifurcation point The data represent a single transient from the annihilated attractor to die 

other attnxtor. They follow the unstable manifc J. of the period 3 saddle point involved iu this 

bifurcation. 

4 ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF THE SYSTEM 

Up to this point our theoretical "model'' has been Arnold's rather abstract theory of bifur

cations near points of resonance. That is, wc have measured Poincarc sections near points of 

resonance, both strong and weak, and compared them graphically to the theoretical model. Wc 

now present an entirely different kind of theoretical model and compare with (he data: wc 

return to the basic equation [Eq. (5)] of the physical system and numerically solve it under 
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Figure 31. Poincare sections of homoclinic bifurcations in progress (shows loss of stability and 
jump). Initializing system (Sec. 1.2) not used, (a) Corresponds to hc-a in Fig. 29, three circles 
contact three saddle points, the attracting circles vanish and a jump occurs along the unstable 
manifold of the saddles to the coexisting external circle when crossing the boundary from re
gion g to region f. (b) Reverse of (a) occurring at hc-b. Saddles contact outer circle and an in
ward jump occurs to the three islands when crossing the boundary from g to h. (c) Similar to 
(b) but here the circle losing stability does not surround the islands (hc-c). Jump occurs when 
crossing the boundary from i to h. 

several approximations for the relationship between H and B. This model is shown to generate 
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a noninveitible Poincare map of the plane, with important consequences for the dynamical 

behavior. We also develop another model for our physical system - a 2-D map determined 

directly from experimental data. This is accomplished by expanding the map in a 2-D Taylor 

expansion, with coefficients determined from sets of experimental data points. The objective is 

to obtain a model which can predict specific behavior of the system, e.g. the locus of points of 

resonance, the boundaries of phase-locked regions, and period doublings. 

4.1 Magnetic Cora Behavior 

Our basic problem here is to explore the relationship between the magnetic field H and 

the magnetic induction B in the core. This system it highly dependent on core dissipation due 

to magnetic hysteresis, a well a nonlinear inductance due to core saturation, so highly 

simplified models will be of little value. 

In the most general case (assuming uniform B and H) we would expect that the present 

values of B and H would be some complicated functional of the previous excitation of the core 

[which could be specified by IL{t) or VL(t)] and would also depend on the initial state of the 

core 5(f»0), which could be much more complicated than sijnply H(Q) and 5(0). Since 4 ( 0 

is related to / / ( / ) by Eq. (4) and VL(t) is related to B (r) by Eq. (3), we could in principle find 

H(t) as a functional of B (r) or vice versa: 

H«)mH[BV).Q<t'<t.S(.0)]. (21) 
Dealing with such a functional would be very difficult even if we knew what it was. so instead 

we will examine die behavior of the core at very low frequencies. Here we can make the 

approximation ( a discussed in Sec. 1.1) (hat H is a monotonic function of B which changes at 

die turning points of B, whenever B changes sign. At low frequency we can assume that H and 

B change sign simultaneously. This function can only depend on the previous turning points of 
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H (or cquivilemly of B) and the initial state of the core: 

H'H[B,H,,,S(.0)}. (22) 

where H„ are all prior turning points of H (i.e. where H and B * 0). This behavior suggests 

that it may be fruitful in some cases to consider the behavior in terms of a map from the state at 

one turning point to the next. This idea is further developed in Sec. 4.3.1. 

The complicated B-H behavior of the core is due to a combination of reversible (energy 

conserving) and irreversible (dissipativc) changes in the polarization of the magnetic domains. 

Just following a turning point in B, the reversible processes tend to dominate. These are typi

cally smooth Bloch wall motions (i.e. motion of the domain boundaries) at low B, and smooth 

domain rotation at high B. In this region dB/BH is low. After a while these smooth motions 

tend to get stopped at imperfections in the core material. These are passed in irreversible jumps 

resulting in minute jumps in 5 . Here dB/BH steepens. Ultimately B is limited by saturation 

when all domains point in the same direction. The work done on the core can be obtained using 

Eqs.(3)and(4): 

V/MJVLILdt*\LABHitmLAJHdB. (23) 

This snows thai the energy dissipated in a cycle is proportional to the area enclosed by the hys

teresis loop. 

4.2 Scaling Properties 

In this section we will explore ways in which the system can be "scaled" to give 

equivalent behavior at some new set of parameters. In so doing we will discover how many 

parameters must be varied to cover all distinct modes of behavior. 
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From Eq. (5), 

W - i / 0 s i n ( a ) l O - - ^ - 5 - - 2 ^ B . (24) 

If B changes slowly enough, then H depends on the path taken by B (as could be specified by 

the turning poinu) but not how fast that path is traversed. This means that we can consider 

changing the frequency as well as the other parameters. Let 8 «co tr, then 

tf-a^e-orjjl-a,^-. (23) 

where 

ft ft2Attt n2AC(ii} 
a , T / ° ' a i " ~ i w r i , n d a j - L • 

Thus in this approximation we need to vary only three parameters to cover all distinct behavior 

patterns. Any change in the parameters that leaves the a's unchanged will not effect the type of 

behavior the system exhibits; thus we obtain the scaling constraints: 

4 / 0 - 1 . — T ± L • 1 and r - 5 - - I . (26) 
L R L 

where the * indicates that this is the ratio of the new value of the parameter to its original value. 

Using Eqs. (3) and (4) we find 

VV • /H «t, l'L - — and f - l / a ) | , (27) 
if 

where the " indicates that this is the ratio of the variable with the new parameters (at the new 

time) to its original value (at the old time). 

In the general case where H is some functional of the previous history of B(jt), we must 

also require <», • 1 in order to scale the system. In this case we need four parameters to fully 

explore the behavior of the system (e.g. /<>, <&\, R, and C). 

In the experiments presented in this paper (near 100 Hz) the low frequency scaling rela

tions for <at * 1 are found to be only roughly correct. However, if R is varied slightly from the 

value it should have from Eq. (26). a value can be found for which nearly identical behavior is 
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found at the new frequency. It is believed that this adjustment can compensate for a slight 

change in dissipation per cycle in the magnetic core at the new frequency. For most of the data 

presented, only three parameters are varied: /<>. a>\. and R. 

4.3 Irreversible Differential Equation Model 

In Section 4.Z we saw that the behavior of the forced system could be described by Eq. 

(25), a differential equation in H andfl. Clearly we must be able to express H M a function of 

B in order to have a solvable model for the behavior of the system. Since we are operating at 

low frequencies (typically 100 Hz), we can make the approximation that the core is in 

quasiequilibrium. Then there will be some monotonic relation between B and H, and this rela

tion will change (because of magnetic hysteresis) whenever B changes sign. The resultant 

equation of motion is irreversible. As B is changed continuously in one direction, and particu

larly as it approaches saturation, it is reasonable to expect the core to "forget" its previous his

tory as the magnetic domains become aligned in nearly the same direction. H(B) approaches 

the saturation curve HS(B) which is the same each cycle. The state of the core (under these 

conditions) can be described by a single variable, H or B, without any significant dependence 

on previous histcy. Thus, when the turning point of the magnetic induction, Bjf, occurs well 

into the saturation region, we can expect that the function H (B) which is followed until the next 

turning point can be represented approximately as a function of Brr, i.e. H = H (fl J}Tr )• 

Most of the dynamics described in this paper occur under conditions where the magnetic 

core is going from near saturation in one direction to near saturation in the other. We can there

fore use the approximations just discussed to develop an empirical model for the H(B) function 

which can be used in Eq. (25) to approximately describe the dynamics of this system. We have 

chosen a form roughly based on the observed dynamics in the B-H plane, but left certain 
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coefficients free to be varied (within reasonable limits) to obtain the best agreement between the 

Hopf bifurcation line of the model and that of the actual system (see Fig. 4). In this model the 

saturation hysteresis loop is represented by the function 

Hs(.B)MfBs + j , (28) 

where w and / are constants. This is the increasing branch of the loop, the decreasing one is 

related due to core symmetry, i.e. it is just j B 5 - w/2. The parameter w can be thought of as 

die width of the loop, since it is the difference between the increasing and decreasing branches. 

A fifth power w u chosen for Hs (B) because it was a good fit to the observed curve. However, 

the exact function is not critical to the behavior of the model; qualitatively very similar results 

can be obtained using a cubic (unction or even an inverse tangent function. 

As stated previously, HS(B) must describe the asymptotic behavior of H(B). Thus H(B) 

is given by Hs (B) plus a term which decays as B increases. In order to obtain a simple model 

we chose a decay function which decays completely to zero for some finite change in B, 

corresponding to die approximation that past history is completely eliminated beyond a certain 

point. The form used is 

H{B)~HS(.B) + HD(B), (29) 
where die decay term HD (S) is given by 

-*{&•& + B0 - B )2/B$ for B£Bjp+BD 

0 for B ZBTI>+BD 
H0(B)' 

BD is a decay constant, and B^ is the last turning point for B. This model is only to be used 

when the oscillations always result in a change in B between mming points greater than BD. 

Otherwise a more complicated model is required, such as one in which H{B) depends on 

several (or all) previous turning points of B. The exact form of the decay function is of course 

very difficult to determine experimentally, but the dynamics do not appear to be strongly depen

dent on the form used, provided it merges smoothly (i.e. continuous first derivative) with the 

saturation curve and that the decay length (here B0) can be adjusted. It should be emphasized 
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that this model for H(B) results in making Eq. (25) an irreversible differential equation. This is 

because H(B) depends on Bjf, the previous turning point To follow the equation in reverse, 

we would need to know B-& before reaching it As it turns out it is impossible to And the 

proper value of Bjf to use because the solution to the reversed equation is not unique. This will 

be discussed further in Sees. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. 

The dynamics of Eq. (25) were explored numerically using a 4th order Runge-Kutta 

method 3 1. Our experimental estimates for the parameters are: / =60, W=3.3, and flo=0.4. In 

order to attempt to compensate for a variety of effects not included in the model, we adjusted 

these slightly, obtaining a reasonable (it to the experiment bifurcation set with / - 6 0 , 

W • 4.00, and BD • 0.357. The resultant Hopf bifurcation line and points of resonance are 

compared with the experimental line in Fig. 32. The model also exhibits entrainment horns and 

other features in qualitative correspondence to those observed experimentally (Fig. 4). The 

main difference is the greater slope of the Hopf bifurcation line of the model relative to that 

observed. No reasonable adjustment of the three model parameters will correct this difference 

nor does any alternate form tried for the saturation curve such as a cubic function or an inverse 

tangent function. It is possibly the result of some departure of the real system from our quasis-

tatic approximation. 

In Fig. 33 we show typical phase portraits for the model for a 1:1 phase-locked case [Fig. 

33(a)] and a quasiperiodic case [Fig. 33(b)]. As can be seen, these compare quite well with 

similar experimental results given in Figs. 2(a) and (b). 
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Figure 32. Comparison of points of resonance resulting from the differential equation model 
with those from the experiment. The sure points are shown as on the H line in Fig. 4. The 
parameters were adjusted for exact agreement with experiment at the 3/2 point 
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Figure 33. Typical phase portraits generated by the model, (a) 1:1 phase locking, below the 
line of Hopf bifurcation, cf. Fig. 2(a). (b) Quasiperiodic, above the line of Hopf bifurcation, cf. 
Fig. 2(b). 

4J.1 Reduction to a Noninvtrxible Planar Map 

The process of merging with the saturation curve HS(B) corresponds to the contraction of 

the dynamical system to a lower dimensional phase space. Before the merging has occurred, we 

need to know B and fl^ - to represent the state of the core, and VL and 0 (the inductor voltage 

and the phase of the driver, respectively) - to represent the state of the driver and linear com

ponents. But after H(B) merges with HS(B), the dependence of the model on BTP vanishes 

and the phase space is three-dimensional. We can eliminate one dimension by defining a Poin-

care section and studying the dynamics of the mapping defined by successive intersections of 

the orbit with this surface of section. The logical choice is to use the section defined by VL » 0, 
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since this is the turning point for the magnetic induction B and therefore the point of maximum 

saturation. Thus the Poincare space is two-dimensional - one dimension represents the state of 

the core (e.g. B or H or 1L), and one represents the state of the driver (e.g. 9 oris). Note that 

most of the experimental Poincare section data given in this paper are in the (/{., h) space 

strobed at VL « 0. 

The differential equation model [Eq. (25) with Eq. (29) for H(fl)] can easily be used to 

generate the corresponding Poincare map. In Fig. 34 we show a typical example, produced by 

iterating a square grid through the mapping. This is actually a half cycle map (see Sec. 2.3.1), 

i.e.. we follow the differential equation from a positive turning point initial condition to a nega

tive turning point and then take the complement of the result (by changing the sign of 4 and /$ 

to give us another positive turning point state. This gridworic representation gives us a com

plete description of a two-dimensional map in a single, figure. It is also the clearest way to show 

the noninvertibility of the mapping, since one can easily see that it folds over onto itself so that 

there are two choices for the pre-iterate of a given point There is a line in the Poincare space 

where the Jacobian (denned in Sec. 4.3.3) of the mapping is zero, as shown in Fig. 34(a). This 

is the line which maps into the fold in Fig. 34(b). On one side of this line the Jacobian is posi

tive (the right side), so the map is orientation preserving, while the other side of the line has 

negative Jacobian and is orientation reversing. This line is very important to the dynamics and 

is discussed further in Sec. 4.3.2. 

4- 32 Effects of Irreversibility 

We would first of all like to point out the fact that Arnold's theory for diffcomorphisms 

may still be applied in spite of the global noninvcnibiliiy of ihc mapping. This is because the 

mapping may be considered locally invcrtiblc near the fixed point, i.e. for a given point near the 
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Figure 34. The 2-D Poincare map for the model, shown by iterating a grid pattern. At this 
parameter setting, the attractor is phase locked at a 1/5 rotation and has period doubled once. 
[This actually corresponds in the experiment to a point in the 7:5 horn just past symmetry 
breaking, see Eq. (17) and Fig. 22(a).] (a)Shows grid pattern, attractor (points) connected by 
dashed lines showing the iteration sequence, and zero Jacobian line, (b) Iterate of the grid pat-
em. The fold is the iterate of (he zero Jacobian line. 

fixed point the inverse mapping of this point is unique if we require that it also be near the fixed 

point. Typically there will be a second value for the inverse mapping, but it will be far from the 
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fixed point and will have no effect on the local dynamics. 

While it is expected that high order phase lockings will follow circle map behavior 3' 6 

when near the critical "chaos" line in the parameter space, low order phase lockings can exhibit 

more complex behavior patterns not adequately described by a (1-D) circle map, requiring at 

least a 2-D map model The irreversibility of the map can also play an important role in the 

dynamics. For an orientation preserving map, both eigenvalues of a fixed point (if real) must 

have the same sign. Also a 2-D map must always be orientation preserving near a fbcus (or 

spiral fixed point). In Fig. 22(a) we showed the symmetry breaking of a period 5 fixed point. 

This occurred when one eigenvalue of this periodic fixed point became less than -1. In a rever

sible orientation preserving map, the other eigenvalue would have to be negative as well, but 

this eigenvalue is observed (in the experimental system) to be positive. This is possible because 

one of the points on the period 5 orbit has (as we moved up the bom) crossed the line of zero 

Jacobian as shown for the model in Fig. 34. This makes the Jacobian negative and requires that 

the eigenvalues be of opposite sign. This can effect Use qualitative structure of the bifurcations 

within the entrainment horns. The bifurcation pattern shown in Fig. 21 cannot occur for a 2-D 

reversible orientation preserving map. The reason is that the sequence of lines labeled sb, x2. 

.... x « , and com all intersect the left boundary of the horn. At the points of intersection we 

must have eigenvalues of +1 and -1 (+1 for the saddle-node at the boundary and -1 for the 

period doubling); hence the map must exhibit orientation reversal. We know that the map also 

exhibits a Hopf bifurcation; and since this is a bifurcation of a fbcus, ft requires an orientation 

preserving map. In order for a tu. j to exhibit both reversing and preserving regions, it must 

(for nondegenerate cases) exhibit a folding character as shown in Fig. 34 and hence be irreversi

ble. This restriction does; not apply to higher dimensional maps since these will have additional 

eigenvalues whose signs can be adjusted so as to maintain a positive Jacobian and allow a 

reversible map under the conditions described. Hence the experimental bifurcation pattern 

shown in Fig. 21 can be exhibited by invcrtiblc or noninvcrtibic maps of dimension greater than 
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2, but only by noninveniblc maps of dimension equal to 2. 

433 Numerical Methods Used in the Model 

The locations of the points of resonance for the model as shown in Fig. 32 were deter

mined using the Jacobian matrix for the mapping. For an arbitrary mapping X' • F(X) the Jaco

bian matrix is given by: 

'*-£?• (3i) 

The determinant of this matrix is the Jacobian J. In the present application, the Poincare space 

is two-dimensional, so J is a 2 x 2 matrix. Since the mapping is defined by integrating the dif

ferential equation model J must also be determined numerically. This can be done by iterating 

two points which are very close together, i.e. 
JJtoxlFJZ + Tty-rj.X-XidVTDi, (32) 

where Dp is a small displacement in the 0 direction. The dm step to locate a particular point of 

resonance in the parameter space is to f i the fixed point in the Poincare space for some param

eter setting thought to be near the resonance point. It is quite impractical to do this by repeat

edly iterating the map, because the fixed point is on the verge of instability and will exhibit 

exceedingly long decay times. However, if XQ is the Axed point, then locally the mapping is 

given approximately by the linear relation 

X'=Xo + J ( X - X o ) . (33) 
thus 

X o s d - ^ - ' l F O O - J X l . (34) 
Successive iterations of this estimation procedure for XQ rapidly converge, provided the initial 

point was not too far away. The second step IO locating the points of resonance is to look at the 
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eigenvalues of J. They must be of the form 

e± • exp(±iflp Iq) • AtfaBo, 
where p iq is the rational rotation number (for the half cycle map) corresponding to that point of 

resonance. If the eigenvalues of the fixed point for parameter setting P are actually 

A (P) + \B (P), then an estimate for the location of the resonance point P 0 can be made by look

ing at the local variation of A (P) and B (P) with P. Define 

(35) 
fdA/dPt dAlBPi 

C " dBlBPi BB/dP2 • 
* • 

The components of C can be determined numerically using small deviations in the parameters 

PlvidPi,c.g.,dA/dPi*[A(P +5fi)-i4(/» -5 fi)]/2S^i The location of the fixed point may 

change when P is changed by 6^ l t so it must be relocated before A and B can be determined. 

The estimate for/»0 is then given by 

PosP+C- ' - A0-A 
B0-B (36) 

Successive iterations of this procedure rapidly determine P 0 for a particular resonance point to 

high accuracy. 

43.4 Corrections to the Model 

We will now briefly discuss a few modifications which can be made to improve the model 

for H(B), Eq. (29). These fall into three general categories: (1) functional changes, (2) time 

dependent effects, and (3) higher dimensional effects. 

(1) The most obvious changes to consider arc to improve the accuracy of the functions 

HS{B) and HD(B). We used a fifth power for HS(B), but this function could instead be 

expanded in a Taylor scries of several terms, or represented by a sequence of data points deter-
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mined experimentally: A similar improvement could be made for the function HD (B), e.g., the 

decay length BD could be made dependent on the turning point Bjp and the functional form 

may be modified to more accurately agree with experimental measurements. 

(2) Deviations from the approximation of quasistatic field changes in the core may be 

corrected for an improved model It is found experimentally that H is slightly increased when 

5 is nonzero. If we assume that AH •« B, then this is equivalent to having an effective resis

tance RB in parallel with the quasistauc model 

(3) Increasing the dimensionality of the model is to be avoided if possible, since this will 

complicate the numerical computations. However, a discussion of tb? higher dimensional 

effects is useful since it may lead to insight into how u correct the model to compensate for 

these effects without increasing its dimension. The higher dimensionality arises when the H(B) 

function does not completely merge with the saturation curve HS(B), and when the core retains 

some "memory" of earlier turning points in B. In our model we have artificially eliminated 

such effects by making the decay term HD(B) go to zero when B has changed by BD. In a 

more realistic model we would expect some kind of exponential decay, never going completely 

to zero. Thus there remains some remnant of past history, the true dimensionality being effec

tively infinite. However, so long as these higher dimensional effects are small, one can hope to 

compensate for them and retain a 2-D Poincare section for the model One approach would be 

to apply some correction term to the Poincare map (as generated by the differential cqurition) 

which compensated for the fcet that H(B) for the experimental system was slightly displaced 

from the saturation curve Hs (B). 
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4.4 Measuring the Map Coefficients - Experimentally Determined 2-D Taylor Expan

sion 

The reduction from a now to a mapping is a very useful one since the mapping exhibits all 

of the important dynamics of the flow while being much easier to analyze. Unfortunately, this 

reduction cannot be accomplished analytically for most differential equations. Instead, we have 

decided to try another approach here - expanding the map in a 2-D Taylor expansion and deter

mining the coefficients. Since our differential equation model is not in perfect agreement with 

the observed behavior, we make this expansion directly from experimental data, attempting to 

improve the agreement between the bifurcation set of the model and of the experiment. 

The expansion must be carried out in both parameter space and in Poincare variable space. 

We have chosen to make the parameter expansion about the center point on the line of Hopf 

bifurcation - the 3:2 resonance point (see Fig. 4), and the Poincare variable expansion about the 

central focus which undergoes the Hopf bifurcation. Nonlinear terms through third order in the 

Poincare space are crucial to the dynamics when near the Hopf bifurcation. While it is true that 

the Hopf bifurcation of a map can be reduced to a complex normal form 1 2 having just a single 

nonlinear (cubic) term, we were also interested in folding (irreversibility) of the map, a proper 

description of which may require a more complex knowledge of the nonlinearities than a single 

term. Therefore, we have carried out a full expansion to third order. For a 2-D expansion in IL 

and Is, this entails four linear terms, six quadratic terms, and eight cubic terms: 
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V - 4 ^ / 4 + 4 1 5 / 5 (37) 

+AUL IL+AUS II h +4LSJ IS 

+Amr. Ir+Ain.t 1^1$ +Arm I[. If +^^555 If 

h'^Asi II +A& Is 

+A5U, l£ + AsLS It h +A$ss If 

+ 4jUi It. +Agjj li Is +Asi£s /(, If + Assm Is 

There are no constant terms because we have shifted the coordinates (/t, Is) so that the central 

focus is at (0, 0). We restrict the parameter dependence to the linear coefficient:. 

Mu.MtfMst.awMjj. A linear expansion in the parameters x ( and /<> requires three terms ftr 

each linear coefficient: 

ALL mA(K, Auo +Afu At| +A{JJ A/Q (38) 

4cs mAfn, Auo +Atfr AXi +Am A/Q 

ASL "Am. ASH, +ASU- Ax, ^Agj A/ 0 

Ass "4ML Asso +4jyr At| +Asst MQ 

where At, and A/ 0 are the displacements from the location of the 3:2 resonance point (located at 

X\~ 10.8 ms and/o = 1.22 mA), and 4 W is a nonlinear correction factor used to correct the cur

vature of the Hopf bifurcation line, which is approximaicly unity for small displacements. The 

form used f o r 4 M is: 

Am. » 1 + An At? + Av At, A / 0 + A „ A/„2 (39) 

The reason for keeping so many terms is to obtain some degree of quantitative agreement with 

experiment, both for the bifurcation set in parameter space and for the attractor(s) in Poincarc 

space. 

The linear coefficients and their parameter dependence were determined by examining the 

attractor for a number of parameter values. These parameter values were all chosen to be in the 
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quasiperiodic regime, slightly above the Hopf bifurcation line (hereafter referred to as the H 

line). Here the attractor is a set of points lying approximately on an ellipse which is centered on 

the unstable focus, which is the origin of our expansion. The four linear coefficients can be 

approximately determined from four features of this attracting ellipse: (1) the rotation number, 

i.e. the average angular jump around the ellipse between successive points; (2) the Jacobian of 

the mapping - this is approximately unity if very close to the H line (as is the case); (3) the 

eccentricity of the ellipse; and (4) the angular tilt of the major axis of the ellipse. The eccentri

city and tilt are easy to determine by inspection and arc found to only change slightly along the 

H line. The rotation number ii known accurately from previous measurements locating the 

poinu of resonance (having rational rotation number). In addition to the behavior along the H 

line, we also need the behavior transverse to it This is more difficult, since the Jacobian is no 

longer equal to unity when we move away from the H line. This generally requires using ini

tialization techniques (see Sec. 1.2). For points above the H line we initialize the system near 

die central focus, and observe the outward spiral of the orbit Sufficiently close to the central 

focus, the nonlinear terms will be negligible and the linear terms can be determined to fit the 

experimental sequence of poinu. Following this procedure the linear coefficienu were deter-

Auo « 1.082499, AISQ —7.576032. A ^ -0.286668, Asso —1.082499. 
AUJ —0.26553, Aisr - 1.1066. A ^ —0.0013991, / t O T —0.19248, 
Aw 1.0051, Au,—22.464 , Asu -0.36103, A ^ —4.7891. 

Knowledge of the linear terms is all that is needed to locate (he H line and poinu of reso

nance. The linear expansion in the parameters, however, is only accurate near the point in 

parameter space we are expanding about, i.e. the 3:2 resonance point In order to obtain some 

degree of long range agreement we found it necessary to modify the linear expansion. How

ever, rather than going to a full quadratic expansion in the parameters, we have chosen instead 

to use a nonlinear correction factor A N L [Eq. (39)] requiring only three additional coefficients. 
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rather than 12. These arc adjusted mainly to correct the curvature of the H line to improve 

agreement widi experiment. Using Ayr » -0.02266, A v » -0.37898, and An * -1.5512, we 

obtain the results shown in Fig. 35, in which the H line for the model is compared with the 

experimental H line. As can be seen, agreement is excellent near the 3:2 point, but deteriorates 

slightly towards the end points. 

In order to detennine all 14 nonlinear coefficients (through 3rd order), a more sophisti

cated approach must be taken than that used to determine the linear coefficients. By taking a 

sequence of points in the experimental Poincare section, which are sufficiently far from the ori

gin to make nonlinear effects important, we use the method of least squares 3 1 to determine the 
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Figure 35. Comparison of the points of resonance resulting from the measured map coefficient 
model with those of the experiment (same points as in Figs. 32 and 4). 
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set of coefficients giving the best fit of the approximation to the experimental mapping between 

successive data points. This method requires one to invert a large matrix, and thus must be car

ried out on a digital computer. We took data for an outward spiraling transient (from which we 

used 13 successive data points) leading to a 19:13 phase-locked attractor (from which all 13 

points were used). The atrractor was far enough out that it deviated significantly from a cen

tered ellipse, but still close enough to the origin that higher order terms (beyond cubic) might 

reasonably be neglected. The transient was imponanc for the proper determination of the linear 

coefficients. The result of this calculation is the set of nonlinear coefficients given below: 

Am,—0.014745, Aus*.0.42672, ^UJ—3.1192, 
/tju,—0.020851, ^ - 0 . 2 3 4 9 5 , -*iss—1.5591. 
Auu.m-0.047467. Mjiu-0.15150. Mu.a-0.094472. ^ U J J - 1 . 0 6 6 7 , 

-4 s t U l »-0.0084103. i 4 a u - 0 . 0 5 6 6 9 0 . i 4 a s s - -0 .12257 . AJSO—0.39779. 
The mapping thus determined agrees quite well with the experimental dau poinu, the rms error 

for all points being about 1% of the range of the data set. 

In Fig. 36 we show the boundary of the 3:2 horn from experiment (solid line) and model 

(dashed line). Also shown is the interior line which marks the first period doubling bifurcation. 

Agreement is fairly good considering that we only carried out the parameter expansion for the 

linear coefficients. 

This represents the first attempt (to the author's knowledge) to accurately measure the 

coefficients for a 2-D damping directly from a dynamical system. The approach of expanding 

as a Taylor scries has shown some degree of quantitative agreement with a complex physical 

system. The accuracy of the results should be expected to improve dramatically if the order of 

the expansion is increased, with coefficients calculated from a larger data set. This approach 

may be valuable for other systems which, due to their complexity, cannot be modeled accu

rately with a differential equation based on first principles. High dimensional systems will gen

erally exhibit low dimensional dynamics when near an instability, such as Hopf bifurcation, and 

thus can (when near the instability at least) be accurately described by a low dimensional 
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The driven symmetric nonlinear magnetic oscillator described by Eq. (5) has a very rich 

dynamical behavior, for which extensive data has been presented. An overall view of the 

behavior is given by Fig. 4, in the parameter space (/<>. t t ) . A dominant feature is the Hopf 

bifurcation to quasipcriodicity, together with the formation of entrainment horns and hysteresis. 

Within a horn there are period doubling cascades, internal crises, and loss of entrainment. 
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Between horns die system follows a quasiperiodic route: loss of smoothness of the Poincare 

section at an irrational rotation number followed onset of chaos. Also observed are symmetry-

breaking bifurcations and bomociinic bifurcations. The system exhibits a Hopf bifurcation 

from an entrained state to periodic islands, similar to those found in Hamiltonian systems. 

Phenomena near and on the phase locking boundaries have been explored in detail. Bifur

cations near points of resonance arc observed, and can be understood from Arnold's theory of 

venal deformations of the plane. By a novel technique of repeated initializations of the system 

we observe "hidden" behavior (e.g. motion on both unstable and stable manifolds of saddle 

points) in a 2-D Poincare space and compare to the theory, with excellent agreement Much of 

the complex behavior observed, including multiple auractors and hysteresis, are found to result 

from the behavior at these resonance points. Wc believe that this is the first detailed study of 

strong resonance in a physical system. 

Important properties of the behavior related to symmetry arc explored. The concept of a 

half-cycle map is developed which explains much of the observed behavior such as the 

existence of two types of resonance points - symmetrical and asymmetrical, how their order q 

is related to the frequency ratio MIN, why a symmetry breaking bifurcation may precede a 

period doubling sequence, and why a complementary band merging may follow a band merging 

sequence (of the chaotic auractor). Symmetrical quasipcriodic auractors containing only odd 

2-component harmonics arc observed [Fig. 2(b) and (c)] and explained (Sec. 2.3.3). 

In a second, and quite different, kind of theoretical analysis, a differential equation model 

is developed, based on empirical properties of the magnetic core, which gives good qualitative 

agreement with the physical system in terms of the bifurcation patterns observed and the locus 

in parameter space of the points of resonance. This model leads to a noninvertiblc map of the 

plane, with important consequences for some of the behavior exhibited. 
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Based on the assumption that a 2-D mapping could represent an accurate model for the 

physical system, this mapping has been expanded as a 2-D Taylor scries with the coefficients 

measuredfrom experimental data. The resultant model shows improved quantitative agreement 

with experiment for its bifurcation sec over the differential equation model, as well as being fas

ter to analyze numerically. Specifically, good agreement is found between this model and the 

data for the actual locus in parameter space of the Hopf bifurcation line, horn boundaries, and 

period doubling boundary line. Similar techniques could be useful in modeling other physical 

systems which are too complex to be described by a differential equation based on first princi

ples. These modeling techniques may have applications in engineering as well as in the study 

of other nonlinear phenomena. 
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PART 3: 

NOISE RISE IN JOSEPHSON JUNCTIONS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This part of the thesis is concerned with a practical problem - an anomalous "noise rise" 

that w u observed to occur in Josephson Junction parametric amplifiers. A theory is presented 

which offers an explanation for this effect The theory is based on a "dynamical systems" 

approach to the problem, the results of which may be applied to a broad class of similar sys

tems. Predictions are made which may be tested in future experiments. 

About a dozen years ago, the first Josjphson junction parametric amplifiers were built and 

studied.1 "6 These devices achieved good signal gain of electromagnetic radiation in the difficult 

frequency range - 1 - 100 GHz, a range important for astrophysical observations. Unfor

tunately, these amplifiers have proven impractical because of a noise problem - the so-called 

noise rise 3* 7 - previously unseen in other kinds of parametric amplifiers. Typically, one 

expects the ratio of signal amplification G, to broadband noise amplification G„ to be a con

stant for a given device, independent of parameter settings: this ratio is proportional to the noise 

temperature T characterizing the amplifier. The Joscphson devices, however, display a noise 

temperature which is an increasing function of C,: that is, the greater the signal gain, the worse 

the signal-to-noise ratio, until the noise output overwhelms the coherent signal. 

Although a variety of explanations have been forwarded. 3 - 1 4 this noise rise phenomenon 

remains an open problem. The purpose of this paper is to examine a new mechanism that 
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results in a gain-dependent noise temperature. This theory exploits very recently developed 

insights linking parametric amplification to the generic properties of nonlinear dynamical sys

tems near the onset of simple bifurcations.1 5 - 1 7 Besides generating a noise rise like that 

observed in past experiments, the theory leads tc . number of predictions to enable future 

experiments to determine whether the present mechanism is truly at play. 

The idea that any time-periodic dynamical system can be used as a parametric amplifier 

near a simple bifurcation point has been supported by experiments involving nuclear magnetic 

resonance lawn, 1 6 electrical analog circuits,13 Barium Sodium Nlobate crystals,18 and a 

mechanical "bouncing ball" system. 1 9' 2 0 The reason why general quantitative statements can 

be made about small-signal amplification properties in such diverse physical systems rests on 

ideas from bifurcation theory. Near an instability, the relevant phase space dimension typically 

reduces to a very small number - for the cases relevant to this paper, the effective dynamics 

reduces to a one dimensional phase space. This reduction of dimension results in so-called 

"universal" behavior, with results that arc independent of physical details. Although this 

universality holds only close to the bifurcation point, it is precisely near such points that 

parametric amplifiers achieve 'ugh gaia This happy coincidence is the linchpin of the theory 

presented in this paper. 

Previous attempts to explain the origin of the noise rise have all examined directly the 

specific circuit equations governing the dynamics of Josephson junction parametric 

amplifiers.8'14 A succinct and informative review of many of these theories may be found in 

Ref.10. With one exception, which suggested that the noise rise is due to deterministic 

chaos, 1 2 , 1 3 these explanations involve the presence of external noise, as we do here. Of these 

theories, the work presented here has most in common with the idea of the "phase instability" 

(invoked by Chioo ct al. for the 4-photon mode7 ) and the noise-induced hopping picture 

(described by Miracky and Clarice for the 3-photon mode 1 4). The essential ingredient in each 

of these is that the amplifier dynamics can have multiple solutions - in dynamical systems 
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parlance, there can be cotxisnng attractors - and external noise con "kick" the system back 

and forth between tiiese stable solutions. In each case, analog simulations of the governing cir

cuit equation supported this basic picture. 

A major difference between previous work and the present paper is that, rather than 

proceed from a direct analysis of the circuit equations valid for the Josephson junction devices, 

we focus on die universal dynamics valid in the neighborhood of a bifurcation point. (The 

appropriate "universality class" depends only on the type of bifurcation encountered; conse

quently, toe 3-photon mode is described by a different normal form than is the 4-photon mode, 

at explained in Sec. 3.) This new approach should be viewed as complementary to the body of 

work based on die detailed drcuit equations. The present tiieory has certain advantages, bodi in 

its power to explain previous observations and to make several new, experimentally testable 

predictions. On die odierhand, die weakness of this approach is that it only predicts die scaling 

bekmior for the parameter dependence of various physical quantities, and not their absolute 

magniatdts. For examrJg, we do not quote values for die noise temperature in degrees Kelvin, 

nor do we explain die physical origin of die random external fluctuations (eg. shot noise, John

son noise, etc.). Because of diis complementary relationship, we try to make contact between 

die results of titis study and previous dieories wherever possible. 

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 briefly describes die previous noise-free 

dieories of die 3- and 4-photon modes, and recaps die recent insights linking dynamical instabil

ities and parametric ampuTicciion. Sec. 3 discusses in detail die reduced "normal form" equa

tions appropriate for each mode. The results of digital and analog simulations of these reduced 

equations are presented in Sec. 4, examining in detail the properties of die noise rise in each of 

die two modes. Analytic expressions for die signal gain and die noise gain, valid in certain lim

iting parameter regimes, are derived in Sec. 5, and compared wiih die simulations. Sec. 6 is 

devoted to a discussion of how to apply die results to experimental data, and provides a number 

of specific predictions for future experiments. Applying this general ihoory to two new 
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situations is the focus of Sec. 7. We discuss the possibility (and potential advantages) of 

operating the Josephson junction parametric amplifier in a 6-photon mode, and also discuss the 

relevance of the general theory to an entirely different system, namely modulated semiconduc

tor lasers. Finally, die results are summarized ia Sec. 8, with a brief look at what tiwse results 

suggest about the ttieoretical optimal performance of parametric amplifiers. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Josephson junction parametric amplifiers have been built using a variety of arrangements, 

employing either single junctions (microbridges,1 point contacts,2 or tunnel junctions 6) or an 

array of many junctions in series.3 The noise rise has been observed in all of these designs. The 

fact that the noise-free performance is well understood theoretically for these devices suggests 

that the deterministic theories contain much of the essential dynamics. Therefore, it is 

worthwhile to review briefly these analyses - which are based on a direct attack on the govern

ing circuit equations - and to compare them with the recent results revealed by the general 

approach to the nonlinear dynamics of bifurcating dynamical systems. We consider the 3- and 

4-photon modes separately, with an emphasis on those aspects that have a bearing on the noise 

rise phenomenon. 

2.1 Three-Photon M o d e 2 1 - 2 2 

The basic model of the Josephson junction parametric amplifier is depicted schematically 

in Figure 1. In dimcnsionlcss form, the governing circuit equation has the form 
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I = I c sin* 

V- fi- H 
v " 2e dt 

Figure 1. Schematic model of the resistively shunted Josephson junction parametric amplifier. 
The cross represents the idealized junction through which supercurrent flows. C, K, and Ie are 
the capacitance, resistance, and critical current, respectively. 

(1) $ + P;" w ^+sin#«A +Bcos(<iy)+Ccos({i),f+8) 
where + is the difference between the phases of the wavefunction across the junction, p e is the 

McCumber parameter, and <4, &, C are the external voltage drives at zero, pump, and signal 

frequencies, respectively. The McCumber parameter can be expressed in terms of the system's 

critical current / e , capacitance C, resistive shunt R, electron charge «, and the reduced Planck's 

constant M, as P c »2tRlCltflk. Equation (1) represents an idealization of the physical system; 

for example it neglects the quasipanicle current across the junction, and ignores the presence of 

tuning circuits) necessary to couple the device to the external world. It is generally believed 

that these complications affect only the details of the amplifier's performance, and not its essen

tial behavior. Of course, since the noise rise is not yet understood, the importance of these 

"details" cannot be ruled out; however, the mechanism discussed in this paper is insensitive to 

their presence. 

In the 3-photon mode, the (small) signal has frequency m, nearly equal to one half the 

pump frequency <ap. It is convenient to introduce the small parameter A which measures the 

detuning of a>, from i o y : 
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A » c o , - i ( D , , (2) 

Direct analysis of nonlinear equations such as (1) is a notoriously difficult task; nonetheless, by 

truncating the contribution of higher harmonics generated by the simp term, an expression for 

G, can be derived, which is a complicated function of all the parameters appearing in Eq. (1): 

G, • G, (P e , A , B, <ar, a>,). In the limit of zero detuning, one can show that parameter values 

exist for which G, diverges, leading to an "infinite gain" condition. 2 1* 2 2 (The possibility of 

divergence stems from the fact that the calculations are linearized about the C - 0 solution of 

Eq. (1).) It was also shown that the infinite gain condition coincides with the condition for the 

onset of a period doubling bifurcation. This fact has proved to be a useful rule of thumb for 

locating high-gain regions of parameter space in experiments.14 

From the dynamical systems perspective, the coincidence of a bifurcation point and very 

high parametric gain is a general phenomenon.13 For example, any 7-periodic system close to a 

period doubling bifurcation will amplify small signals of frequency co, near -KIT (or 3 » T , 

5JC/7\ etc.). Moreover, the scaling of the expected gain is universal: a linearized theory , s shows 

that the gain depends on two parameters only, 

C - O ^ + S 2 ) " 1 (3) 

where 5 is proportional to the detuning A, and u. is the bifurcation parameter, with u.«0 at the 

bifurcation point. For example, if Eq. (1) suffers a period doubling when A »A* - holding all 

other parameters fixed - then one takes \i~(A -A.)/A.. The proportionality constants will 

depend on the details of the governing equation: experimental determination of these constants 

is discussed in Sec. 6. 

From Eq. (3), we recover the infinite gain result for zero detuning at the bifurcation point 

Of course, this formula must break down when the gain gets too large (i.e. for u. too close to 

zero), at which point nonlinear effects must be included. The appropriate nonlinear theory has 

been developed for period doubling systems, and a variety of interesting phenomena arc 

observed.23 For example, one effect is a shift of the bifurcation point away from u.*0, the 
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magnitude of this shift growing as the two-thirds power of the signal amplitude. Moreover, the 

direction of the shift is always such as to suppress the onset of period doubling, an effect which 

has been observed in electrical analog simulations of Duffing's Equation,23 a mechanical 

"bouncing ball" experiment,20 measurements on the oscillations of a magnetorestrictive ribbon 

to alternating magnetic fields,24 and in digital simulations of Eq. ( I ) . 2 3 

In contrast to the result Eq. (3) of the linearized theory, the scaling of G, in the nonlinear 

theory depends explicitly on the input signal strength e, (e is proportional to C in Eq. (1)). A 

simple expression analogous to Eq. (3) cannot be written down: however, all the results follow 

from studying the simple first order nonlinear differential equation 

x » u x - x 3 + ecosA* (4) 

where x(f) may be pictured as the (slowly varying) amplitude of the period doubled component 

of the response of the system. We postpone a more detailed explanation of the precise meaning 

and justification of this equation until the next section. 

12 Four-Photon Mode 1 

In the 4-photon mode, gain is achieved for signal frequencies nearly equal to die pump 

frequency, a, =oy. One major difference with the 3-photon mode is that the system is nor

mally operated with no dc bias, i.e. A »0 in Eq. (1), (allhough this is not a requirement). Just 

as in die 3-photon theory, a harmonic balance calculation leads to an expression for O, as a 

complicated function of all die system parameters;1 And again, for zero detuning A, 

A x ap - <o, (5) 

there is the possibility of infinite gain, the conditions for which coincide with a dynamical insta

bility, this time a saddle-node bifurcation.1 , 2 6 
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One important complication in the behavior of the 4-photon mode is the presence of hys

teresis. This led to the central theoretical notion of the Infinite Nonre-entrant Gain (TNG) 

curve.1 The term "re-entrant'' means that G, is a multiply-valued function of a control parame

ter, so that as this parameter is swept back and forth the gain displays hysteresis (Figure 2a), 

which is an undesirable trait even though there exist theoretical infinite gain points. However, 

by tuning a second parameter, it is possible to eliminate the hysteresis (Figure 2b). The cost of 

doing this is great: eliminating the hysteresis also eliminates the infinite gain points. Thus, 

one's best strategy is to find the crossover between these two behaviors - by tuning both param

eters (say, 3 and oi, in Eq. (1)) it is possible to operate near a point of infinite, nonre-entrant 

gain (Figure 2c). 

From the point of view of dynamical systems theory, this behavior is easy to understand. 

The infinite gain condition corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation, and saddle-node bifurca

tions are genetically accompanied by hysteresis as a single parameter is varied (i.e. this is a 

codimension-one bifurcation). The idea of tuning two parameters, the second allowing the 

disappearance of a saddle-node, leads to the familiar "cusp" bifurcation.27 Figure 3 illustrates 

the unfolding of the cusp bifurcation in parameter space: two curves of saddle-nodes intersect to 

form the cusp point. According to the general theory of amplification in bifurcating dynamical 

systems, 2 6 the saddle-node curves correspond to infinite-gain points (in a linearized theory, and 

at zero detuning). Operating just below the cusp point gives the ideal; sweeping just a single 

parameter yields large gain while avoiding the hysteresis. 

Again, near such "infinite gain" points, the linearized theory breaks down. No nonlinear 

noisc-frce amplifier theory analogous to the one for period doubling has been developed. As 

described in the next section, the appropriate noisc-frce reduced equation for this cose differs 

from Eq. (4), insofar as it requires two bifurcation parameters u, and v (as expected from the dis

cussion above). 
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% (b) 
Nonre-entrant Gain 

Nonre-entrant Gain 

Figure 2. Sko.cn of signal gain versus control parameter P, illustrating the concept of "infinite 
nonre-entrant gain." The three different situations shown correspond to different values of a 
second control parameter, (a) Gain goes to infinity at saddle-node bifurcation points but hys
teresis makes these operating points undesirable, since thermal noise may cause a transition to 
the coexisting low gain state, (b) Changing ihe second parameter eliminates the bifurcations for 
all values of P. now there is no hysteresis, but no infinite gain either, (c) Transition point from 
re-entrant to nonrc-cmrant - now we have infinite gain without hysteresis. 

http://Sko.cn
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Figure 3. Typical Parameter space plot of a cusp bifurcation: two lines of saddle-node bifurca
tion points terminate at the cusp point (PQ. CO). 

i * H x + v - j c 3 + ecosAr (6) 

The cusp point occurs at u,»v»0. We discuss how u and v can be related to experimental con

trol parameters in Sec 6. 

Before moving on to the next section, we would like to point out two additional conclu

sions that follow readily from the present point of view, both concerning die unbiased Joseph-

son junction parametric amplifier. The unbiased (A »0) case has always been identified with 

the 4-photon mode, but this really misses the essential point that it is the kind of bifurcation that 

matters and not the governing equatioa Consequently, since it is known that Eq. (1) with A =0 

can undergo period doubling bifurcations,28 it is possible to operate the unbiased amplifier in 

the 3-photon mode (in the appropriate parameter regime). Moreover, the unbiased amplifier 

could be operated in yet a different mode, which is a 6-photon mode (with at, = 2<ap), a possi

bility which is discussed further in Sec. 7. The latter possibility is due to the occurrence of u 
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symmetry-breaking bifurcation29, n in the unbiased dynamics, a class of instability distinct 

from either period doubling or cusp bifurcations. 

3 THE REDUCED EQUATION 

The results of this paper follow from the study of the reduced equations (4) and (6) in the 

presence of noise for the 3- and 4-photon modes of the Josephson junction parametric 

amplifiers. In this section it is explained why these equations predic-t the important dynamical 

behavior of the much more complex system (1), or indeed any parametric ampUfler operated in 

these modes. The basic behavior of the reduced equations is introduced with emphasis on the 

effects of the signal and the noise. In the next section the results of computer simulations 

demonstrate that the reduced equations can provide detailed understanding of the noise rise. 

Before we discuss the derivation of the reduced equation we will discuss its interpretation 

in terms of the full dynamical variable <&. We assume for the moment that we are considering 

the period doubling case. For Eq. (1) the state of the full system (excluding the perturbation) is 

three dimensional; that is, «t>*(^,^,0,) where 8, is the phase of the pump. However, in general 

<t> may have any dimension greater than two. (We do assume here that the system is driven, 

that is, the fundamental frequency <o, is fixed. The analysis for autonomous systems is slightly 

more complicated.) In this space wc assume that the unperturbed system has a periodic orbit 

*o(r)i«<t>o(r+r), r»2jt/co, that is near a period doubling bifurcation. Wc further assume that 

the period doubling bifurcation is supercritical, so that past the bifurcation point the orbit <t>o 

still exists but is now unstable, and nearby there is a stable period-two orbit. Because wc arc 

near the bifurcation point, the period doubled solution and any long lived transients arc confined 

to the center manifold of the bifurcation. 
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Regardless of the dimension of the phase space of*, the dimension of the center manifold 

is two, parameterized by a phase 9, and another variable x. Transients relax rapidly back to the 

center manifold, then slowly onto the stable solution. One can visualize the center manifold as 

a band centered on the orbit 4>o(r) which, in the case of a period doubling bifurcation, under

goes a half twist between 8 , * 0 and 9 , »2JC. Thus it is in the form of a Mobius strip. A general 

orbit on this manifold can be expressed approximately as 

<K*}-*o(0+x(f)*i(0 (7) 

where x(f) is a slowly varying function describing deviations of the orbit from 4>o(f), and 4>,(r) 

is a symmetric function of period 27 satisfying 4 , ( t ) • - ^ ( t +T). In the steady state x will be 

zero below the bifurcation and a non-zero constant above it Due to the slow nature of dynam

ics on the center manifold, a small, near resonant perturbation may have a significant influence 

on x(r), while having little ability to deviate the orbit off of the center manifold, so that Eq. (7) 

remains a good description of the behavior. Thus the dynamics may be well approximated by 

understanding the behavior of the reduced scalar variable x(r). As will be shown below, when 

perturbed by a periodic signal near the resonant frsquency o»,/2, the amplitude x responds as if 

driven at the difference frequency A-CO, -<B, /2 . Furthermore, when the system is randomly 

perturbed, it is ths part of the noise spectrum near to a y 2 which has the dominant effect on the 

variable x . 

As introduced in the previous section, x (f) satisfies the reduced equation 

x « | i x - x 3 + e c o s S t + $ ( r ) (8) 
for the period doubling and symmetry breaking bifurcations, and 

x » v + u x - x 3 + ecos8r+§(t) (9) 

for the cusp bifurcation. Here u. and v are bifurcation parameters, 8 is proportional to the per

turbation amplitude, 8 is proportional to the detuning frequency A, and §(r) is white noise of 

unit strength. Henceforth we will often work only with Eq. (9), since Eq. (3) may be considered 

a special case of it. The reduced variable may be directly observed in an experiment by making 
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a Poincare section in which the phase portrait is strobed every two cycles of the pump. The 

sequence of points will be closely spaced and can be approximated by a continuous function 

that is proportional to x(r). Taking a Poincarc section eliminates the phase variable 9̂ , and 

further reduces the dimension of the problem from two to one. 

Qualitatively, what behavior might be expected for this system? From the theory of noisy 

precursors. 3 0 , 3 1 it is clear that just before and just after the bifurcation, the power spectrum will 

display a noise bump with a Lorentzian shape centered at co,/2 (in the three photon case) for the 

full system and at © - 0 in the reduced equation. As u. passes through 0, the bump will grow 

taller and become narrower. Likewise, the theory of parametric signal amplification in bifurcat

ing systems 2 6 predicts a gain profile for coherent signals with a similar Lorentzian shape that 

grows and narrows as u, approaches 0 in the same way. Why then do we observe noise gain 

increasing faster than signal gain in the Joscphson junction parametric amplifier? The above 

mentioned theories for noise and signals are based on a linearized analysis, valid in the limit of 

small signal and noise. For extremely small detuning S - where signal gain is greatest - how

ever, nonlinear effects cannot be ignored. Above U.-0, there are two attracting basins, near +^(I 

and -^JL The barrier between them, at x » 0 grows more formidable as u. gets larger. The pres

ence of noise causes the system to switch apcriodically between these two basins - a process 

which can be approximated as telegraph noise. This fact is exploited in Sec. 5 to obtain analytic 

expressions for signal and noise gains. As u, is increased (or applied noise decreased) switching 

becomes less frequent confining the power of this noise driven square wave to lower frequen

cies, i.e., the noise bump grows narrower and taller approaching (but never exactly reaching) a 

delta function. The bifurcation point is not well defined in the presence of noise, since this nor

mally corresponds to the point where the delta function appears. Surprisingly, the signal gain is 

not maximized at j i » 0 (as predicted by a linearized analysis), but continues to increase for 

|X > 0 for sufficiently small detuning. The signal is able to achieve high gain in this region by 

altering the transition rates for the noise driven switching - favoring the positive basin during 
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the positive phase of the signal and the negative basin during the negative phase. However, this 

mechanism is only effective when the switching rate is greater than or approximately equal to 

the detuning of the signal. As u. is increased, the switching rate decreases and the noise bump 

eventually becomes narrower than the detuning frequency, after which point signal gain falls 

off. The noise rise results from the fact that the height of the noise bump increases more rapidly 

than the signal gain. The signal gain for sufficiently small signals is linear, whereas the noise 

level at the signal frequency is a highly nonlinear function of the applied noise spectrum. 

We now proceed with the derivation, again concentrating on the period doubling case. 

For no perturbation, x(t) exhibits a symmetry breaking bifurcation when die actual dynamical 

variable exhibits period doubling. Thus it can be described by the normal form for a symmetry 

breaking bifurcation: 

i « p r -JC 3 +higher order terms (10) 

where u,«0 is die bifurcation point (One way to derive this is to start with die normal form for 

the period doubling of a mapping x'»-{l+u)x+.x 3 +0(;c I ) and approximate the second iterate 

as a flow in the limit of small u.) For suffkiendy small signal, the effect of the signal is essen

tially linear. We can dunk of the perturbation between time t and time t+2T as being made up 

of small sub-intervals, each of which is assigned an average value of die perturbation over that 

sub-interval. In die linear approximation each of these will have a linear influence on the value 

of x at time t+2T. The ratio between die influence and die perturbation need not be constant 

over die cycle but will in general be a function g(t) of die phase of die subharmonic period. 

The Mobius strip nature of the center manifold requires that g(t)~-g(t+T), for example g(t) 

might be something like coso),r/2. Thus, for an arbitrary (but small) perturbation/ (r), 

x*]U-x3+F(t) (11) 
where 

f(0»^J /'* rs(O/(t'W»' (12) 
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The function g (t) can have Fourier components at frequencies co„ =«« a>p 12, where n is odd, i.e.: 

Thus, only perturbations with frequencies near one of these Fourier components can produce a 

slowly varying F(t), which can in turn have a significant influence on the dyncnics of the 

slowly varying x(t). For a periodic perturbation Ccos((on +A)t detuned by an amount A, we 

find from Eq. (12) that 

F(t)*C !s„lcos[Af-Argfo,)] (14) 
For the case where/(f) is noise, we can compute the spectral density of F(t)- We define the 

power spectral density F (a) as 

2 « F ( 0 ) ) - U m - < I J d f « i * f ( 0 l 2 > (15) 

where the brackets o indicate an ensemble average. Inserting the expression for F(t), Eq. 

(12), one can obtain (we assume here that F(t) varies continuously rather than discretely to 

simplify the calculation): 

2xF«a)« lim j < I ±£#'*'tm'£H'*mEli'*'m*'g*f(t") 12> (16) 

The limits on the t" integral can be changed to 0 to f for sufficiently large t (f' becomes 

insignificant). For axe 1/T ws can approximate the t' integral as unity. This yields the expres-

sior 

2 i t f , ( (D) - l im- ) -< l^( f t> ) | 2 > (17) 

where 

Assuming the F„ 's to be unconclated, we can express F(a>) in terms of /(to), Ac power spec

tral density of the applied noise: 

*(»>-2l&lV(«VH«i> (18) 
* 

Since only low frequencies can effect the slowly varying x{t), we can approximate F(u>) as 
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white noise with spectral density equal to F(Q) in Eq. (18). When signal and noise are both 

applied, the reduced equation takes the form: 

i » u * - j : 3 + e , c o s ( A t + 9 ) + e»§(r) (19) 
where ts is proportional to the signal amplitude, e, is proportional to the noise amplitude, and 

5(f) is white noise with unit delta, autocorrelation. 

Proper choice of time origin <-M eliminate the phase factor 9. We wish to consider the 

case where th& noise is much stronger than the signal, as it >s in this limit where the noise rise 

becomes a severe problem in the experimental situation. We therefore perform a rescaling of 

the equation to sett , to unity: 

•-jp - u,*! -x3 +eco«&t +$('i) (20) 

where t,-t?h, x - x f / e , , u-Uie*. t » f | / e , v and A»5c«. Note that $(fi/e,) has the same 

spectral density as VeJ&t)- Equation (20) is the fundamental equation we wish to study, In 

the interest of simplifying the notation, the subscript 1 will not be used explicitly throughout the 

rest of the paper. One may assume that the rcscalcd variables are used unless stated otherwise. 

Except in special cases 2 0 it is quite difficult to obtain analytic expressions for the panmeters in 

Eq. (20) in terms of those in the full equations of motion. However, one may always estimate 

these relationships in linear approximation Com numerical or experimental data :% discu&sed in 

Sec. 6. 

Extension of these results to the cusp and symmetry breaking bifurcations is quite simple 

- we just use the appropriate normal form in place of Eq. (10). For the cusp the normal foim is 

x * ujt + v -x3 + higher order terms (21) 
and the result with perturbations is 

~ - t t , * , + v , -x3 +ccos&t, +^(ti) (22) 

where v - v . e * 2 . The interpretation of Eq. (7) is now slightly different - both <t>Q and <£>i have 
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period T. If <DQ is a symmetrical orbit then <t>( will in general also be - i.e.: 

4>o(:) --^oCf+r/2) and Qx(.t)=-Qx(t+T12). This case occurs in the unbiased Josephson junc

tion and it represents the breaking up of one symmetrical orbit in two coexisting symmetrical 

orbits. Asymmetrical cases are also possible however. The symmetry breaking bifurcation has 

the same normal form as die period doubling bifurcation, Eq. (10). Now, however, <t>0 in Eq. 

(7) is a symmetrical orbit (<fto(f) •-4>o(f+772)) and <Pt(r) represents the asymmetric part of the 

orbit <<»,(0-<Pi(t+r/2». 

4 SIMULATIONS 

Three kinds of simulations were performed in order to study the noise rise phenomenon 

and determine how it is affected by the various parameters in the equation. First, the full pen

dulum equation (1) was integrated on an analog computer. An analog, as opposed to digital, 

simulation has die advantages of high speed and tremendous ease in varying parameters. The 

basic phenomenon, noise gain increasing faster (with increasing |x) than signal gain, was 

observed and the importance of using a very small detuning frequency S was quite clear. In a 

second set of tinwlariom, the reduced equations (8) and (9) were studied on an analog com

puter. This provided dear evidence that these simpler equations can capture the important 

features of the noise rise. Finally, extensive digital simulations of the reduced equations were 

performed for various values of (land 5. These again confirmed the presence of the noise rise 

in the reduced equations and suggest a number of predictions, presented in Sec. 6, about how 

real systems such as the Josephson junction parametric amplifier will perform. 
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4.1 Analog Simulations 

To reproduce the noise rise in the pendulum equation (1). an analog computer was con-

structed using low offset, low drift operational amplifiers and a losephson junction box to 

implement the sir* nonlinearity. A 33 bit digital feedback shift register was used to generate 

noise with adequate low and high frequency characteristics. To observe a significant noise rise, 

a sinusoidal signal of very small detuning A and small amplitude C was required. Thus the sig

nal generators for to, and a, were selected to have especially stable signals. To place the ana

log computer in the 3-photon mode, the parameters were varied to put the system near a period 

doubling bifurcation and as far as possible from any other bifurcations. 

Figure 4 shows results taken with a spectrum analyser monitoring me variable +. With a 
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Figure 4. Power spectra from analog simulation of Eq. (1) with noise added for the 3-photon 
case with & * SxlCPuy. (a) u.»0; this is the period doubling bifurcation point in the absence of 
noise, (b) |i»u.'; this is the point of maximum signal gain. The noise bump is starting to move 
inside the detuning frequency. Note the diminished signal to noise ratio, (c) u>u.'; signal gain 
falls off, noise rise continues. 
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detuning of 0.1% from ±a>p, as the parameter A was increased the signal gain G, was seen to 

increase by 8 dB but the signal-to-noise ratio fell from 20 dB to 14 dB. Similar results have 

been published using actual Josephson junction amplifiers.6 

The 4-photon mode was studied by tuning the analog computer near a cusp bifurcation, 

and a similar noise rise was observed there. In Figure 5 the noise rise - the ratio of G, (at co,) 

to G, - is plotted against the signal gain, as the parameters are varied. The curve shown 

corresponds approximately to varying n. with v set to zero (see Eq. (9)). When |i is positive one 

enters the "switching regime" in which noise induces a hopping between two coexisting tttrac-

tors. When v is zero, the equation is symmetrical and hence equal time (on the average) is 

• Oi i i i i i i i i l I. I l I l l l 
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Figure 5. Signal gain vs. noise rise from analog simulation of Eq. (1) with noise added for the 
4-photon case. Note that the noise rise continues as wc go beyond the point of maximum signal 
gain. The detuning for this data is A»1.2SxlO~ 3oy 
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spent in each of the two states. Wc use this fact to obtain the data in the simulations - we 

adjust one parameter to some new value and then a second parameter is adjusted to symmetrize 

the hopping. Signal and noise gains are recorded at this parameter setting and then the process 

is repeated to obtain a sequence of data points (see Figure 5). In the linear approximation, 

C„ /C, would be exactly unity for all values of G,. Instead, along the line v=0 the ratio G„ IG, 

gradually increases and continues to do so even after the signal gain has begun to fall off. 

The reduced equation (8) for the 3-photon mode was integrated with a similar analog 

computer. Without a pump signal and with just a cubic nonlinearity, the (list order reduced 

equation is much simpler to instrument that the full pendulum equation Eq. (1). However, the 

need for low drift elements continues, and for v « 0 it is especially important to maintain low 

offsets. Figure 6 shows the switching behavior which occurs for positive u. In this regime the 

8 3 4 5 6 7 
time (arbitrary.units) 

Figure 6. Behavior of x(r) in die "switching regime" u.>0 for the reduced Eq. 

9 10 

(8). 
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dynamics can be approximated as a telegraph process (random switching between fixed levels) 

and analytic results may be obtained (see Sec. 5). In Figure 7 we show the power spectrum of 

jc(r) for three values of u. Again a noise rise is clearly apparent as u, is increased. The effect is 

somewhat larger than in Figure 4 because the effective detuning 5 is smaller in this case. 

20 
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o 
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(a) u » 0 

«W#**» 
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4 
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(c) y>H' 

Ml to m 

Figure 7. Power spectra from analog simultation of the reduced Eq. (8). Zero frequency here 
corresponds to to, for the dynamical variable (sec Fig. 4). Noise-rise is greater than in Fig. 4 
because the effective detuning is smaller here, (a) |x»0; this is the period doubling bifurcation 
point in the absence of noise, (b) |i>|i'; this is the point of maximum signal gain. The noise 
bump is starting to move inside the detuning frequency. Signal to noise ratio has fallen from 
30dB to lSdB. (c) u>u.'; signal gain falls off, noise rise continues. 
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42 Digital Simulations 

While digital integration is considerably r'ower than analog, it provides far greater preci

sion and flexibility for determining the behavior of the reduced equations. Happily, our particu

lar problem has certain characteristics and symmetries which allow significant improvement in 

speed over a standard approach. The details of die method used are discussed in the Appendix. 

The goal is to estimate the signal and noise gains as functions of die parameters u. and 8. For 

sufficiently small signal amplitude e, we expect the quantities G„ and Gs to be essentially 

independent of e. This was verified in die simulations. 

In Figure 8 a, b and c we plot GH (at the signal frequency), Gs, and noise rise, all as func

tions of the bifurcation parameter u, for several values of die (rescakd) detuning S. As can be 

seen, for finite/detuning G, reaches a maximum at some value |i»u.'. GH continues to increase 

however, reaching its maximum beyond u.'. While the GH and G, are both sensitive functions 

of 5, ttieir ratio is insensitive to 5. A significant difference (from 5-0) shows up only when well 

beyond the u, of maximum Gs. In Figure 9 we plot noise rise versus G, for several values of 8. 

These curves show that die noise rise continues to increase as we pass the point of maximum 

G,. We also see how Uw maximum G, increases as I SI is decreased, but so does die noise rise 

at die point of maximum G,. The bandwidth of die Gt decreases very rapidly with increasing 

u. This effect is shown in Figure 10 where we plot G, versus detuning for several values of |i. 

In summary, die simulations verify our expectation that the reduced equations capture die 

important dynamical properties responsible for die noise rise in die full dynamical system Eq. 

(1). Of course, die validity of the reduced equations is much wider, applying in the high-gain 

limit of all other weak-signal parametric amplifiers. Which reduced equation is appropriate 

depends solely on die bifurcation involved, i.e. solely on die "mode" of operation. In this 

sense, these dynamical properties arc universal, so that die results of the simulations can be 
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Figure 8. Numerically generated data from the reduced equation Eq. (8). (a) Noise gain Gn 

vs. bifurcation parameter u, (b) Signal gain G, vs. |i. (c) Noise-rise GJG, vs. u. In (a) and 
(b) the highest curve corresponds to the limit of zero detuning (5*0) . with successively lower 
curves following the sequence: S * 0.001,0.01.0.1,1. In (c) the cases of 8 • 0,0.001, and 0.01, 
are indistinguishable and form the highest curve shown, with successively lower curves in the 
sequence: 5*0 .1 ,1 . 
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C^^JLUL^JL^Ua^Ji^JLLj^^J^^J^JL^^XjL^Ji^^JLiU^i^^Mi^XJ^JL 
10 0 10 20 

C?s (dB) 
Figure 9. Numerical dau showing noise rise G« IG, as a function of G,. Comparing with the 
analog dau in Fig. 5 we would estimate that this previous result corresponds approximately to 
5-0.1. 
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T * ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " H ^ ^ T ^ ^ T 

Figure 10. Numerical data showing signal gain as a function of detuning for several values of 
the bifurcation parameter u. Note that the bandwidth decreases very rapidly. 

used to make quantitative predictions about the behavior of parametric amplifiers in this 

regime. We discuss many such predictions in Sec. 6. 
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5 ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

Using the tools of bifurcation theory, we were able to reduce the full phase space dynam

ics to a study of the one dimensional center-manifold dynamics. As disarmingly simple as the 

reduced equations appear, their analysis requires computer simulations near the bifurcation 

point u«0. However, there are two limiting regimes where one can derive analytic results: for 

sufficiently negative ji a linearized analysis is possible, and for sufficiently positive u the 

dynamics is well-approximated by a switching process. 

In the linear regime, the cubic term may be ignored due to the low amplitude of the 

response. The resulting analysis yields identical signal and noise power gains at the signal fre

quency, 

G-OA-oV. (23) 
and thus there is no noise rise. As one increases u. toward u,«0, the linear theory breaks down -

as it must, since G„ and G, cannot go to infinity (for 5*0) as predicted by the linear theory -

and one must rely on numerical analysis or simulations like those of Sec. 4. 

Upon increasing u, to sufficiendy positive values, the system enters the switching regime 

where one can again make analytic headway: the remainder of this section is devoted toward 

this end. Before launching into the detailed calculations, we give a brief description of the 

dynamics in this regime and an overview of the results. 

In the switching regime, the undriven system (e»0, §*0) has two stable equilibria x+ and 

x _ In the 3-photon mode, these correspond to different branches of the same phase-space 

auractor. while in the 4-photon mode (and the 6-photon mode - sec Sec. 7) these correspond to 

two distinct auractors. The addition of a noise term induces switching between x+ and .t_, as 

was shown in Figure 6. For sufficiently large u, this behavior is well approximated by a tele

graph process, 3 2- 3 3 i.e. random switching between two fixed levels. The effect of the small sig-
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nil (e*0) is to periodically alter the escape rates from the two equilibria; the- x+ state being 

favored while the signal is positive, the x_ state while negative. 

To obtain analytic results for the switching regime, we first calculate the mean lifetimes x + 

and t_ for the x + and x_ states respectively by solving the Fokker-Plank equauon in the limit of 

low diffusion between states. We find 

± » -LV2n l±3VjIScxp(-4-n 2 + 2 ^ ) (24) 

where 5«v+ecos6V. This result compares quite well with numerical simulations: for u»3 and 

S«0 we obtain t-133.3 from Eq. (24) and 132.0 from simulations. The noise gain is then 

determined from the autocorrelation function of the associated telegraph process, with result 

J C V 2 > , / 2 

l + ^e^coshWjI) 
- i 

(25) " cosh(2vV|i) [ 2u.: 

This is compared with numerical data in Fig. 11(a). Agreement is good above u -2 with errors 

of 0.5 dB or less (for small detuning). 

The signal gain receives its main contribution in the switching regime from the ability of 

the (slowly varying) signal to slightly alter t±. This yields the result: 

c _ 4U* - ' 
* cosh^ivVjo 

+ -~«' l lcosh 2<2vVjI) (26) 
2u,2 

This result is compared with numerical data in Fig. 11(b). Here the convergence is somewhat 

slower, the numerical result being 1.5 dB low at p.-2, but within 0.5 dB at u -4 . We define the 

noise rise A0? as the ratio G„ IG, evaluated at (0»5: 

NR - K e ^ c o s h ^ v ^ t t ^ u 2 (27) 

Note that the noise rise is independent of 5. This behavior is also exhibited by the numerical 

data as shown in Fig. 11(c). Deviations from this rule occur only after u. is well past the point 

of maximum G,. It is worthwhile to consider simplified versions of Eqs. (25) • (27) which 

result in certain special cases of interest For v»0 they reduce to: 
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Figure 11. Comparison of the asymptotically conect theory (solid lines) with the data generat
ed numerically from the reduced equation. 

C-lu^/O + oW/aM.3) (28) 

C„ « i tV2> S / 2 / (1 + ( « V « | H / 2 t f ) ) (29) 

NRmTuV}all<2v? (30) 
These equations apply to the period doubling (3-photon) and symmetry breaking (6-photon) 
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cases which do not require the parameter v. It also turns out that it is preferable to operate the 

cusp (4-photon) case with v»0. For non-zero v the behavior is always less desirable - the sig

nal gain decreases while the noise rise increases, as can be seen in Eqs (26) and (27). 

If wc consider the limit of 5 and to approaching zero (still with v»0) we obtain the partic

ularly simple results: 

G, « 4 u 2 (31) 

G , - * ^ " * " (32) 
Thus both G, and G, increase monotonically with |x, but with G„ increasing much more 

rapidly. The bandwidth over which this level of gain may be achieved is easily seen to be 

BW*2&\u~*'a (33) 

Thus the gain-bandwidth product (for signal gain) is not a constant in the switching regime, but 

rather it decreases exponentially with increasing u> This behavior can be seen quite dramati

cally in the numerical results shown previously in Fig. 10. In all of the results p. jscntcd here 

one can explicitly include the effect of input noise amplitude e.. This is accomplished by rev

ersing the transformation used in Eqs. (20) and (22). That is, replace |i with u7«,, v with 

v / e*° ,5 with 5/e„, co with o)/e», G, with e^G„ GH with e?G„, NR with NR, and BW with 

BWlt*. Thus, for example, Eq. (31) becomes G, - 4u,2/e*, which shows that a slight reduction 

in noise level can result in a dramatic improvement in signal gain. 

In the remainder of this section wc present a derivation of %± and then, using this result, 

we determine Gn and G,. We start with the reduced equation for the cusp or 4-photon case 

since it is the most general: 

i » v + ux-x 3 +ccos6V+4(r ) (34) 
This starting equation can be rewritten as 

i — 3 X \|tfc,f )+$ ( ' ) (35) 
which is a Langcvin equation for a heavily damped particle moving in the slowly-modulated 
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quartic potential 

\(*(x ,r) * -±\ix z + jx* - Sx (36) 

where S »v+ecoso7. In the present case, y is ?. double-well potential, with minima at *_ and x + 

separated by a maximum at x0 (see Fig. 12). As before, we take 2j(f) to be delta-correlated 

noise with unit strength, 

< 5 W ) > « 5 ( f - f ' ) (37) 
The Fbkkcr-Plank equation corresponding to Eq. (35) is 

d,Wm-dxj (38) 
where W is the probability density and ; is the probability current 

; - - W i ¥ - 13,1V (39) 

For; constant, we can integrate this between the two minima to get an explicit expression for; 

J-*7* 
IWexp(2v)i;; 

(«W> 
Jx exp(2v)fltc 

If we assume that the system starts near the state x_ with initially no probability of being at x + 

(i.e.: W(*+)•()), we can interpret; as 1/t. where t_ is the mean lifetime of the state x_ 

Figure 12. The potential y vs. x, showing two wells separated by a barrier. 
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For x nearx_ we can approximate Eq. (39) as 

/ — <fi.-xykjv - i a x w ( 4 i ) 
where *_ is the curvature of yCO. Since we assume j is very small (high barrier limit), we can 

solve immediately for W 

W(x)-co iwexp(-* . (x -xJ 2 ) (42) 
Proper normalization of VK(x) implies that 

WCO-VUJc (43) 
The integral in Eq. (40) receives its dominant contribution near x 0 where Y(X)«-J*O(*-*Q) 2 -

Thus, 

£'exp(2y)d» ->/^*o" (44) 
Combining Eqs. (43) and (44). with * o *- determined from Eq. (36). we can evaluate Eq. (40) 

fory': 

J - £ - ^V2n 2 -3VjIS cxp(-I|i2+2ViIS] (45) 

Similarly, we can write 

••% " • 2 7 V 2 ^ I + 3 V ^ « p ( - i ^ - 2 V i I s ] ( 4 <5) 

which is just Eq. (45) with the sign of S changed. For large u, the prefactor can be approxi

mated by uV2, so mat 

^ - ^ « p [ 4 n 2 + 2 ^ ] (47) 

where S»v+ecos6r. 

Although £ is assumed small, the S dependence of t is crucial to the determination of sig

nal gain. This is because the primary contribution to signal gain in the switching regime comes 

from the ability of the signal to slightly alter the transition probabilities, favoring the positive 

state while the signal is positive and favoring the negative state while the signal is negs ' c. 
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We now calculate expressions for the noise and signal gains. Let n+ and /i_ be the frac

tions of the ensemble in the states x+ and x_ respectively, so that n + +n_» l . If the offset term S 

is small, these states have constant amplitudes x±*±l\L in the telegraph noise approximation 

( u , » l ) . Thus the ensemble average response is 

<x> • VuX«+-n_) 
The rate of change of n+ obeys 

so that 

Hi 

• ' 

V 4 

<X> + i._-L 
1 J 

<x>«- —+— ~L 45. 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

For convenience, we assume a complex representation for the applied signal, i.e. we use e*'* 

instead of tcot&t. For sufficiently small ewe have 

VS «a 0 +e*o« i i t J 1_ 
J 

where the coefficients <JQ. <*• it *o« * t follow from expanding Eq, (47) to first order in e. 

(51) 

(52) 

. J^e - t^ 

cosh(2vWjI) 
•^isinh(2vvpi) 

2V|uinh(2vm) 
2ucosh(2vV|i) 

(53) 

First we analyze the steady state solution of Eq. (50) to determine the signal response. Let 

Substitution of Eqs (51), (52), (54) into Eq. (SO) and ignoring 0 ( e z ) terms yields 
(54) 

A =aQlax\ B 
b<fix-b\a{) 

1+ 
<S - i 

(55) 

Since B is the signal amplitude gain, the power gain C, is equal to IB 12. Using Eq. (53), this 

becomes 
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cosrr(2vV|i) l+-^.exp0i 2)cosh 2(2v>/il) 
2u? 

- l 

(56) 

and the phase shift of the signal response is 

phasakjft s-arctarKcVaj) 
In the small signal limit, the response of the system to the signal is a linear amplification of that 

signal, with the power spectrum being unaffected at other frequencies. Thus we calculate the 

noise gain withe set to zero, and Eq. (50) reduces to 

< * > • - « t « c > + « o 
In equilibrium, <x>^ marfa i which implies: • 

"o . t I <»a 

When initialiTCd in the state s» the solution tor <x> is: 

(57) 

(58) 

ao <*> + - -=2-+c îl—=2.>«—** tZO 

The corresponding <x>_ solution is: 

(59) 

a 0 

a o , 
fli ai 

The autocorrelation function is 

G (t) • <x(0)x(i> • VJJ(» + H<x> + - n_^<e>J 

ao 2 r a 0 

2 

+ M>-
l«ij L [a,J • 

.-•tltl 

The noise power gain G„ is given by the Fourier transform of G(t): 

" • -

«0 
ai a? 

-t 

or, using Eq. (53), 

""-Sff1^^'^^' - l 

Note that the frequency dependence is the same as for G, (compare Eq. (56)). 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 
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Equations (56) and (63) are the main results of this section. We can extend this analysis 

to include an approximation tor norMelegraph processes. In the \i» 1 limit, the noise and sig

nal driven oscillations about a given equilibrium (which we previously ignored) can be deter

mined by a linear analysis. The signal amplitude gain for this effect can be expressed in com

plex notation as l/(<5+2u.), and should be added to the previous result for the signal amplitude 

gain Eq. (55). For the noise, the power gain of this effect is the same as for the signal, i.e. 

IK&+4\12) and it should be a good approximation (for high u.) to add this to the expression for 

G, calculated in the telegraph approximation. Theae additional terms are not significant near 

the maximum gain point for a given detuning. In fact thty could bt misleading as there are 

other small corrections which have not been included which may be of comparable size. The 

new terms only become important u u. is increased well beyond the maximum gain point where 

they fall off much leas rapidly with increasing u. than the original expressions. 

6 DISCUSSION AND PREDICTIONS 

« 

Understanding the dynamics near bifurcation points is essential'to the theory of parametric 

amplification since it is only near such points that very high gain levels may be achieved. For

tunately, the dynamics near such points is focussed onto a low dimensional center manifold and 

can be understood through a relatively simple reduced equation (9). The case studied in this 

work, where the system is driven by both signal and noise, has been shown to generate a noise 

rise as one increases the signal gain. The study shows that for sufficiently small signals linear 

amplification of the signal occurs at all parameter settings in spite of the highly nonlinear 

processes which lead to the noise rise. Another unexpected result is that gain continues to 

increase as one passes the bifurcation point (|i»0). This is in contrast to the linearized theory 
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which says that the gain should be a maximum at u.»0. 

In order to clarify the connection between the experimental parameters and those of the 

theory, we now discuss some procedures by which one might change from one set of parameters 

to the other. Tbe period doubling (3-photon) and symmetry breaking (6-photon, see Sec. 7) 

cases are the simplest because here the parameter v is absent The parameter n will be given 

approximately by a linear transformation of any convenient parameter of the real physical sys

tem, i.e. | t * i ( f - f o ) . Here P is some convenient experimental parameter, ?o is the bifurca

tion point, and y is a scale factor. Both /»<> and Y arc initially unknown, and it is typically very 

hard to calculate these values analytically for a speciflc equation. However, one can estimate 

them by fitting experimental dau to the numerical resulu. (Note that the exact location of P0 

will obscured by the presence of noise unless this can be turned off completely.) One approach 

is to compare the noise rise measured experimentally with the numerical results given in Fig. 8c 

which plot G„/G, vs u. A few well chosen dau poinu should determine estimates for y and 

Once u. has been determined, the scaling factor for 5 is easily estimated. For example, for 

fixed n, one can measure tbe 3 dB bandwidth of the noise peak and compare this with either the 

numerical resulu (Fig. 10), or use the analytic expression (33) to determine 5/A. The noise 

gain Gm will be related by some scale factor to die experimentally measured spectral density, 

which is easily found once 5 and u, are known. The signal gain G, will be related by yet 

another scale factor to the measured signal power gain. For the present purposes, it is unimpor

tant to determine the relation between e and ihc input signal amplitude because the results 

assume linear signal gain, which occurs for sufficiently small e. Of course, the reduced equa

tion is valid for larger e, where nonlinear amplification and saturation can be expected, and in 

this regime this scaling factor is very important. 
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In the cusp bifurcation (or4-photon case), two experimental bifurcation parameters P and 

Q must be used. The choice is somewhat arbitrary - to be determined by the experimenter. 

Near the cusp point, these will be related to u. and v by some linear approximation 

V 
1 4 

M P* 2* 
'P-Po 
Q-Qo 

> < where Pp Q^. P„ fl¥, ? 0 and 2 0 arc constanu to be determined. There will be a hom shaped 

region in the (P, 2 ) parameter space where there exist two different attractors (see Eg. 13). 

Hysteresis will be observed when traversing the hom. Near the cusp of the hom these attractors 

will be sufficiently close that we may observe hopping between them, driven by the input noise. 

1 

horn 
constant Gs .x 

v»0 
line 

linesv / ^ > 

constant ju. ^^A^^^y 
lines* - •9^stfs(j$P/ > 

7 J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - m a x ' <?s 

cusp fA*v*0 

Figure 13. This sketch shows qualitatively the relationship between arbitrary system parame
ters? and Q and the parameters |i and v of the reduced equauon. 
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The line in the (P, Q) plane along which equal time on average is spent on each of the attrac-

tors corresponds to v - 0 . Values of u. along this line may be determined by the method outlined 

previously. The point (PQ. fio) is the cusp of the horn. Its exact location will be obscured by 

the noise, however, so it must be determined by the process of titling experimental results with 

the numerical data. Normally one will not be interested in nonzero values of v since, as has 

been shown, the behavior of the amplifier is always inferior. However, if desired, values of v 

may be determined as follows: First, plot contours of constant signal gain in the (P, fl) plane. 

At the crossing point with the v « 0 line, the noise rise should be a minimum (this is another 

method of locating the v » 0 line). Straight lines tangent to these contours at the crossing points 

with v - 0 are (in linear approximation) lines of constant u» Values of v along these lines may 

be determined by comparison of the behavior with the analytic formulas. 

It is important to remember that the theory is based on certain limiting approximations. 

Specifically, to obtain the reduced equation we assume that the perturbation (signal and noise) 

is small, that the detuning is small, and that the system is close to the bifurcation point. For all 

results presented in this paper, it is further assumed that the signal is small relative to the noise 

in the sense that the telegraph or switching process is primarily noise driven. While ecos& is 

positive there will be a slight preference to the"+" state over the"-" state. However this effect 

should be small (say up to 10% shift in the mean lifetimes of these two states) because other

wise the signal gain will start to become nonlinear and deviations from the theory presented 

here may be expected. Another important consideration is the possibility of higher order degen

eracies. For example, the cubic term in the reduced equation might vanish for some combina

tion of parameters. This would then have to be replaced by the next nonzero term (typically x5) 

which we have been neglecting. It is quite possible that the dynamics in this case would be 

improved in regard to maximum achievable signal gain, and therefore the experimenter in try

ing to optimize the amplifier performance might be drawn towards a degenerate operating point 

where some deviations from the theory presented here might again be expected. 
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We emphasize that the dynamics in the switching regime is very sensitive to the level of 

input noise. We have used the term "noise gain" or G„ in numerous places in the text, but this 

is nor a linear gain and thus quite different behavior can be expected when the input noise level 

is changed. In fact, all of the scaling factors relating the experimental parameters to those of the 

reduced equation will change when the input noise level is changed. This reseating can be 

determined quite precisely and is the same as the rescaling used at the end of Sec. 3 (Eq. (20)). 

As wis pointed out in Sec 3, amplification will occur when the signal is slightly detuned 

from one of a discrete set of "resonant" frequencies. Furthermore, the response to the signal 

will have components near each of these frequencies. For the 3-photon or period doubling 

mode, these frequencies are nco f/2 where n is odd. For the 4-photon or cusp mode these are 

A (Op. (However, this mode can occur for a symmetrical oscillation in which case n must be 

odd, i.e. if 4 ( 0 shows no even harmonics of (o, near the bifurcation point then the restriction 

applies.) For the symmetry breaking bifurcation the frequencies are 2/ta>,. In addition, the 

case it «0 is suppressed in the driven pendulum (Josephson model) in cases where <X') is phase 

locked with the pump. This is because the junction voltage Vj is proportional to d+ldt and 

hence V) has an invariant constant component (the phase + itself is not an observable dynamical 

variable). 

The optimal operating frequency will be the one for which $,(;) and g (r) (defined in Sec. 

3) have the largest components. This will usually be the lowest allowed frequency - i.e. mpH 

for period doubling, to, for cusp, and 2(0, for symmetry breaking. Operation at the higher har-

. monies will usually result in a worsened signal-to-noise ratio. Frequency conversion is possi

ble, i.e. a response at coy/2 will result from a signal at 3(0p/2 in the period doubling mode. If 

one docs not want a response to these frequencies, care must be taken to filter them out of the 

signal before it reaches the device. In cases where n »0 is suppressed, it is not possible to use 

these devices as "detectors" i.e. to produce a low frequency response (near zero) to a high Ire-
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quency signal. In other cases, however, it is possible to combine the amplification and detec

tion of a high frequency signal. 

The mechanism of the noise rise we have been discussug occurs over a relatively short 

interval in parameter space - near the bifurcation point However, when parameters are varied 

by more substantial amounts there are other sources of noise rise which are importanL One of 

these, which we refer to as "idler noise" results from the emergence of an idler frequency as 

the bifurcation point approached. Noise frequencies near the idler can produce a response near 

the signal This effectively doubles the power spectral density of the noise. Thus the emer

gence of the idler peak will result in a 3 dB noise rise. A similar effect - "harmonic noise" -

results from conversion of noise near the other harmonics of the fundamental resonant fre

quency to a response near the signal frequency. This effect will usually be fairly small when 

operating near the fundamental frequency. Finally, an effect which is often overlooked is that 

signal and noise may be coupled to the amplifier in different ways. Substantial changes in 

operating point may then cause differing changes in gain for signal and noise. This effect can 

be very large, easily amounting to 10 dB or more of noise rise. 

Predictions 

In a previous work 3 4 A number of predictions were made which could be tested in an 

experimental system. These will now be discussed in greater detail: 

(1) For u.<0 the noise temperature is essentially constant (i.e. no noise rise), even as G, 

increases. This statement is based on the numerical results. It is not precisely true in a 

mathematical sense - in fact the numerical study did show a noise rise at u.»0, but it was only 

0.4 dB, and therefore negligible for most practical applications. The result is not surprising 

since a linearized analysis (valid for large negative u.) results in no noise rise. 

(2) For u>0 (and nonzero detuning), there exists a n of maximum signal gain, u.'. while the 

noise gain at the signal frequency also reaches a maximum which is beyond u.' (this behavior is 
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clearly shown in the numerical results). Moreover, u,' increases either with increasing noise 

input or decreasing detuning. The effect of changing the noise input can be determined from 

the rescaling given in Sec. 3 Eq. (20), while the effect of changing the detuning is evident from 

the numerical results - see Fig. 8. 

(3) The noise rise is insensitive to changes in detuning - both G„ and G, fall off initially in the 

same way as the detuning is increased from zero. The analytic result Eq. (27) shows this is 

exactly true for high u, values. For sufficiently large S, however, the noise rise must fall off -

when 8 is much greater than ihe avenge hopping rate, 1/t, a linearized treatment becomes pos

sible which yields no noise rise. 

(4) For sufficiently small detuning and large negative u. we find G, •• G„ •« u"* (this follows 

from Eq. (23)), while for large positive u, and (v-0) the behavior is G, - InG, +const«« \L2 

(this follows from the analytic results for the switching regime, Eqs. (28) and (29)). Further

more G, and G„ increase monotonically with u. including in the crossover region near u,«0. 

This result was obtained from the numerical data- it has not been rigorously proven. Notethat 

for any nonzero detuning G, and G„ reach maximum values as discussed in prediction (2). 

(5) The bandwidth BW over which the gain indicated in (4) may be achieved is proportional to 

I u, I for large negative n and to ucxp(-*n 2) for large positive u. where it is a positive constant 

(these follow from Eqs. (23) and (33) respectively). Thus we cross over from a region of con

stant gain-bandwidth product G^BW to one which rapidly diminishes and may explain the 

unexpectedly small values for this product previously reported for the lotephson devices. 1 0 

(Note that G , w is the signal amplitude gain.) This effect is easily seen in Fig. 10 from the 

numerical study. 

(6) A variety of theoretical curves have been generated numerically and were presented in Sec. 

4. Through the use of appropriate scaling factors experimental data may be compared graphi

cally with the theoretical model. 
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7 SK-PHOTON MODE AND SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS 

As has been emphasized, the suits presented above are based on quite general dynamical 

arguments: the underlying physical details of the amplifying system are unimportant, the crucial 

element being the type of dynamical instability involved. This fact ieads us, in this section, to 

go beyond the immediate subject of noise rise in 3- and 4-photon Josephson junction parametric 

amplifiers. We first examine the possibility of a "6-photon mode" that ought to occur in 

unbiased Josephson junction parametric amplifiers. Although this mode also displays a noise 

rise, it may have certain advantages over the 3- and 4-photon modes. We then discuss a sem

iconductor laser parametric amplifier which, though a very different physical system, should 

also display the noise rise. As wc discuss below, the semiconductor system may be a good 

experimental system to test the'predictions of Sec. 6. 

Amplification in the Six-photon Mode 

The occurrance of a period doubling bifurcation allows amplification in the 3-photon 

mode, while the saddle-node (and cusp) allows operation in the 4-photon mode. However, mere 

is a third kind of simple bifurcation the Josephson junction parametric amplifier can suffer, 

which has associated with it a third mode of operation. This is the symmetry breaking (or pitch

fork) bilurcation, which can occur in certain parameter regimes of the unbiased system (A - 0 in 

E a , ( l » » - » 

A discussion of the small-system amplification properties near the onset of a symmetry 

breaking bifurcation is presented in Rcf.26.'Thc basic features arc as follows. The experimen

tal signature of this instability is the onset of power at even multiples of the pump frequency a>p 

(Figure 14). Near this instability, high gain can be achieved for signals co, =2<u,. The idler co, 

will also appear near 2ap, so that ta, +co ; »4<0,; keeping with previous nomenclature this 
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Figure 14. Signature of symmetry-breaking bifurcation, (a) below bifurcation, odd harmonics 
only. (b)ar»veWft»rcauon, even rurmonics appear. 

would be called a 6-phcton mode. 

It appears that experiments have never tried to operate in this mode, although it should be 

possible: symmetry breaking for Eq. (1) has becti reported in analog and digital simula

tions,2*29, w and has been suggested as well by the analytic work of Levinsen. 1 1 Aside from its 

novelty, this mode may have desirable characteristics: since gain is achieved near twice the 

pump frequency, this mode operates at higher frequencies than the other modes; as an unbiased 

mode, it does not require contacts needed to supply the dc voltage: since <o, is not near <ap, it is 

easier to separate the signal output from the pump-frcquency output. There is also no hysteresis 

associated with the symmetry breaking bifurcation. Whether these advantages are realized in a 

practical sense is an open question, and must await actual experiments. 
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In any event, the 6-photon mode also displays a noise rise. The appropriate normal form 

equation is the same as for the period doubling case, Eq. (8), but now the decomposition Eq. 

(7) involves functions $ o and <&t such ihat 

*(#+—) --<*><') ; •!(*+—) - + • * ) (64) 
(Up Vlp 

and the detuning A is defined by 

A - a ) , - 2 c o , (65) 
Moreover, the reduced Eq. (8) is now the cominuous-time limit of theater Iterate of the Poin-

care* return map, while it corresponded to the second iterate in the 3-photon case. 

Wiu the appropriate i lterpretations (64) and (65), all of the results for the noise rise in the 

3-photon case go through. For example, the noise rise illustrated in Figure 7 will be seen in the 

6-photon mode, with zero frequency in Figure 7 corresponding to lo) , in the full system's 

power spectrum. 

N^rc-RiiTu •'" M i r i a m fr^niennrt''"™1"^""'-••«" 
In 1976, Cfothe et al. dcmonstmied experimentally that a semiconductor laser, pumped by 

an injection current modulated at 9 GHz, could act as a small-signal parametric amplifier.33 

They calkd this behavior "parametric sideband amplification", an effect which has been 

predicted theoretically.3* It was shown later that the experimental parameter values which 

yielded high gain nearly coincided with those for the onset of a period doubling bifurcation.37 

(The amplifier operated in the 3-photon mode.) 

The basic idea of the semiconductor injection laser is depicted in Figure 15. By injecting, 

say, holes across a p-n junction, one can induce electron, hole recombinations. There is a thres

hold dc injection current beyond which stimulated recombination produces strong coherent 

radiation. (The cleaved surfaces at cither end act as reflective "mirrors'* in analogy with gas 

lasers.) In the modulated injection laser, the injected current has a small ac component in 
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addition to a large dc component As in gas lasers, varying the parameter values leads to insta

bilities in the output light intensity, / ( t ) . (The variations in /(f) are at much lower frequencies 

- typically GHz - than the optical radiation frequencies, allowing for a semiclassical rate-

equation description of the dynamics.) A variety of bifurcations have been documented for 

injection lasers , 3 1 ' 4 0 including the period doubling essential to the parametric amplification 

experiment of Grothe et al. 

It appears that this so-called parametric sideband amplification has not been pursued 

beyond the original experiments a decade ago. In the present context, it may be a good system 

to re-examine, for two reasons. First of all, it can test whether the noise rise occurs in systems 

other than the Joscphson junction amplifiers: as a high frequency device, it should be possible to 

achieve small dctunings, enhancing the range over which a noise rise might be observed. 
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Second, the semiconductor device has the technical advantage of not requiring low tempera

tures, so the experiments may be relatively inexpensive to perform. 

• CONCLUSION 

It has been shown how the presence of external noise can be responsible for the "anamo-

lous" noise rise observed in Josephaon junction parametric amplifiers. The essence of the 

theory is die synthesis of two observations: (1) the high-gain limit of a parametric amplifier 

coincides with the onset of a dynamical instability, and (2) it is precisely near such bifurcation 

points that the effective phase space dimension is drastically reduced. This last fact implies that 

certain "universal" behavior is expected for parametric amplifiers of all kinds; the appropriate 

universality class depends only on the kind of bifurcation involved. The familiar 3- and 4-

pnoton modes correspond to period doubling and cusp bifurcations, respectively, while the 

newly proposed 6-photon mode conesponds to a symmetry-breaking bifurcation. In all cases 

the noise rise phenomenon is found to occur as die result of noise-induced switching: in the 3-

photon mode die switching occurs between branches of a single phase space attractor, while the 

4- and 6-photon modes display switching behind coexisting multiple attractors. 

The regime studied was that of weak signal and relatively strong noise. Weak signal 

implies that the system response at the signal frequency is a linear function of input signal, 

while "strong noise" simply means that the random perturbations are sufficiently large to 

excite a nonlinear dynamical response. That this is the relevant noise regime in the Josephson 

junction experiments is supported by a recent paper2 3 which demonstrates that the experimental 

noise level is sufficient to wash out the distinctly nonlinear phenomenon of period-doubling 

suppression.23 
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The powerful tools of bifurcation theory - in particular the center manifold construction -

allowed us to reduce the full dynamical system to the study of the appropriate first order non

linear equation. Except in certain limiting cases, the solution of the reduced equations required 

digital and analog simulations. Together with the analytic results presented in Sec. 5, this 

analysis leads to a number of predictions which can be readily tested by future parametric 

amplifier experiments, using either Josephson junctions, semiconductor lasers, or other devices. 

Whether or not the theory presented underlies previous noise rise observations must be 

determined by future experiments - for this reason, the predictive nature of the theory has been 

emphasized. Since the noise rise phenomenon appears to be a universal property (in the small-

detuning limit), there is no simple prescription for avoiding this undesirable characteristic. 

Nevertheless, dynamical systems theory provides invaluable insights into understanding OK 

optimally achievable performance of parametric amplifiers. 

APPENDIX 

Accurate determination of power spectral density in a numerical simulation typically 

requires a great deal of processor time because the stochastic fluctuations can only be averaged 

out by using a large amount of data. However, our particular problem has certain characteristics 

and symmetries which allow significant improvement over the standard approach. In general, 

to calculate the spectral density S((a) at a particular frequency to wc may evaluate 

2*Sm - Kin • £ < I jJxWc-"** I Z>.mmU€ (66) 

Thus to approximate S(co) wc must integrate on ensemble of data sets over a long time 7*. The 

accuracy of the result is proportional to 1/^F, where /C is the number of elements in the 

ensemble. One cannot obtain an accurate result without the ensemble average regardless of 
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how large T is - the error will always be of the same order as the measurement This is because 
.T 

the distribution of JL x (f)«""" dt for the ensemble is a Gaussian in the complex plane, centered 

on zero. Thus die ensemble average measures the variance of this distribution. To achieve 1% 

accuracy on this measurement we need AT=10000. Once this has been realized, we see that the 

way to improve efficiency is through reduction of the time T. As we will now show, if die time 

intervals are properly chosen, substantial improvement is possible. 

The key is to break: up ihe time sequence for each ensemble element into a series of inter

vals each of which starts and ends atx »0 (these intervals may have different lengths of course). 

To avoid die complication of having very short intervals we require that I xl be greater dun 

some dueshold value at some point during each interval. Let r„ be die interval endpoints, and 

define Yn as: 

Y„ - j ^ ' x t O * - " * ' " - ^ (67) 
In terms of the Y„ 's, we find 

2*S((0)- lim ±< 12r. f"""•* 1 2 > (68) 

since each interval is chosen by the same criteria and since each starts in die same state (x -0) 

we can expect die y, 's to be uncorrelaied. (This assumes that die signal is very small and can 

be neglected when calculating die noise response.) However, tiiere may be a correlation 

between Yn and xH, where x„ » f , + | - / , . Thus we may write: 

2wS(©)-Um-i r (2:<ll '»l 2 > (69) 

+ ^<YHe*im,xY^><e*im"m~''"y> 

+ Z<Yll><Y^e~imm><c~i'*(''~'~'i>] 
m<* 

Wc can now use die symmetry of our system to simplify this expression. For die v=0 case. Eq. 
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(9) has inversion symmetry. Recall that nonzero values of v are permitted only for the cusp 

bifurcation (4-photon mode) and in this case nonzero values are of little interest since they pro

duce inferior amplifier pcrfonnancc. This symmetry combined with the symmetrical nature of 

our interval selection scheme has the important consequence that <YH>*0. Thus the last two 

terms drop out of Eq. (69) leaving: 

W W - B n k ^ M ^ (70) 

What we have accomplished is to divide each element in the ensemble into a large number of 

sub-elements. Now it is the total number of these sub-elements which will determine the 

overall accuracy of the measurement. All of the sub-elements are equivalent regardless of 

which primary element they belong to. Thus we may write: 

To achieve 1% accuracy we need 10000 intervals but the average length of these intervals is 

much snorter than would normally be possible for direct evaluation of Eq. (66), resulting in a 

significant improvement in efficiency. Now: since the applied noise has unit delta autocorrela

tion, the noise gain G„ is given by 2>eS(co). 
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